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Abstract 

 This thesis aims to identify teachers' beliefs towards the teaching of EFL writing at a public 

university in the Caribbean region of Colombia. In order to identify teachers' beliefs about writing, 

a beliefs inventory was designed bearing in mind theoretical considerations proposed by Hyland 

(2004), Harmer (2003,2007), and Martin & Rose (2007). The methodology involves class 

observations, a semi- structured interview and a survey. The analysis performed on these data 

sources illuminated teachers’ beliefs concerning students’ lack of ability to carry out writing tasks 

and the nature of writing as applying previously learned grammar and vocabulary. Conflicts were 

observed in connection with beliefs about the writing instruction that are not reflected in teaching 

practice. The thesis report closes by suggesting possible pedagogical implications and 

recommendations.   
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

    This study is about teachers’ beliefs towards the teaching of EFL writing.  Teachers’ 

beliefs about teaching strategies and methodologies on foreign language teaching and learning 

impact their classroom management, curriculum and instruction planning, as well as expectations 

of learners (Pajares, 1992). In fact, teachers develop a personal understanding, beliefs, and 

expectations about the direction, mission, planning and objective of their teaching. Therefore, 

learning in any teaching and learning setting is influenced by a few comprehensive factors and 

elements. These elements include teachers’ beliefs, teachers’ professional development through 

training, as well as their teaching and learning style (Dos Santos, 2018).                                                                                                                                                

Teachers’ beliefs are important for understanding and improving the educational process. 

They closely guide language teachers to adopt their teaching strategies for coping with their daily 

language teaching challenges, influence their general well-being, and in turn, shape language 

learners’ learning environment, their motivation and their language achievement and ability (Li, 

2012). Teachers' beliefs are more about instructional behaviors and attitudes, rather than their 

research knowledge.  Hence, it is important to examine their characteristics, their content, and their 

expression. It stands to reason that if the career conditions of teachers have changed, and also their 

attitudes, values and beliefs, then so too will the ways that they teach. There are a number of 

pedagogical approaches which guide the teaching styles of teachers. In many ways, these are the 

theories that teachers hold, explicitly or implicitly, which affect all aspects of their teaching 

behavior (Turner, Christiansen & Meyer, 2009). Teachers’ beliefs are therefore defined as personal 

constructs that can provide understanding, judgments and evaluations of teachers’ practices (Dos 

Santos, 2019). 
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     The current study shows a comparison between teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing 

and their actual teaching writing practices at Universidad Popular del Cesar. The participants were 

English writing teachers who teach young adults (ages 16-22) who live in Valledupar city and 

nearby towns, and who graduated from local public schools. The students are enrolled in 19 

different degree programs. Prior studies (Li, 2012; Khanalizadeh & Allami, 2012; Rietdijk, van 

Weijen & Janssen, van den Bergh and  Rijlaarsdam, 2018)  have analyzed the relationship between 

teachers’ beliefs and literacy instruction in English speaking contexts; or in Spanish speaking 

contexts corresponding to large urban centers  (González, 2008; Romero, 2015).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

No prior studies have examined teachers’ beliefs in a context like the Language Center at 

Universidad Popular del Cesar, a small regional university catering to Spanish-speaking students 

from diverse majors.  The study proposed here serves as a reference for future investigations in 

similar contexts, particularly for the area of writing, expanding the scope of writing pedagogy 

research in relatively unexplored contexts.  

     This research report begins with the Theoretical Framework, where key concepts are 

defined regarding teachers’ beliefs and the EFL writing process, followed by a discussion of key 

issues and a synthesis of select related studies. The Settings section provides a brief description of 

the environment where this study is carried out and the target population. The Methodology section 

describes the data collection procedure in response to the research question, locates the study 

within a research paradigm, and justifies its belongingness to a specific research type. The segment 

also includes a brief description of the participants, the criteria used to select them, a statement of 

the data collection procedures employed and some ethical considerations.  
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 Chapter 4 reports the main findings, incorporating supporting evidence as needed. Chapter 

5, the Discussion section, examines, interprets, qualifies and draws inferences from the findings, 

addressing their significance for the Colombian context and for EFL teaching. The final section, 

the Conclusions, brings closure to the entire study by reconsidering the research 

questions/objectives and explaining how the study responded to them. 

 

1.1. Problem 

Initial exploration of the research context revealed factors potentially affecting students’ 

writing skill development. The factors pertain to teachers’ access to relevant training, the exposure 

to the target language, and students’ motivation for learning English. The quality of teacher 

development and training emerged as a potential factor affecting writing instruction at the UPC 

Language Center. The curriculum does not contain a specific approach for foreign language 

teaching, and it is based on the content of a textbook. Teachers rely on their own methods without 

receiving sustained training for improving their pedagogical expertise. Most teachers report not 

being aware of theories and methodologies for teaching English.  Teachers express that working 

in isolation from one another is harmful for both students’ learning and their own professional 

development.  

Another factor affecting students’ learning of English writing at the UPC Language Center 

is the low intensity of weekly and semester hours devoted to English instruction. This situation 

most likely affects writing skill development as students lack the level of exposure to the target 

language necessary for learning to produce written texts. Time allotted to teach English in different 

courses is not enough for getting students to have more second language contact, more time for 
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practicing and for accomplishing the goals of each topic. Two hours per week is not enough time 

to teach a unit and put in practice the stages of a class, so that teachers are forced to reduce their 

classes to a very short explanation and the realization of some kind of activity for the purpose of 

getting a grade. In conclusion, if time allowed for English teaching were rather more, the students’ 

English language proficiency would increase significantly. 

An exploratory task applied at the beginning of this study showed students’ tendency to 

write in Spanish and employ translation websites, disorganized ideas reflecting features of oral 

registers, and limited appropriation of cohesive devices and punctuation. The use of translation 

websites is one big challenge English teachers face due to the propensity of students to write their 

products in their mother tongue and immediately translate them with these kinds of internet tools. 

Another aspect realized when revising students’ writing is the disorganization of ideas. It is evident 

the lack of knowledge regarding the structures of paragraphs (topic sentence, supporting sentences, 

concluding sentences).  Moreover, the little use of cohesive devices as conjunctions, synonyms 

and transitional phrases makes the texts harder to read and understand. Finally, the use of 

punctuation is another aspect found in the exploratory task and what should be improved in order 

to make the writing clear to the reader. To conclude, all of these important traits noticed in 

students’ writing products display the difficulties students have when they are asked to write. 

Additionally, students’ motivation to develop their writing skills is also low as this is a mandatory 

course that they should take and pass to graduate from the university. CEDI’s students at Centro 

de Estudio de Idiomas study towards varied diverse degree programs, so that the second language 
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learning not representing a major priority for them does not deserve much attention and 

commitment for them. 

These contextual constraints and difficulties in students’ performance motivated the aim 

of investigating teachers’ beliefs about writing at Centro de Estudio de Idiomas, since it is not clear 

whether teachers’ beliefs about writing instruction could play a role in the difficulties observed in 

students’ writing skill development. 

1.2. Research Questions 

Considering the above-described difficulties, this study sets out to pursue an answer to the 

following questions: 

1.2.1. Main question 

●     How are teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing reflected in writing 

lessons at Universidad Popular del Cesar? 

1.2.2. Sub-questions 

● What beliefs do teachers hold about writing instruction at Universidad 

Popular del Cesar? 

● What areas of consistency and conflict exist between teachers’ declared 

beliefs and their actual practices in EFL writing instruction?  
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Framework 

     This section presents the main theoretical tenets that underlie the current research study, 

namely, teachers’ beliefs about writing. First, it introduces the concept of beliefs by providing an 

overview of the main theoretical contributions, as well as applications in educational research. 

Then, it goes over the notion of writing and its usage with pedagogical and research purposes. 

After that, it appears the characteristics and purposes for writing, writing as product, writing as 

process, writing as a genre and materials and activities for teaching writing. 

 

1.1. Beliefs 

Pajares (1992) state that teachers’ beliefs can shape, more than knowledge, the teachers 

planning, choices and actions in the classroom.  For Michael Borg (2001) the nature of beliefs 

could be conscious or unconscious, they can be inferred by what an individual says or does. Rather 

than, Rokeach (1968) argue that beliefs have a cognitive, affective and a behavioral belief; the 

cognitive that represents knowledge, the affective that arise emotion and the behavioral which is 

activated through actions.  

On his behalf, Xin Tao (1999) states that beliefs are an own construction of the teachers’ 

interaction with their culture, their readings, the history, the level of education received and the 

self-reflection of their learning and teaching experiences. In the educational ground, academics 

such as Basturkmen, Loewen & Ellis (2004) and Bingimlas & Hanrahan (2010) claim that beliefs 

are the foundation that teachers create from their understanding and the judgment they have from 

actions. These scholars define teachers’ beliefs as “statements teachers make about their ideas, 
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thoughts, and knowledge that are expressed as evaluations of what should be done, should be the 

case, and is preferable” (p.244). Teachers have different opinions toward their role as teachers, 

and how their roles regulate the kind of instructions that they choose in the classroom. Richards & 

Lockhart (1999) assume teachers’ beliefs are constructed based on many aspects such as goals, 

values, understanding about teaching content and process and their roles.  Teachers’ beliefs have 

been shown to impact how teachers approach knowledge introduced in teacher professional 

development programs and how they implement that knowledge into their teaching practices 

(Fives & Buehl, 2012). 

 

2.2. Writing 

Ong (1982) and Harmer (2004) express that writing must be understood as a process that 

requires it to be consciously learned which implies, necessarily, the knowledge of a written code, 

and conventions that end up being decisive when communicating, through writing, the speakers’ 

needs. In this line of thought, writing, as Hyland (2003) says, is one of the most complex processes 

that foreign language learners have to face because writing entails a higher level of thinking. In 

this sense, the theoretical proposal of the scholar points out that: "To write effectively is something 

that requires extensive and specialized instruction" (Hyland 2003, p. 8). 

However, in addition to the above-mentioned, writing, designed as an instrument to 

highlight conceptual, methodological and theoretical knowledge, requires teacher support. he 

teacher, as a guide of the writing process, must know all the variables involved in this process 

since what is required, finally, is that the student be able to communicate their concerns and their 

needs correctly. Because of this, it is necessary that the teacher, who guides the process, takes into 
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account some factors that are critical, as proposed by Harmer (2009) when he says, “The kind of 

writing we ask students to do (and the way we ask them to do it) will depend, as most other things, 

on their age, level, learning styles and interest" (p.112). This activity requires permanent teacher’s 

support because writing typically involves planning what we are going to write, drafting it, 

reviewing and editing what we have written and then producing at the end (a satisfactory) version” 

(p.113). 

 Writing, as Cassany (2014) claims, requires the acquisition of a system of signs whose 

convention is acquired by a social group and shared in different communicative scenarios where 

the dominant language is managed by all the members of the linguistic community. When trying 

to write in another language, the problem becomes more complex because it is necessary to acquire 

another code whose internal rules are divergent. Rivera (2011) argues that, "teaching writing in 

English as a foreign language is not an easy task since students usually think that writing is a 

complex process which they prefer to avoid". 

Bartholomae (1996) (cited in Ariyanti, 2016, p. 264) affirms that, “the goal of writing 

instruction might be to teach an act of criticism that would enable a writer to interrogate his or her 

own text in relationship to the problem of writing and the problem of disciplinary knowledge” the 

writing skill.  Writing deserves special pedagogical designs   due to its high social status, whereas 

speaking in the language classroom has a “informal” orientation. Writing provides students more 

“thinking time” (Harmer, 2007, p.112) or language processing that is thinking about language. 

When thinking about writing, we should distinguish between “writing for learning and writing for 

writing” (p. 112). The former is used as a tool to practice the language students have been learning; 
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it is an enabling activity and provides reinforcement. The latter involves writing as a whole; it is 

not focused on the details of language use. The aim is for students to become writers of real texts 

like emails, letters, reports, and correction is different because in this activity other things are 

observed for example, layout, effectiveness, text construction and style (Harmer, 2007). 

2.3. Ways of teaching writing 

The teaching of writing has evolved over time, and can be done in many different ways. 

For example, Hyland (2003) states that teachers do not follow a particular theory or approach to 

teaching writing, instead, they adapt this knowledge to their beliefs and teaching situations about 

how students learn to write. Some teachers see writing as a social practice, others like the product 

of a combination of text structures, vocabulary and style. Some writers focus on the process of 

writing and the decisions they have to make in order to construct a text. Writers also focus their 

writing according to the rhetorical purposes and the requirements of each one of the texts they 

want to project. Some samples of this focus can be seen in essays, reports, letters and each one of 

these have a different purpose to achieve regarding the discipline or field of study. The kind of 

writing and the way we ask students to write will depend on their age, language proficiency, 

learning styles and interest. To get our students to write successfully, we should bear in mind the 

following three issues: genre, the writing process and building the writing habits (Harmer, 2007). 

2.4. Writing as a product 

This model proposes teaching writing from the structural form of this skill, using patterns, 

linguistic knowledge, grammar, lexis, cohesive devices and other categories. It is presented by the 
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teacher through the use of models, and the students are prompted to replace words for others trying 

to save the structure and the pattern of the texts (Hyland, 2003). 

For Osanloo & Kolahi (2016), the product-oriented approach to the teaching of writing 

emphasizes mechanical aspects of writing, such as focusing on grammatical, syntactic structures 

and imitating models. This approach is primarily concerned with the correctness and form of the 

final product, and highlights the learner’s final piece of work instead of how it is produced (Hasan 

& Ahkand, 2010). Nunan (2000) clearly states that the product approach focuses on writing tasks 

in which the learner imitates, copies and transforms models of correct language. 

In the early stage of product-based approach the students are encouraged to mimic a model 

text (Gabrielatos, 2002). Adams (2003) points out that production of writing and giving feedback 

on it are very important in second language acquisition. 

The product-based approach emerged as a combination of structural linguistics and 

behaviorist learning theory (Silva, 1990). This approach to writing is also known as "Models 

Approach" and emphasizes students' exposure to written sentences and paragraphs (Akinwamide, 

2012). This approach focuses on the product (the written text) that serves as the model for the 

learner. It was believed that if a model text written by a competent writer is given to students to 

read, the students learn and follow all the good qualities of writing and thus become good writers. 

The proponents of the Product Approach believe that students can learn how to write with little 

error when they are given the composition of a good writer before writing (Adams, 2006). In this 

approach, students would be given writing exercises that would reinforce language structure that 

they have learned through the imitation of grammatical patterns. Controlled writing is an example 
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of this approach. Students would be given a paragraph and would be asked to perform 

substitutions, expansions or completion exercises. Generally, the focus of product-based approach 

to writing is on the written product rather than on how the learner should approach the process of 

writing (Osanloo & Kolahi, 2016) 

For De Lyser & Hawkins (2014), nevertheless, the process and practice of our writing 

remains masked by its product, as the polished published work obscures the means of its 

production, and even the production of our most frequent output (a scholarly publication) is, with 

few exceptions, seldom spoken of, let alone written about. The aim of these papers is to open 

writing for discussion as an expression of cultural geographies in practice, as a way of revealing 

some of the engaged and embodied practices of cultural geography that lie behind the varied 

published expressions of our scholarship, and to explore some of the creative forms of expression 

such writing practices may lead to. 

The quality of the writing products was evaluated with an analytic assessment protocol for 

argumentative text quality. This protocol was adapted from Erkens, Jarpens, Prangsma & 

Kanselaar (2005) and distinguishes the degree to which students correctly and completely establish 

text structure, clearly present this structure, and produce complex and elaborated argumentation. 

A high score on these three characteristics would indicate a well-structured and elaborated 

argumentative text.  

For Gholami (2013), writing is one the most important skills in learning a foreign language 

the nature of which has become clearer nowadays. It involves the development of an idea, the 

capture of mental representations of knowledge, and of experience with subjects. Writing accuracy 

is an important concern in EFL writing classrooms. Students' writing performance is usually 
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evaluated based on how accurate they are in lexico-grammatical areas, spelling and punctuation. 

In some classes students are asked to write after analyzing the main components of a sample text. 

They are actually required to copy the sample text's organizational characteristics. This is what is 

done in product-based approaches. 

2.5. Writing as a process 

Harmer (2007) explains that when we want students to be involved in “writing for writing”, 

we should involve them in a “process of writing” (p.113). This orientation is focused on the process 

that a writer should employ in order to develop their texts, or, as Harmer (2004) states, “the stages 

a writer goes through in order to produce something in its final written form” (p.4). This process 

includes recognizing the cognitive process as central to writing, and fostering the students’ ability 

to plan their writing. 

Thus, teachers’ aim is to develop the students’ reflection on the strategies they utilize to 

write. Teachers support their students in generating, drafting and refining ideas or planning, 

drafting, editing (reflecting or revising) and final version. The first of the stages requires the writer 

to think about the purpose of the writing, which will influence the type of text, the information and 

the audience. The second stage entails the first construction of the text that will be corrected later. 

In the third stage, the writer reads what she/he has written, looking for the elements that embed a 

text that were achieved in the written text. Those elements are coherence and cohesion, text 

structures, grammar accuracy and among others. On their behalf, reflecting and revising are 

supported by teachers, colleagues, or editors who make suggestions on the text in order to improve 
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it. As soon as the text is revised and edited, and the changes made, the text is ready to be submitted 

to the person or the readers interested (Harmer, 2004).  

For Hyland (2003), writing is a cognitive process, and in this process the teacher needs to 

develop “student’s abilities to plan, define a rhetorical problem and propose and evaluate 

solutions” (p. 10). In this sense, Hyland also proposes some stages for teaching writing. (See Figure 

1) As it was stated by Smalzer (1996) in Rivera (2011), writing must be understood as a process 

that help “students to think clearly and critically and to improve their own voices as writers”. It 

could be said that the use of stages in the writing process is meaningful for students because they 

can notice how they are progressing and get feedback from the teacher. 

 

Figure 1. A process model of writing instruction (Hyland, 2003, p.11). 

On the other hand, one of the drawbacks of the writing process is that learners do not only 

need to know how to write, they also need to understand other main aspects of texts such as the 

topic, audience, purpose and so forth (Hyland, 2003). 
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2.6. Writing as a genre 

For Hyland (2003), genre is defined as: “ways of using language for particular purposes”. 

For Harmer (2007), genre is the type of texts that are conventionally recognized by a discourse 

community. Also, in the year 2004, Harmer called genre “different writing constructions” and the 

“vocabulary within the genre” as the register (p.17). When thinking of writing as a genre, one 

focuses on writing as something to accomplish a purpose and “how different purposes provoke 

different kinds of writing” (Harmer, 2004 p.15). Hyland (2003) says: “we don’t just write; we 

write to achieve a purpose” (p.18). Here, the writer has an intention to communicate something, 

and knows the context and the social situation. Therefore, he/she uses the language to address this 

goal. That is because, when a text is written, the writer tries to follow social constructs to organize 

it, in order for the reader to understand the objective of the writing. “Writing is a social act that 

can occur within particular situations. It is therefore influenced both by the personal attitudes and 

prior experiences that the writer brings to writing and the impact of the specific political and 

institutional contexts in which it takes place” (Hyland, 2009, p.26). 

In addition, communicative action, in its varied forms of expressions, requires a level of 

competence of the ones who deserve to intervene into it. Without this competence, there will be 

an implicit or explicit exclusion in the speech act. 

On the other hand, Martin & Rose (2007) have described the genre as “staged, goal oriented 

social processes” (p.5). Staged, because it is necessary to follow an order to achieve the goal; goal 

oriented because the writer has the need to communicate something; social because each writer 

follows established social conventions to craft the required text. 
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For Martin & Rose (2007), the writing instruction is focused on three stages: modeling, 

joint construction and independent construction of text. In modeling, the agents discuss and 

analyze the text structure, the context and the language. In the joint construction stage, the agents 

construct the text together, and in independent construction of text learners write their own texts, 

teacher gives feedback and approximates the students to the learning, then the student redrafts and 

edits the text (Hyland 2003). (See Figure 2)  

 

Figure 2. The teaching learning cycle (Hyland, 2003, p 21). 

2.7. Materials and activities for teaching writing 

The kind of activities in writing varies depending on the approach through which it is 

taught. The different teaching orientations of writing that are mentioned above will define the 

activities that the teacher uses. In order to improve students' writing skill, it is necessary to promote 

activities that shift the focus of the agents that influence the communication processes (Warshauer 

& Daiute, 2001). Regarding this, Martin & Rose (2007)) claims that “writing is a technology, a set 

of skills which must be practiced and learned through experience” (p.6).  
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Hyland (2003) states that, "the ability to communicate ideas and information effectively is 

crucially dependent on good writing skills" (p.8). These activities and materials in writing skills 

should challenge and encourage students’ ability to write multiple types of writing and to actively 

participate in their learning. Writing skill has implicit sequences and components, it refers to some 

prevailing views that are “print-based view, the maturation view, the expertise view and, most 

recently, the sociocultural view” (Warshauer & Daiute, 2001 p.84). 

The print view is related to the types of genres that students are expected to write such as 

letters, paragraphs and extended genres, but it is necessary to move the students beyond the other 

to additional kind of instruction in order for students to improve their writing (cited in Warshauer 

& Daiute, 2001). The maturation view is based on cognitive developmental theory and consists in 

that after the learner has received a sequence of writing instruction that is based on knowledge 

about grammatical structures, vocabulary, paragraph types, the student is able to write. The 

expertise view is focused on older students that have received all the instructions of the prior view, 

and try more challenging purposes, plan and establish goals to develop more awareness of the 

writing goal and to think on the readers’ needs. In addition, the sociocultural view is focused on 

the expert practices stated from a cultural view, it implies emphasizing in linguistic diversity and 

the multicultural views that writing instruction can manage to deal with culture differences 

(Warshauer & Daiute, 2001).  

The following is some writing suggestions activities proposed by Harmer (2007): Postcards 

(pre-intermediate/intermediate), email interview (pre-intermediate upwards), writing a report 

(upper intermediate), instant writing, using music and pictures, newspapers and magazines, 
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brochures and guides, poetry, collaborative writing (story circle) writing to each other, writing in 

other genres (narratives, brainstorming, for and against). 

Activities have been seen regarding teaching and learning writing skills in a second 

language classroom (Leki & Carson, 1994). In traditional classrooms, the purpose of a writing 

activity is to reinforce grammar, or vocabulary items learnt. That means the focus of such types of 

writing activities is primarily on language structure. However, methodology for the teaching of 

writing in ELT classrooms made dramatic shifts from teacher centered and traditional approaches 

to student centered and interactive approaches in the 1990s (Hedge, 2000). The process approach 

involves a number of writing activities such as setting goals, generating ideas, organizing 

information, selecting appropriate language, making a draft, reading and reviewing it, revising and 

editing. Such activities enhance cooperation, involvement and participation of learners in groups, 

so that the student writer feels less loneliness (Hedge, 2000). According to Richards and Rodgers 

(2001), in each stage of writing activities students cooperate with one another to complete the 

writing activities. 

Tomlinson (2012) says that materials for language learning’ are anything that can be used 

to facilitate the learning of a language, including coursebooks, videos, graded readers, flash cards, 

games, websites and mobile phone interactions, though, inevitably, much of the literature focuses 

on printed materials. Materials can be informative (informing the learner about the target 

language), instructional (guiding the learner in practicing the language), experiential (providing 

the learner with experience of the language in use), eliciting (encouraging the learner to use the 

language) and exploratory (helping the learner to make discoveries about the language).  
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Oxford (2002), confirms that as different learners learn in different ways, the ideal 

materials aim to provide all these ways of acquiring a language for the learners to experience and 

sometimes select from. 

A fact that is highlighted by Richard’s (2001) comment that instructional materials 

generally serve as the basis of much of the language input that learners receive and the language 

practice that occurs in the classroom. 

According to Ellis (1997), materials have traditionally been evaluated predictively using 

checklists or questionnaires to determine their suitability for use in particular teaching contexts. 

There have been surprisingly few attempts to evaluate materials empirically, perhaps because a 

thorough evaluation of a complete set of materials is a daunting undertaking, which few teachers 

have the time to make. 

2.8. State of the art 

For years, researchers, linguists and other specialists have investigated how second 

language teaching has been carried out. In this case, it is regarding the impact of teachers’ beliefs 

on the teaching of writing skills in different parts of the world. For that reason, it is necessary to 

make reference to a set of research studies carried out by some researchers and teachers interested 

in the area of the teaching of writing. Among them: Kinam (2008), Shae & Crosthwaite (2019), 

Al-Bakri’s (2016), Al Shahrani & Storch (2013), Tagle, Diaz, Alarcón, Quintana, Ramón & 

Etchegaray (2017) and Ariyanti, (2016). 
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Kinam (2008), in her thesis, investigated the relationship between Korean secondary school 

English teachers' beliefs about and practices in English writing education and the factors that affect 

this relationship. By identifying the significant factors that influence the consistencies and the 

inconsistencies between teachers' beliefs and practices, this study attempts to advance English 

writing education in South Korea. In a number of subject areas, teachers' beliefs, as one facet of 

teacher cognition, have been a major focus in studies of teaching to better understand teachers' 

classroom practices and to improve teacher education. However, the subject of teacher beliefs on 

second language writing has attracted relatively little attention from researchers. In addition, few 

studies have been conducted in a Korean specific context. This study therefore attempts to 

contribute to the literature on teacher cognition in relation to a Korean-specific context. Adopting 

an interpretive perspective, this study employed a qualitative multi-case study method to study 

Korean secondary teachers' beliefs about and practices of how to teach writing. Drawing on data 

that included teaching materials, literacy autobiographies, and semi-structured interviews with six 

Korean secondary school English teachers, the results of this study showed that generally teachers' 

beliefs about English writing education are consistent with their practices. However, some beliefs 

were not so strongly reflected in the teachers' classroom practices. The reasons for the weak 

consistencies between some beliefs and teachers' practices were related to issues of educational 

policy and teachers' professional development. Korean educational policy relating to English 

education, such as textbooks, the Korean College Scholastic Aptitude Test, large class sizes, was 

one factor that hinders teachers from actualizing their beliefs. Another significant factor identified 

in this study concerned teacher factors, including teachers' lack of confidence in giving English 

writing instruction. 
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Shae & Crosthwaite (2019), refers that while much attention has been given to the 

effectiveness of WCF (Written Corrective Feedback) on writing accuracy or skills in L2 writing 

research, there has been relatively less research on whether teachers’ beliefs regarding WCF are 

aligned with their actual correction practices. This study investigates the alignment between 

teachers’ beliefs of their WCF practice and their actual practice, using questionnaire and interview 

data from five English writing teachers in a Chinese EFL context who provided WCF on 100 

student essays. The results indicate a degree of alignment between teachers’ beliefs and practice 

in certain instances. This study therefore investigated the alignment between teachers’ beliefs and 

practices for WCF, focusing on five EFL writing teachers in a middle-level college in mainland 

China. The aim of the study is to firstly identify the forms and focuses of teachers’ WCF practice, 

before turning to teachers’ evaluation of their beliefs on WCF in order to determine whether 

teachers’ beliefs on WCF and their WCF practice are in alignment. 

  Studies on teacher’s beliefs include Al-Bakri’s (2016) exploratory case study, which 

found that teachers’ beliefs and the challenges teachers were faced with affected their WCF 

decisions in an Omani context. Teachers experienced difficulty producing comprehensive, direct 

WCF, but a general lack of professional training for Omani teachers on WCF resulted in limited 

self-reflection on WCF practice. It was recommended that teachers should receive better training 

in alternative WCF practice as well as to communicate more with their students and peers about 

their WCF practice. There is empirical evidence that teachers’ beliefs affect their instructional 

decisions. Research investigating teachers’ beliefs is as vast as research on the effectiveness of 
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written corrective feedback is. However, how teachers’ beliefs influence their WCF practices has 

received little attention. The purpose of this study was to explore teachers’ beliefs on WCF and 

the reasons for their practices as well as the challenges they might face while providing WCF in a 

public college in Oman. An exploratory case study was employed. Qualitative data obtained from 

semi-structured interviews with six writing teachers and the analysis of WCF provided on 18 

students’ written assignments revealed that teachers’ beliefs and contextual factors affected their 

WCF practices. In addition, the study identified several discrepancies between some teachers 

stated and actual WCF practices. In general, teachers provided mostly comprehensive, direct WCF 

which is in contrast to what has been recommended in the literature on WCF. The study also 

revealed that there is a lack of communication between teachers and students regarding WCF. 

Moreover, students’ attitudes towards WCF can have a negative emotional impact on teachers. 

The study ends with recommendations to improve the current WCF practices. 

Al Shahrani & Storch (2013) investigated teachers’ WCF practices, beliefs and students’ 

preferences in a Saudi tertiary EFL context, where a set of WCF guidelines were strictly adhered 

to. Combining an analysis of 45 written texts with teacher/student questionnaires and interviews, 

it was found that all three teachers involved provided most WCF on mechanics (accounting for 

52.5% of all WCF), while over 75% of students preferred indirect feedback on more global issues. 

It was claimed that the teachers were not fully aware of the major focuses of their WCF despite 

their beliefs on the matter and despite an established school policy on WCF present in that context. 

In the end, the formulation of new policies with the help of Saudi university students was advised.  

This study served to fill this gap by examining the WCF provided by three writing teachers in one 
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Saudi university to 45 students' written texts, by using follow up interviews with the teachers to 

investigate their beliefs and the reasons behind their current practices of giving WCF, and 

questionnaires completed by the students. Forty-one of the 45 students completed a questionnaire 

to investigate their preferences about WCF. The study found that the teachers used the 

comprehensive approach of giving WCF. This practice matched the students’ preferences and the 

teachers’ beliefs, except for one teacher. The teachers also focused their WCF on mechanics. 

Tagle, Diaz, Alarcón, Quintana, Ramón & Etchegaray (2017), identified the beliefs of 37 

prospective EFL teachers in their final year of a teacher training undergraduate degree program in 

two Chilean universities about the teaching of writing. At the same time, it attempted to recognize 

the source of these beliefs. Data was collected through a semi-structured interview. The data were 

analyzed through the qualitative analysis software ATLAS.ti, following the coding and 

categorizing of the data. The results of this study suggest that the participants possess beliefs 

concerning the teaching of writing production based on the use of grammar and vocabulary, the 

replication of text types, and the consideration of successive stages at the moment of production. 

At the same time, it was identified that these beliefs were acquired within the contexts of school 

instruction and university training. It is suggested that teacher training programs encourage new 

teachers to implement practices based on the communicative approach to the teaching of the skill, 

urging them to critically reflect on their tradition-based beliefs. 

On her behalf, Ariyanti (2016) based her research on a compilation of different studies 

carried out to analyze the possible issues that affect teaching writing in Indonesia. The writing 
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instruction is relegated to teachers giving a topic to students so they develop their writing about it 

without any other instruction. Along with those research studies, she finds that the low level in 

students' writing is due to the low amount of time dedicated to students' writing production. 

Another finding was that classrooms are teacher centered, so students are passive agents into the 

classroom. Also, there is a lack of second language production, students tend to use their mother 

language all the time rather than English. Students also use their first language to write in English 

thus, it leads to students face grammar, punctuation and capitalization difficulties. 

Ariyanti (2016), expresses that “the students also often face difficulties in delivering the 

content of their composition which is caused by the different cultural backgrounds between their 

mother tongue and English” (p. 272). Regarding all those difficulties, researchers give advice on 

the use of technological tools that allow communication between teachers and students, also, they 

propose to implement feedback through the writing instruction and during the students drafting. 

They propose for future implications in Indonesia to use the Systemic Functional Linguistic Genre 

Pedagogy (SFL GP), so it can be a new hope for the teachers in getting new concepts in teaching 

English writing to the students. 

2.9. Context 

This research will be carried out in the Language Center at Universidad Popular del Cesar. 

It is located in the Northern region of Colombia, in the Department of Cesar, and in the city of 

Valledupar. The Universidad Popular del Cesar is the only public university in this region of the 

country.  It has a student population of around 17,000 and has nineteen different undergraduate 

degree programs. The Language Center at the university is responsible for teaching English to 
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students in each one of the different degree programs including: law, sociology, microbiology, 

surgical instrumentation and engineering, among others.  

The Language Center offers four levels of English courses. The first course is focused on 

grammar, the second one is focused on reading, the third one is focused on writing, and the fourth 

level one is focused on conversation.  Each course has an intensity of two hours of English 

instruction a week, and thirty-two hours a semester, so that at the end of the four courses students 

have received a total amount of 128 hours of English language instruction. This program is not 

aligned with the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) due to the low intensity of 

hours and the lack of necessary resources such as labs or specialized rooms with basic resources 

for students to practice the second language autonomously and for teachers who need to use them 

for classroom and teaching purposes. The curriculum of the Language Center courses was 

designed to be skills –based, taking into account the specifications of the syllabi as students needed 

to have access to written texts in English, and the university only could offer four semesters of 

instruction and only two hours of class a week. 

Students are young adults who live in the city and nearby towns. Given that it is a public 

university, most of the students who come to study here have studied in the public-school systems. 

Thus, they have a very basic level of proficiency in English, but they are very active and committed 

to their academic responsibilities. As such, they are easily engaged in the activities that teachers 

carry out with them during class.  

There is a group of 30 teachers in the Language Center, most being between twenty-five 

and sixty years old. Of this group, thirteen of them are teachers of writing, two of them are studying 
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for their Master´s in English language teaching, and the rest have completed postgraduate 

certificate programs in areas other than English Language Teaching.
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Chapter 3. Methodology 

This section addresses the methodology used to find out how teachers’ beliefs about 

teaching writing are reflected in the writing lessons at Universidad Popular del Cesar. First, 

considerations about the paradigm in which this study is placed will be discussed. Then, some 

theoretical background on qualitative approach will be presented for clarifying the reasons why 

this study is underscored on it. After that, some concepts and opinions about case study will be 

described in order to explain why this study is focused within this method. Subsequently, the 

description of participants and data collection procedures used in this process will be displayed. 

To finish, the ethical considerations that will be taken into account in order to maintain 

participants’ privacy and protection of their information will be described. 

To start, research is a thoughtful study of persons with the purposes of increasing 

understanding and/or adding to knowledge (Dawson, 2007).  This study is framed into educational 

research that is defined as “the application of systematic methods and techniques that help 

researchers and practitioners to understand and enhance the teaching and learning process” 

(Lodico, M., Spaulding, D. & Voegtle, K., 2006, p. 4). Such knowledge comes from a collection 

of data that delivers information and understanding about the features of the problem, about the 

participants involved in the investigation and about the context where the phenomenon takes place. 

This systematic process that has become an essential element in the transformation of educational 

processes is called methodology and is defined by Catherine Dawson as “the philosophy or general 

principle which guides the research” (2007, p.24).  
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Educational research addresses the term paradigm: a model to be situated into a reality, 

interpret it and give solutions to the problems that can emerge from it. Kuhn (as cited in González, 

2003) defined the term as a matrix shared by a scientific community that supports the production 

of knowledge according to the historical moment. This study is based on an interpretivist paradigm. 

This paradigm is supported by some thought schools such as phenomenology, hermeneutics and 

symbolism (Sánchez, 2013). This research process will be carried out by a dynamic and symbolic 

nature; social construction based on perceptions and representations of research participants, the 

interpretivist paradigm. From this point, reality is a social construct derived from subjective 

interpretations (González, 2003). The aim of the research to assume this paradigm is to understand 

and describe the educational reality through perceptions and interpretations of the parties involved. 

In association with this interpretivist paradigm a qualitative approach has been selected to 

understand the perspective of the participants who will be investigated, the phenomena around 

them, deepen their beliefs, experiences, perspectives, opinions and meanings, and how participants 

subjectively perceive their reality (Hernández, 2010).  

Qualitative research is concerned with studying human behavior within the context. Uses 

a variety of means to collect data (observations, tapes, questionnaires, interviews, case histories, 

field notes) and to facilitate validation and triangulation (Seliger & Shohamy, 2001). Besides, 

Dawson (2007) posits that: “Qualitative research explores attitudes, behavior and experiences 

through such methods as interviews or focus groups|”, as this research attempts to do. 

Regarding that, Egbert & Sanden (2014) state that qualitative research is based on the 

assumptions that knowledge is derived from the social situation and that understanding social 

knowledge is a “legitimate scientific process” (142). Having said that, the qualitative approach fits 
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perfectly in this research study, due that in the second language class, it allows to obtain descriptive 

data about the phenomena that is actually happening in the teaching-learning process and about 

what teachers believe toward their teaching practices. 

Taking into account the aforementioned about qualitative research, this investigation which 

aims to compare teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing to their actual teaching writing practices 

at Universidad Popular del Cesar will be illuminated under the light of a case study. A case study 

is an empirical inquiry that investigates a current phenomenon in depth and within its actual life 

content, especially when the limitations between phenomenon and context are not evident (Yin, 

2009). Wallace (1998) establishes that “by case study, we mean the systematic investigation of an 

individual case, whether that refers to one teacher, one learner, one group, one class or whatever” 

(p.47). 

In qualitative research the focus is to understand people's experiences and the construction 

of meaning through these experiences. As “qualitative researchers are interested in understanding 

the meaning people have constructed, that is, how people make sense of their world and the 

experiences they have in the world” (Merriam, 2009. p. 13), it can be said that this study focuses 

on exploring and understanding the teaching writing practices in order to know how teachers make 

decisions about the writing process and how their beliefs toward the teaching of writing affect this 

process.  
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3.1. Participants 

The participants in this study are three English teachers, three women, who work in the 

Centro de Estudio de Idiomas at Universidad Popular del Cesar (UPC). A questionnaire was 

applied to select the participants according to some specific requirements of age, gender, teaching 

experience and number of current groups of writing courses, although most of them answer the 

questionnaire not all the teachers showed willingness to be part of the research, only a few of them 

show willingness to participate in the inquiry, so that, these teachers were selected. 

Teacher #1 

She is a woman between 40 to 45 years old. He studied languages at UPC. She has between 

10 to 15 years of experience teaching the English language. She also works in a public school and 

has worked at the UPC for 8 years ago, and has had writing courses for about four to seven 

semesters. Currently, she teaches writing to three courses 

Teacher #2  

This teacher is a female. She is 33 years old. She studied languages at UPC. She has not 

received professional instruction on teaching writing. She has between 6 to 10 years of experience 

teaching English, she works only at the UPC, she has taught writing from 4 to 7 semesters and 

currently she has 3 writing courses. 

Teacher #3 

T3 is a woman, she is 50-55 years old, studied languages and has no postgraduate degree. 

She has between 10 -15 years of experience teaching English, works only at the UPC, has taught 

writing from 6 to 8 semesters and currently she has 5 writing courses. 
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3.2. Data collection procedures  

In this investigation, three different data collection techniques will be used: survey, 

observation and a semi-structured interview. Definitions of those techniques will be shown below. 

3.3 Surveys 

 Survey research may use a variety of data collection methods with the most common being 

questionnaires and interviews. Questionnaires may be self-administered or administered by a 

professional, may be administered individually or in a group, and typically include a series of items 

reflecting the research aims (Ponto, 2015). Quite often questionnaire is considered as the heart of 

a survey operation. Hence it should be very carefully constructed. If it is not properly set up, then 

the survey is bound to fail. This fact requires us to study the main aspects of a questionnaire viz., 

the general form, question sequence and question formulation and wording (Khotari, 2004). 

Holmes (1986), posited some advantages and disadvantages of this technique: it can involve a large 

number of subjects. Also, administering of questionnaires takes no more time. Usually, subjects 

cooperate because people do not consider it as an invasion. Some of the disadvantages are: It can 

entail a lot of work preparing a questionnaire. Another drawback of questionnaires is that it can be 

disappointing, due to the fairly limited and restricted answers.  

In order to identify teachers' beliefs about writing, a beliefs inventory was designed bearing 

in mind the theoretical considerations of some important theorists, Hyland (2004), Harmer 

(2003,2007), among others theorists. With the purpose to make this belief inventory valid, accurate 
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and complete, some scholars revised and validated the chart and gave their feedback and 

considerations on it. 

 

3.4. Observations  

Holmes (1986), states that observation is “one of the most common forms of classroom 

research” (p.16). The simple way to do it is bringing a tape recorder to the class and recording it 

and then transcribing the recording. Other ways to observe a class is by using video or by using a 

format to take notes of what is happening in the class, but the researcher should have clear what 

kind of information he or she needs. The advantages are plenty of information. Thus, from one 

observation can be a lot of information about several topics of the class. Another advantage is that 

the teacher can be a researcher too, and can record the classes several times without making another 

person feel judged or threatened. But observation has some disadvantages, such as making sense 

of the data, so, in order to analyze the information, the researcher needs a theory and an objective. 

Another difficulty is the time that is needed for transcribing, when it is a video, it is necessary to 

include all the gestures and movements that participants make (Holmes, 1986). 

Due to classroom observation being the more evident sample of what is going on in the 

classroom (Holmes, 1986), it was chosen to be an instrument of data collection of this research. 

With the richness of information provided by the classroom observation is feasible to experience 

what the teachers’ decisions about teaching writing are made, what the characteristics of 

instructions are, and how their beliefs can affect their teaching practice. 
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3.5. Semi-structured interviews  

To make an interview first the researcher makes a list of the kind of information required, 

and formulate the questions that can give those answers. The interview can be administered face 

to face. One of the advantages of interviews is that the answers are not as restricted as in the case 

of questionnaires. Participants can feel engaged in participating and more information can be 

created. A possible drawback is an issue of logistics since interviewing subjects one by one can be 

time consuming (Holmes, 1986). 

 

Table 1. Data collection instruments 

Objectives Instrument Times / When 

Identify teachers’ beliefs about 

teaching writing at 

Universidad Popular del Cesar 

Questionnaire 1 At the beginning to select participants 

Survey During the process of data collection 

Semi-structured Interview At the beginning of data collection 

Describe the characteristics of 

writing lessons at Universidad 

Popular del Cesar 

Observation Three English writing lessons per 

teacher 

Describe how teachers’ beliefs 

about teaching writing are 

Interview At the end of data collection, to do the 

triangulation Observation 
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reflected in their writing 

lessons at Universidad Popular 

del Cesar 

Questionnaire  
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Chapter 4. Findings 

4.1. Observation findings 

The observations carried out in response to the research questions set reveal important 

details about teachers’ beliefs as reflected in their teaching practice. This report presents findings 

regarding the characteristics of writing lessons at UPC and the way teachers’ beliefs are reflected 

in their teaching practice, in response to research questions 1, 2 and 3:  

● What beliefs do teachers hold about teaching writing at a university level? 

● What are the characteristics of writing lessons at Universidad Popular del Cesar?  

● How do teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing influence their teaching practice at      

Universidad Popular del Cesar?  

 

The beliefs English teachers hold about writing at Universidad Popular del Cesar mainly refer to 

1) the lack of necessity for writing instruction, 2) a focus on vocabulary and grammar in writing 

tasks, and 3) knowledge of grammar and vocabulary as a prerequisite for writing in the L2. One 

central finding relates to teacher’s implicit belief that writing instruction is not necessary.  This 

belief manifests itself in some of the pedagogical practices observed. For example, in teacher A’s 

classes , the teacher limits classes to the explanation of some grammatical phrases and 

vocabulary, and to carrying out  matching activities using the same lexis. This action reflects that 

the teacher believes that writing is putting grammar and vocabulary at work in controlled 

exercises. In teacher B’s classes, the teacher participant explains grammar topics and vocabulary, 
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too, and then she asks students to write three sentences utilizing the grammar and vocabulary 

taught. Her students reacted by doing the sentences using translator websites. This action reflects 

the belief that students need previous English knowledge to be able to write sentences. Finally, in 

Teacher C`s classes, apart from the practice of vocabulary and grammatical phrases, students are 

asked to complete ‘fill in the blanks’ worksheets.  Then, the teacher asks students to write a piece 

of text indicating the problems that individuals face in the city, but this task is only mentioned 

once, and it is not revisited for more support or scaffolding. Thus, although it is expected that in 

the following class the orientation on how to write it would be given, no guidance or support on 

how to address the teaching of writing to students is provided. These actions reflect, again, that 

teachers believe that students could deal with writing at any time without guidance or 

monitoring.  

Teachers’ actions support the belief that writing is about putting grammar and vocabulary 

at work in isolated decontextualized elicitations. In all the classes observed, the same teaching 

practice is predominant. For example, in the first observation, teacher A, explains a grammar topic 

and some words to contextualize the class. Then, as an activity, she proposes to complete a 

worksheet previously given using the grammar topic taught. The following excerpt from the 

observation audiotape shows teachers are not aware of the theories established for teaching writing: 

Excerpt 1: Class 1, Teacher A:  

7 Teacher A:  
 
 
 
 

The topic for today it’s about the adjective ending with ed and 
ing, in this case, what express the sentence, a thought, a 
characteristic, a feeling or emotion 
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8 Student 1: un pensamiento 

9 Teacher A: It’s… I think about Steve, okay, sí eso puede ser un 
pensamiento or… o una característica, ¿cierto? Next, what is 
the structure of the… is not a structure, is a rule… when the 
adjective has an ending with ed, express emotion and feeling, 
cuando el adjetivo tiene una terminación con ed expresa un 
sentimiento o una emoción… and when the adjective has an 
ending with the ing, express thought or characteristic, cuando 
entonces termina en ing expresa un pensamiento o una 
característica…   

 

Teacher B’s writing classes point to the same belief when her classes are devoted to the 

practice of vocabulary, some grammar structures. E.g. 

     Excerpt 2: Class 4. Teacher B 

  4 Teacher B ...Today we are going to practice vocabulary and also the structure 
that I showed you the last class. Last class, I gave you… 
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 The writing activity is limited to writing statements using vocabulary and structures 

studied during class. Example:   

            Excerpt 3: Class 4, Teacher B: 

21 Teacher B 
Okay… now its your turn, ¿qué vas a hacer?  Okay, con ese 
vocabulario van a describir, van a describir, por ejemplo, my house 
is… my house is… comfortable but it isn’t spacious… yo digo algo 
positivo sobre mi casa, ¿sí? Es cómoda, pero es muy oscura, por 
ejemplo, la oscuridad ahí ¿es qué…? O la iluminación no es 
suficiente, me refiero a instalaciones de bombillos, lámparas, o las 
ventanas que tiene… o incluso el color de las paredes influye en que 
sea oscura, incluso de día, entonces… I’m going to say something 
positive and something very negative… negative aspect about any 
place from your house, ¿okay? Voy a hablar sobre… My house is a 
safe place, si? Mi casa es un lugar seguro, but… pero… is…A ver, is 
clear? You are going to make five statements… 

22 Student 1 
Profe, una pregunta, ¿por obligación tenemos que escribir de forma 
pegada a una oración negativa y una negativa, o sea, juntas 

             The following excerpt shows how teacher B explains present perfect tense using vocabulary 

about foods, and then she asks students to match some phrases in a piece of paper given. After that, 

she asks them to write two questions and two answers: 

 
 Excerpt 4: Class 4, Teacher B:   

65 Teacher B 
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A ver, write a statement, escribe un enunciado… use los siguientes 
verbos, use los siguientes verbos… 
Ahí están escritos los verbos a utilizar, ¿por qué está el verbo to 
be ahí, chicos? Porque usted no solamente va a decir, yo he 
comido arroz de coco, yo no he comido chivo asado… tienes que 
abordar otros aspectos, si ahí está el verbo ser o estar… aquí te 
puse el participio, pero tu sabes que necesitas el auxiliar para 
poder completar eso. So, I have… I have been in a mexican 
restaurant… Yo he estado en un restaurante mexicano, si has 
estado ahí, listo, has comido tacos, has comido chalupitas, pero de 
pronto hay algo que no has probado ahí, entonces menciona eso… 
profe me toca buscarlo… buscalo en internet porque yo no se lo 
di en la laminita, googlealo… y me lo presenta antes de irse… 
profesora y cuanto es antes de irse, pues cuando usted termine, y 
antes de irse usted va y lo escribe allá. 

66 Student ¿Uno solo? 

67 Teacher B Entonces, van a hacer uno, dos, tres, cuatro, usted decides cuales 
afirmativas, cuales positivas 

68 Student Profesora, hago dos positivas y dos negativas 
 

69 Teacher B Como usted quiera. ¿Los hago todos positivos? Haga al menos 
uno negativo. 

 

It can be seen how teachers’ writing activities do not vary from one to another.  Another 

aspect perceived during this session was students’ reliance on translator websites to carry out class 

tasks. 

Teacher C’s writing class is also based on the practice of a vocabulary and some grammar 

chunks (compound nouns, countable and uncountable nouns):  

 

Excerpt 5: Class 7, Teacher C: 
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  30 Teacher C      
 
 
 
 

Train system, you can have more than one, yeah, more than one 
combination, so these are compound nouns, so it’s very easy, you 
can get a new word joining to another one you can get another 
word, those are compound nouns. Compound nouns are for, 
maybe… they can be form with one noun and another noun, this 
is a noun… this is another noun…and then you get a new noun, 
the combine one, obtienen un combinado de uno, verdad, you can 
get one, es un sustantivo y otro sustantivo para tener another 
compound noun. So, this is very easy. Let’s read this one here, 
perspective, listen to these comments, so we need to have the 
audios, okay, for these ones. But for now, let’s read this one here, 
let’s have… what’s your name? Daniel? 
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Teachers’ belief that writing instruction is not necessary is in conflict with theoretical 

sources reviewed in the Theoretical Framework section. Writing is one of the most complex 

processes that foreign language learners have to face, since it entails a higher level of thinking and 

knowledge of a written code and a series of thought structures decisive when communicating the 

speakers’ needs. For that reason, “to write effectively is something that requires extensive and 

specialized instruction" (Hyland, 2003, p. 8). Bearing this claim in mind, writing should be taken 

as a conscious process of thinking that entails a purpose, an audience, social practice, a 

combination of text structures, vocabulary and style, a process and decisions taken, rhetorical 

purposes and requirements of the texts to project.  “Writing is at once thought and communication, 

cognitive and social, content and process” (Wharshauer and Daiute, 2001. p. 83). Thus, according 

to Harmer (2007), Hyland (2003), and Martin and Rose (2007), the teaching of writing should be 

addressed regardless of whether writing is conceived of as a model, as a product or the 

appropriation of genres. 

 It is possible to say that these kinds of activities are focused on writing for learning because 

when thinking about writing, we should distinguish between “writing for learning and writing for 

writing” (Harmer, 2007, p.112). The former is used as a tool to practice the language students have 

been learning; it is an enabling activity and provides reinforcement. The latter involves writing as 

a whole; it is not focused on the details of language use. The aim is for students to become writers 

of real texts like emails, letters, reports, and correction is different because in this activity other 

things are observed for example, layout, effectiveness, text construction and style (Harmer, 2007). 
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The actions observed during lessons can be thought of as part of writing as a product 

approach, reflected in the teacher's treatment of grammar and lexis and their emphasis on practicing 

them (Golami, 2013). However, the observed approach differs from a product approach in that the 

grammar and lexis taught in the lessons do not focus on the construction of whole texts.  

Apart from the limitation to work on grammar and vocabulary in writing classes, it is 

evident that there is no presence of writing instruction. Students are sometimes asked to write a 

paragraph but this task is only mentioned once, without teachers to offer support or scaffolding for 

constructing the texts. These actions reflect the belief that for teachers, teaching writing does not 

deserve instruction and those students are able to accomplish writing at any time without guidance 

or monitoring. For example, Teacher C below shows little concern with providing writing 

instruction:  

Excerpt 6: Class 7, Teacher C: 

14 Teacher C You're gonna be writing something, okay, pay attention. No nos 
vamos todavía. Page 10: vayan a page 10, writing. This is a 
community message about problems in the city, there is an 
example here, there is a paragraph, it says there is too much traffic 
in the city, and its getting worse, look at this one here, I want you 
to write that one, yo quiero que lo escriban, try to write it con este 
mismo vocabulario, try to do it with the same vocabulary that we 
have here, you know, there is…. In Valledupar, let’s say, in the 
city of Valledupar there is too much traffic and then you are going 
to be explaining what’s happening in Valledupar, qué está 
pasando en Valledupar, pero no es algo tan largo, va a leer este 
post que está acá about the traffic in the city, qué va a usar? 
Statements from exercise three, part B, verdad? To write a post, 
and use some ideas, van a usar sus propias ideas. This exercise, 
number 6 

15 Student ¿De cuántas palabras? 
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16 Teacher C It’s a short paragraph, it’s a short paragraph explaining… it’s 
almost the same. 
Ustedes saben que vamos a hacer un portafolio, un portafolio de 
lo que ustedes van escribiendo, ustedes van escribiendo y ya 
deben tener el primero que mandamos a hacer en la carpetica, el 
portfolio, el portafolio, chicos, eso se los dije pero como hay unos 
que apenas llegaron hoy, ya esta es la tercera clase. En una carpeta 
que usted va a crear, y va ubicando todo lo que va escribiendo, al 
final vamos viendo cómo es que ha ido mejorando, con 
vocabulario y algunas estructuras que vamos a ir desarrollando, 
usted va colocando su hojita en el portafolio, esta ya es la segunda, 
second one y ahí vamos a ir revisando. En la próxima clase lo 
traen, to the next class, vamos a ir searching este tema, van a leer 
la segunda parte de esta unidad. Van a leer number 3, van a leer 
todo lo que faltó, verdad, van a pasar del writing pasan a la page 
11. Realizan esas páginas, page 11, page 12, and 13. Okay? I see 
you in the next class. 

There, teacher A asks students to read some sentences, and mentions the writing of a recipe 

for the next class using some connectors. She says that she has to teach them in order that they can 

use them in the text.  But after a while, she abandons the idea and goes on explaining another topic 

(will and going to). 

Excerpt 7: Class 1, Teacher A: 

2 T Chicos, perdón, se me había olvidado hacerles una explicación, la unidad 
que nos correspondería según el manejo del contenido, es la unidad cuatro, 
pero yo quiero que esa la dejemos para la semana siguiente porque ahí tiene 
que hacer un trabajo en grupo, máximo de cuatro estudiantes, mínimo la 
pareja, eh, vamos a trabajar los conectores de secuencia, con los cuales 
ustedes van a traer preparados, generalmente en este tema se elaboran 
recetas, ¿ya? Donde ustedes tienen que explicar el paso a paso de lo que 
van a preparar, no es obligatorio que tengan que compartirla, ustedes 
pueden traer a manera de ilustraciones entonces, ya ustedes se idearán, la 
estrategia la idean ustedes, pero miramos la unidad, de todas manera yo les 
recuerdo en el grupo, los conectores que vamos a trabajar y lo que me 
interesa a mi es que ustedes apliquen esos conectores dentro del contexto 
de la clase, todos los integrantes de los grupos deben participar en la 
presentación, oyeron… por eso fue que se hizo el cambio de unidad, por 
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eso la de la otra semana la vamos a trabajar hoy y la de hoy la vamos a 
trabajar el próximo viernes, la idea es que ustedes organicen ahorita más 
tarde, organicen los grupos y ya se pongan de acuerdo, eh, en cómo van a 
trabajar.    

3 T Okay, are you ready? Finished? Finish your practice? Okay, any volunteer? 
Voluntarios… Who has the page? ¿Quién tiene la página ahí que haya 
practicado…? 

 

4.2. Teacher’s survey report 

The teachers’ survey was an instrument applied in order to identify teachers' beliefs toward 

writing instruction at Universidad Popular del Cesar. The survey was designed taking into account 

theoretical notions expounded by Harmer (2007, 2009, 2007), Hyland (2003), and Martin and Rose 

(2007). The survey is divided into eight sections: Students’ needs, Feedback, Monitoring, 

Modeling, Providing context, Process, Scaffolding/Practice, and Social Vs Individual process. I 

will now report findings for each section as a way to approach research questions 1 and 2: What 

beliefs do teachers hold about teaching writing at the university level? and, how do teachers’ beliefs 

about teaching writing influence their teaching practice at Universidad Popular del Cesar?   

The first group of questions falls under the category “Students’ needs”. Three items were 

part of this section. The first item inquires whether students have the writing skills they need to 

carry out class tasks. Here, the two teachers disagree, since one believes that students have not 

acquired sufficient writing skills for class work, while the other one considers students to have 

sufficient writing skill. In the second item, there was agreement between the teachers, since all of 

them pointed out that they emphasize grammar, lexis, cohesive devices and other categories to 

practice writing.  On the whole, teachers’ answers to the section “Students’ needs” show that 

teachers do not believe students to have the linguistic resources required for writing in English, 
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and thus, they believe their teaching practices should concentrate on grammar, lexis, cohesive 

devices and similar categories as preparation for writing. 

The second group of questions focuses on the Feedback category. The first item inquires 

whether teachers believe that students receive sufficient feedback on their writing.  The three 

teachers consider that they give students feedback to help improve their writing, and they believe 

that this feedback is not ignored by students. 

The third category focuses on Monitoring. Two of the teachers’ answers suggest that in 

their writing class, students do not have opportunities to correct their work with others (peers or 

teacher), while the other teacher disagrees. This belief could be reflected when a teacher monitors 

students’ writing and offers opportunities for peer correction, which means that writing is not 

viewed as individual practice.  

The fourth group of questions is about Modeling. The first item asks whether teachers 

provide students with a model as a sample of the text they are going to write.  All of the teachers 

answered positively. The second item inquires whether teachers analyze with their students the 

grammar, vocabulary, text patterns and the conventions that are used in the mode. Teacher’s 

answers suggest that they believe that students learn initially by imitating before becoming 

independent, and that teaching writing entails teaching the rules or conventions used in the target 

genre.  

The fifth group of questions focus on the category “Providing context”. The only item in 

this group inquires whether teachers encourage students to think about the purpose and the 

audience before writing. Here, the three teachers agree. This belief manifests when the teacher 
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provides context, including the purpose and audience for students to write. Their beliefs reflect the 

need to think about the purpose and the audience before writing since writing is a social process, 

it has a social goal: it happens in a context and is addressed to someone. 

The sixth group of questions focuses on the writing process. The first item explores whether 

teachers ask students to proofread and correct their piece of writing before submitting. Two 

teachers agree but one of them disagrees. The two teachers think that writing is a process that needs 

revision and correction, as shown when the teacher allots time in class for their students to 

proofread and correct their piece of writing.  The second item inquires whether teachers help 

students to identify the stage of the writing process they are in and how each stage helps in the 

process. Teachers point out that writing is a process where every stage scaffolds the production of 

a good text. 

The seventh group of questions falls under the category of Scaffolding/Practice. Five items 

were part of this group. The first question inquires whether teachers instruct their students to plan 

the contents and structure of their texts. Teachers' answers show agreement regarding the belief 

that good writers plan what they will write and that planning helps students organize the ideas and 

the structure of the text. The second item seeks to find out whether   teachers write/construct a 

sample text together with their students based on a model. On one hand, some teachers believe that 

jointly writing a sample text together with students helps them to get ready for independent writing. 

The third item explores whether teachers ask students to write a draft in which they state the ideas 

of the text that will be written. Two of the participants strongly agree and one of them agrees with 

this question.  Teachers thus believe that all written production requires a jointly written draft as 

the basis for independent writing. The fourth item interrogates if teachers, after constructing a text 
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with their students, ask them to write their own text, to which the three participants responded 

positively. This response means that teachers believe that after joint construction, students have 

received enough scaffolding to be able to produce a text independently. The fifth item asks teachers 

if they ask students to write different texts of the same genre. Regarding this question, two teachers 

disagree with this statement, but one of them agrees. They do not believe that students need practice 

in order to write a good text. Just one teacher thinks writing is about practice.  

The eighth group of questions falls under the category of Social Vs Individual process. 

The first question inquires whether teachers ask them to work individually all the time when they 

are asked to write. Concerning teachers' answers, it is shown that two of the teachers believe 

students' writing production should be individual because writing and learning are not social 

processes, while one of them disagrees with this saying. The second question inquires if teachers 

ask students to share their writing with their peers to improve their texts. The three teachers agree 

with the belief that students learn from their own mistakes and the ones from their classmates. The 

third item asks whether in writing classes, teacher and students first read, and learn about a specific 

topic so that students have some ideas to write about. All the participants believe that writing is 

taught after students have learnt a topic and they can say something about it, as reflected when the 

teacher plans activities for students to learn about one topic before they write about it. 

The fourth item seeks to find out whether in the writing lesson, teachers ask students to 

write about an unknown topic, so they will have to research the topic. Two teachers disagree with 

the belief that writing is a way to learn content, while the other one disagrees. This belief is 
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reflected when the teacher brings to class a new topic and asks students to research information 

about it. After they look for the information and comprehend it, they have to write a test regarding 

this topic. 

The fifth item asks teachers if in the writing lesson they ask students to think about what 

they would say first, and then write those ideas down. The three teachers believe that writing is 

putting the oral language in written form. It means teachers propose a topic to elicit students' 

thinking and oral production, then the teachers ask them to construct a test regarding what they 

would say. 

 

In conclusion, teachers’ answers reflect some of the beliefs stated in the beliefs chart 

designed under the conceptions of theorists specialized on teaching writing aforementioned.  The 

three participants’ responses vary but there were some answers in which their responses were the 

same. For example, in the category of Students' needs, teachers pointed out that they emphasize 

grammar, lexis, cohesive devices and other categories to practice writing. In the category of 

Feedback, teachers agree that they give students feedback to help improve their writing, and they 

believe that this feedback is not ignored by students. Other responses of the participants reflect the 

belief that teachers provide students with a model as a sample of the text they are going to write 

and that teachers analyze with their students the grammar, vocabulary, text patterns and the 

conventions that are used in a model. There were other beliefs displayed in the participants' answers 

that will be retaken later.  
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4.3. Interview findings 

 

The interview was an instrument applied in order to find out   teachers’ beliefs towards the 

teaching of EFL writing at UPC, and how these beliefs are reflected in their teaching practice. An 

additional purpose of the interview was collecting information regarding the characteristics of 

writing lessons in response to research questions, as stated in the research questions set. The 

interview reveals important details about teachers’ beliefs since its eight sections seek to identify 

what is taught and how it is taught, what the objectives of these classes are, what the products are, 

how long it takes students to write a product, what the problems at the time of writing are and how 

teachers’ classes help them solve those problems. 

The first question seeks to reveal what teachers teach to their students during writing 

instruction.  Teacher B focuses the question on the issues that can be written about in her class, for 

example, real experiences. Meanwhile, Teacher A coincides in her answers with teacher C, 

expressing that she teaches some specific rules to enable students to write. Teacher C expresses 

that she teaches the grammar and vocabulary of a topic, and she asks students to write fragments 

or paragraphs. She believes students lack skills to write texts. Specifically, she expresses the 

following, and makes an emphasis on the feedback that her students receive from her to help them 

improve:  

Excerpt 8: Interview, Teacher C: 

1 R What do you teach your students to write? 
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T T C “They do not know how to write, the only way that they can improve is when 
we correct them”, 

 

The second question asks what the objectives of the teachers’ writing class are. Teacher A 

states that the objective is that they will be able to write about many topics. On her part, teacher B 

says that she wants her students to write being aware of what they are writing, leaving errors of 

punctuation and capitalization aside. Meanwhile, teacher C wants her students to write with 

coherence, correct grammar and vocabulary. She also expresses that she would like her students to 

be able to express their feelings and emotions.  

The third question asks how teachers teach students to write. Teacher A expresses that she 

teaches them strategies so that, in her classes students practice writing, making drafts and making 

corrections of their mistakes. Teacher B, says that first, she teaches students to write through a 

model, she writes this model in the board to lead students in the writing and addresses some topics, 

like: punctuation marks, conjunctions, capitalization and to organize ideas. 

Teacher C declares that in her teaching writing practice, she asks students to write a short 

paragraph, then she corrects it and after she gives her feedback to the students. But also, she claims 

that she asks students to follow a model and she gives them some instructions. Using this model, 

she shows the students what they have to do, the main sentences and issues related to the writing 

of the paragraph. Hyland (2003) addresses this way of teaching writing when states that it is 

presented by the teacher through the use of models, and the students are prompted to replace words 

for others trying to save the structure and the pattern of the texts.  

The fourth and fifth question inquire what students have to write in class and if there is a 

final piece of writing they hand in and what it consists of. Teacher A says she asks them to write a 
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paragraph about a specific topic, while Teacher B says that most of the time, students have to write 

statements. Teacher C responded that her students have to write a draft of a paragraph related to 

the topic studied in class, for example a writing about the problems in the city or a recipe copying 

a model given.  This response relates to what Osanloo & Kolahi (2016) called the product-oriented 

approach to the teaching of writing, which emphasizes on mechanical aspects of writing, such as 

focusing on grammatical, syntactic structures and following models.   

 

The sixth question intends to find out how long it takes teachers to teach them to write this 

product, since teaching writing is a process that demands more “thinking time” (Harmer, 2007, 

p.112). Teacher A claims to devote between four to six hours, while Teacher B claims to devote 

four hours, and teacher C considers that a little more than two hours because she needs to give 

students feedback.  

The seventh question asks about the writing problems students usually have. Teacher A 

considers that her students lack vocabulary, grammar structures, coherence and cohesion. 

Meanwhile, teacher B says that her students lack punctuation marks, capitalization and vocabulary. 

Teacher C coincides with the two teachers before, so she believes that her students lack the same 

issues like vocabulary, grammar structures, coherence and ignore the existence of topic sentences 

and supporting sentences. Teachers’ answers put into consideration the thoughts of the scholar 

Hyland (2003), when he points out that students' writing performance is usually evaluated based 

on how accurate they are in lexico-grammatical areas, spelling and punctuation.   
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The eighth question intends to find out how their classes help students to work on those 

problems. The three participants conclude they help their students by correcting their mistakes. 

What is moving the students beyond the other to additional kinds of instruction in order for students 

to improve their writing, as suggested in Warshauer and Daiute (2001). 

 

This interview was designed in order to seek the most meaningful beliefs about participants 

teaching writing practices. It was elaborated taking into account the theoretical considerations of 

some theorists such as Harmer (2004, 2007), Hyland (2003), Martin & Rose (2007) among others. 

The answers of teachers respond to their beliefs towards their teaching writing practice, for 

example: Teachers declare that with their instruction students get enough writing skills to be able 

to write simple texts about experiences, feelings, thoughts with correct use of grammar structures, 

cohesive devices and vocabulary. Moreover, participants say they teach writing using two manners 

of doing it. First, they ask students to write a draft and after that, feedback is given to students. 

Second, teachers show them a model and based on that, students follow the order and the form of 

the text and write their own text. On the other hand, another finding is displayed, teachers admit 

teaching students to write statements and short paragraphs as products of the writing lesson. 

Additionally, the three participants believe their students ignore the same issues in terms of writing 

(vocabulary, grammar structures, capitalization, punctuation and cohesive devices) and that 

students improve their writing problems with the feedback received from them.  
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4.4. Triangulation report   

This report concludes the Findings section by putting together recurrent findings and 

conflicts regarding teachers’ beliefs about writing instruction at UPC as revealed in the observation 

report, the survey report, and the interview report. One finding in which the three instruments 

coincide is that teachers' writing practice is based on the teaching of grammar and vocabulary. 

Teachers' actions and declared beliefs were found to be consistent regarding this aspect. For 

example, Teacher A’s claim that she tries to teach her students some specific rules is manifested 

during the observation of her class, when she focuses on the teaching of ed and ing adjectives, will 

and going to.   Another example can be seen in Teacher B, when she indicates that students are not 

familiar with vocabulary and structures, and as teacher she has to teach these linguistic aspects to 

them. The teacher’s belief about the importance of teaching grammar prior to writing instruction 

was observed in her teaching of vocabulary for doing comparison and evaluations of houses and 

apartments, and present perfect tense. Another example can be seen in Teacher C, when she 

indicates that her class objectives target coherence during writing by using correct grammar and 

vocabulary and she concentrates her class on practicing vocabulary and specific grammar chunks.  

The belief on grammar learning as a precondition for writing is pervasive in writing instruction, as 

Harmer (2004) emphasizes when claiming that “writing has been seen as only a support system for 

learning grammar and vocabulary” (p. 5). 

 Another finding in which the three instruments coincide is that teachers believe students 

lack the skills to engage in writing tasks. Teachers' actions and declared beliefs in this regard were 
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found to be consistent. For example, they confirm their belief on students’ lack of writing skill  in 

the interview when they say: 

 

Excerpt 9: Interview, Teacher A: 

 

1 R What writing problems do your students usually have? 

2 T. A Most of the time, the students have a little vocabulary, also in some cases ignorants of 
gramática and structures in addition to cohesion and coherence in their ideas. They need 
to improve their vocabulary.  

 

Excerpt 10: Interview, Teacher B: 

 

1 R How long does it take you to teach them to write that? 

2 T. B ...they are not familiar with vocabulary...structures, so as a teacher I have to teach them 
from the beginning... 

 

Excerpt 11: Interview, Teacher C: 

 

1 R What do you teach your students to write? 

2 T. C ...they don’t know how to write, I know that, they don’t know how to write, the only 
way that they can improve is when we correct them... 

 

Excerpt 12: Interview, Teacher C: 

 

1 R What writing problems do your students usually have? 
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2 T. C there are a lot of problems, like grammar, coherence, maybe vocabulary, 
there are a lot of problems, many problems. They need to use good 
punctuation, they need to know like what is the main idea of something, you 
know, and to develop the rest of the sentences, ahm… supporting 
sentences… supporting the main idea, all that, you know, they usually… to 
do a writing class here it’s not easy because the students, their level of 
English is not too… good, you know, so it’s not easy because of that, so 
they… they need to start from the beginning, from the little things, because 
sometimes they don’t know how to write personal information, like 
introduction, sometimes they don’t know how to do it; I am this… and that… 
some students can do it, you know. They can make sentences and that’s it, 
but maybe they don’t know how to do the paragraph according to other 
habits, maybe routines, or main topic like, this is myself, but then when they 
have to talk a little bit more about details they don’t know how to include 
details and things like that, maybe because of the vocabulary or maybe the 
grammar structure, I don’t know, it should be something like that, because of 
the grammar and vocabulary, you know, they don’t know how to do the 
sentences, and they have many problems, they say: I have 25…. I have 20… 
and they don’t follow like a sequence, no siguen la secuencia bien, no sé. 

 

 

On the other hand, there are some areas of conflict between teachers’ stated beliefs and 

their actual teaching practice. One of the conflicts refers to feedback and scaffolding/practice, as 

is declared in Teacher A’s interview, when she claims that she asks students to make drafts and to 

correct their mistakes, but she does not ask students to draft their texts, addressing her feedback to 

correcting students’ pronunciation or to the completion of class worksheets. There is no need for 

writing and, as a result, no self-correction or feedback from the teacher or from peers. Similarly, 

in most of her interview answers, Teacher C claims that she asks students to submit drafts for her 

to correct them, but her actual classroom practice is limited to the practice of grammar and 

vocabulary.  
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To sum up, all the three participants’ survey responses claim that they follow well defined 

writing instruction techniques, such as drafting, using text models, encouraging students to think 

about the audience, the purpose, the stages of the writing practice they are working on, self-

correction, peer correction, among others. However, the characteristics of their writing lessons 

reflect that the actual practices rely on distinct actions not similar to the ones mentioned in the 

interviews and in the survey.  

To sum up, it seems that teachers' writing practice is held based on the teaching of 

vocabulary and grammar phrases, because of the time invested on practicing these issues which, 

strangely, are labelled as ‘writing’ practice. Although teachers’ interview responses suggest a focus 

on the writing of complete texts, guiding students’ writing, and providing feedback, their actual 

teaching practice does not reflect these principles. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis project was to find out how teachers’ beliefs about teaching 

writing are reflected in the writing lessons at Universidad Popular del Cesar. Concerning Question 

1:  What beliefs do teachers hold about teaching writing at a university level? It may be concluded 

that some beliefs stated in the beliefs inventory that was created to locate teachers' beliefs on 

writing instruction were found to be consistent in the analysis of the interview and survey answers 

and in their actual teaching practices noticed through the class observations. For example, the 

teachers’ beliefs that students need previous English knowledge to be able to write sentences and 

that writing is putting grammar and vocabulary at work.  Those were the most repetitive beliefs 

during the research process. 

Some other teachers’ beliefs were thrown out by the instruments but there does not exist 

consistency among them, due to the fact that they are stated by teachers in the survey but they are 

not reflected in the class observation. From the interview, participants declared that with their 

instruction, students get the basic skills to be able to write appropriately simple texts. Besides, 

teachers claim, students learn to write when they ask them to write the text and give their feedback 

after drafting, and showing them a model to guide their writing. Regarding teachers, the kind of 

products students learn to write in their classes are sentences or short paragraphs. Another 

important issue reflected in the interview responses is that the three teachers conclude that students 

ignore previous knowledge about language to be able to write their writing task.  

Regarding Question 2: What are the characteristics of writing lessons at Universidad 

Popular del Cesar? The study suggests that writing classes are basically addressed to the study of 
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grammar chunks and the vocabulary of the unit of the textbook. The activities proposed are the 

ones the textbook brings, which are basically to complete or to match, although the book brings 

activities of writing pieces of texts, these activities are not taken into account to develop in class 

or out of this. Classes are most of the time given in Spanish, which is the native language of 

teachers and students. This condition limits students' production and need for communicating in 

the target language. Besides, classes are, completely, teacher centered, which can be harmful for 

students' learning development. The sentences that are asked by the teachers are written in Spanish 

and consequently translated to English by translation websites, which hinders the writing learning 

process. The time devoted per week for the writing class is two hours, but most of the time, it lasts 

one hour and a half which complicates the process of learning and production.  

 Finally, regarding Question 3, How do teachers’ beliefs about teaching writing influence 

their teaching practice at Universidad Popular del Cesar?  The study indicates that teacher’s belief 

about the lack of previous knowledge to be able to do the writing task is harmful for students since 

they are not demanded or exposed to the activity of writing of long texts because the thought is 

that they are not able to accomplish it, for that reason, when the products are asked, they remain 

between isolated sentences and short paragraphs. 

The belief that writing is putting vocabulary and grammar at work, affects the lessons since 

most of the classes observed consist in the teaching of vocabulary and the piece of grammar the 

unit of the textbook brings, a big part of the time of the class is taken for teaching and talking about 

the vocabulary of the unit. However, teachers hold some beliefs regarding the teaching of writing 

that can be in accordance with the theories exposed in the theoretical framework but that are not 

reflected in their teaching practices, for example that after joint construction, students have 
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received enough scaffolding to be able to produce a text independently, or good writers plan what 

they will write. Planning helps students organize the ideas and the structure of the text. These kinds 

of beliefs are conflicts since they are not manifested during lessons.  

Findings from this study have relevant pedagogical implications. On one hand, teaching 

writing practices observed let us notice the need of professional training on teaching writing. It 

would be helpful in order to improve their choices in the classroom and identify their weaknesses 

reflected through the analysis and results of information gathered. On the other hand, with the 

knowledge about the teaching writing approaches, participants will be able to provide qualified 

instruction on writing, propose other kinds of activities that promote the development of writing 

skills in their students and the suitable feedback will be given.  

Finally, it would be great if writing teachers could reflect on the importance of the teaching 

of writing and how meaningful for humanity the art of writing is. As Hyland (2003) states, "writing 

is the ability to communicate ideas and information effectively” (p.8). Persons need to be able to 

communicate thoughts, feelings, knowledge, discoveries and all sorts of information that could be 

helpful or important to know for current and future generations.  

Some aspects of the study could have been improved during the research process. First, if 

teachers were selected regarding different aspects of gender, age, experience teaching English, 

numbers of courses of writing and professional development, as it was thought at the beginning 

and, as later the questionnaire to select participants was designed. Probably the results would have 

been more fruitful, but the wish of teachers to participate in the research project was not the desired. 

Secondly, it was not possible to find a predesigned chart on teaching writing beliefs. It was 
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necessary to design one belief inventory about the teaching of writing. It takes more time than 

usual.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Teachers' Beliefs Chart 

Thanks for being part of this research. The goal of this questionnaire is to identify teachers' beliefs 
toward teaching writing instruction at Universidad Popular del Cesar.  The following chart shows the 20 
proposed questions, the beliefs they reflect and what I expect to see in the classroom observation to 
confirm the beliefs. 

In order to make this instrument valid, accurate and complete, I’d appreciate you read the statements 
and indicate to what extent you think the question is appropriate to identify teachers’ beliefs about 
writing according to the following scale: 

4 3 2 1 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 

 

 Survey Question Belief it reflects How I can see it 
reflected in the 
classroom 

1 2 3 4 Comments 

 
1 My students have 

the writing skills they 
need to do the work in 
my class. 

Students need 
previous English 
knowledge to be able 
to write sentences. 

Teacher asks 
students to write 
sentences more 
than a complete 
text. 

     

2 In my writing class, I 
emphasize grammar, lexis, 
cohesive devices and other 
categories to practice 
writing. 

Writing is putting 
grammar and 
vocabulary at work. 
Therefore, in order to 
be able to write, I 
need excellent 
vocabulary and 
grammar foundations.  

Teaching of 
writing is limited 
to work on 
grammar, 
vocabulary and 
reading activities. 

     

Feedback 
3 In my writing classes, I 

give my students feedback 
to help students improve 
their writing. 
 

Teacher’s feedback 
helps students 
become better writers.  

Teacher gives 
written feedback 
to students 
writing 
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4 I don’t give students any 
feedback of their writing 
because they ignore it.  

Students only care 
about the grade. They 
do not care about 
feedback.  

      

 
5 In my writing class, 

students have opportunities 
to correct their work with 
others (peers or teacher)  

Writing isn’t an 
individual practice.  

Teacher monitors 
students’ writing 
and offers 
opportunities for 
peer correction 

    Monitoring 

Modeling 
6 I provide students with a 

model as a sample of the 
text they are going to write 
 

You learn initially by 
imitating, later you 
become more 
independent; this is 
part of the scaffolding 
process (sociocultural 
view of learning).  

Teacher uses a 
model as a guide 
in class.  

    Model to write- 
deconstruction 

 7 In my writing lessons, I 
analyze with my students 
the grammar, vocabulary, 
text patterns and the 
conventions that are used 
in the model.  

Teaching writing 
means teaching what 
are the rules or 
conventions used in 
the genre of the 
culture you want to 
interact with. 

Teacher selects a 
text, and gives 
explicit 
instruction about 
text organization 
by using a model 
to support 
students’ writing 
process. 

        Model to write- 
pattern 

Providing context 
8 I encourage my students to 

think about the purpose and 
the audience before writing. 
 

Writing is a social 
process; it has a 
social goal: it happens 

Teacher provides 
a context 
including a 
purpose and an 
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in a context and is 
addressed at 
someone. 

audience for 
students to write. 

Process 

9 I ask students to proofread 
and correct their piece of 
writing before. 

Writing is a process 
that needs revision 
and correction.  

Teacher allots 
time in class for 
their students to 
proofread and 
correct their piece 
of writing 

    Proofread  

10 I help students to identify 
what stage of the writing 
process they are in and how 
each stage helps in the 
process.  
 

Writing is a process 
where every stage 
scaffolds the 
production of a good 
text.  

Teacher tells 
students what 
they are doing 
and how it fits in 
the writing 
process. 

     

Scaffolding/Practice 
11 I teach my students that in 

order to write a good text it 
is better to make a plan of 
the content and structure of 
the text. 

Good writers plan 
what they will write. 
Planning helps 
students organize the 
ideas and the 
structure of the text. 

Teacher includes 
a planning stage 
in the writing 
process. 
 
 

    Planning/ 
brainstorming 

12 I write/construct a sample 
text together with my 
students based on a model. 

Jointly writing a 
sample text together 
with students helps 
them to get ready for 
independent writing  

 Teacher 
constructs a 
sample text 
together with the 
students 
 

    Joint construction 

13 students write a draft in 
which they state the ideas 
of the text that will be 
written. 

All written 
production requires a 
draft that is the base 
in which the written 
text is hold up. 

Teacher promotes 
the preparation of 
a draft in which 
the ideas to be 
developed in the 
text are 
presented.  

    Drafting 

14 After constructing a text 
with my students, I ask 
them to write their own 
text.  

After joint 
construction, students 
have received enough 
scaffolding to be able 

Teacher allocates 
some time for 
students to write 

    Independent 
construction 
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to produce a text 
independently. 

their own text in 
the genre studied.  

15 I ask my students to write 
different texts of the same 
genre. 

Students need 
practice in order to      
write a good text. 
Writing is about 
practice. 

Teacher promotes 
the practice of 
writing asking 
students to write 
more than one 
text in their 
course 
(interview) 

    Practice of writing  

Social Vs Individual process 

16 When I ask my students to 
write, I ask them to work 
individually all the time. 

Students writing 
production should be 
individual because 
writing and learning 
are not social 
processes. 

Teacher 
organizes tasks to 
be completed 
individually. 

    Work individually  

17 I ask my students to share 
their writing with their 
peers to improve their texts.  
 

Students learn from 
their own mistakes 
and the ones from 
their classmates. 
 
 
 
 

Teacher plans 
and prepares peer 
review activities 
in class.  

    Feedback from peers 

18 In my writing classes, we 
first read, and learn about a 
specific topic so that my 
students have some ideas to 
write about. 

Writing is taught after 
students have learnt a 
topic and they can say 
something about it. 

Teacher plans 
activities for 
students to learn 
about one topic 
before they write 
about it. 

    Writing after they 
have learnt about one 
topic 

19 In my writing lesson, I ask 
my students to write about 
an unknown topic, so they 
will have to research about 
the topic. 

Writing is a way to 
learn content. 

Teacher brings to 
class a new topic 
and ask students 
to research 
information about 
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it. After they look 
for the 
information and 
comprehend it, 
they have to write 
a test regarding to 
this topic. 

20 I ask my students to think 
about what they would say 
first, and then write those 
ideas down. 

Writing is putting the 
oral language in 
written form. 

Teacher proposes 
a topic to elicit 
students thinking 
and oral 
production, then 
the teacher asks 
them to construct 
a test regarding to 
what they would 
say. 

    No differences 
between oral/ written 
register 
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Appendix 2. Observation format 
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Appendix 3. Interview 

 

Interview 

Thanks for agreeing to participate in this study. This information will be of great help for the 
research: Teachers’ Beliefs toward the Teaching of EFL Writing. It is not an evaluation so feel 
free to answer. The information you provide is being collected for research purposes only and 
will be kept strictly confidential. 

 

1. What do you teach your students to write?  

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 

2. What are the objectives of your writing class? 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 

3. How do you teach them to write? 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 

4. What do your students have to write in your class? Is there a final piece of writing they 
give you? Which one?  

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 
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5. How long does it take you to teach them to write that? 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 

6. How many classes does it take you to teach them to write a new product? 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 4. Survey 
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Appendix 5: Responses chart: Teachers’ beliefs survey.  

https://forms.gle/Ry8ByqvwLN3XLeKv9 
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Appendix 6. Questionnaire to select participants 
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Appendix 7: Students’ products in which is shown the lack of cohesive devices, vocabulary, 

low English proficiency level, translation platforms use, among others: 
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Appendix 8: Transcript of interviews 

 

Appendix 8.1: Interview 1 (Teacher A) 

Thanks for agreeing to participate in this study. This information will be of great help for the 
research: Teachers’ Beliefs toward the Teaching of EFL Writing. It is not an evaluation so feel 
free to answer. The information you provide is being collected for research purposes only and 
will be kept strictly confidential. 

 

1. What do you teach your students to write?  

First of all, I try to teach my students some specific rules that… some strategies that can help 
them to start writing… at the end they are able to write anything. 

 

2. What are the objectives of your writing class? 

Ok, my objectives, at the end, pues, I try that… At the end of the classes or at the end of the 
course my students will be able to write about many topics, they follow… that they follow their 
own thoughts… their own ideas.  

 
3. How do you teach them to write? 

Ok, in some cases or… sometimes I try to teach them strategies, they have to practice writing, 
typically making drafts and making corrections to their mistakes. (Feedback) 

 

4. What do your students have to write in your class? Is there a final piece of writing they 
give you? Which one?  

Okay, sometimes they write about some specific topic, it depends on the aspect that is being 
treated and they have to deliver a final result of their work, in class, obviously. We try to talk 
about many aspects, or… sometimes we try to… to choose a specific topic, for example, 
movies... or for… They write paragraphs… and I check the paragraph is the final piece. Most of 
the time. 
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5. How long does it take you to teach them to write that? 

The time it is necessary to deliver a well-polished and quality job, o sea, I don't have a specific 
time, the students decide the time that they need, or in some cases two or three classes to write a 
paragraph… to deliver the final activity… the final paper.  

 

6. How many classes does it take you to teach them to write a new product? 

Two or three… three. I think that in three classes it’s enough, its appropriate to present a final 
job. 

7. What writing problems do your students usually have? 

Most of the time, the students have a little vocabulary, and in some cases ignorants of gramatica 
and structures in addition to cohesion and coherence in their ideas. They need to improve their 
vocabulary.  

 

8. How does your class help them to work on those problems? 

I think that they can learn to... better structure their ideas, also to be self focused… to correct  

themselves.  
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Appendix 8.2: Interview 2 (Teacher B)  

Thanks for agreeing to participate in this study. This information will be of great help for the 
research: Teachers’ Beliefs toward the Teaching of EFL Writing. It is not an evaluation so feel 
free to answer. The information you provide is being collected for research purposes only and 
will be kept strictly confidential. 

 

1. What do you teach your students to write?  

Alright, I think that when you as a teacher, help students to express through another language, 
what they think or… about their own situation in real life, it’s very useful and meaningful for 
them, so I teach them how to write about their experiences, about their daily life, and also to 
think about real problems. 

2. What are the objectives of your writing class? 

I think that the students has to learn how to express themselves in a second language using as a 
pass their mother tongue, in this case Spanish, but it’s quite difficult, because we want to teach 
them, or I want to teach them how to say, for example what they like or what did they do 
yesterday, but sometimes, sometimes they have some problems, they have some problems with 
capitalization, punctuation marks… ehm, that is very frequent so the ideas it, we have to 
empathize on those errors and help them to write properly, so the idea is that they write, but write 
being aware of what they are writing, leaving those error aside. 

3. How do you teach them to write? 

Well, I do… from my own example, so if I want them to tell me about their childhood, I speak 
about my childhood first and then I show them how to write that… on the board. Ehm, show 
them a piece of speech as a sentence, vocabulary, and also…  trying to show them that it is not 
difficult, so the idea is: organize our ideas first and then try to pull them together using 
connectors, punctuation marks, also capitalization and that’s it, through an example first. 

4. What do your students have to write in your class? Is there a final piece of writing they 
give you? Which one?  

I think that most of the time I ask them to write something, because the subject it’s aim to the 
write, they have to write, and they have to write something so I ask them, okay, you are going to 
read this paragraph or this picture, so you have to describe and when they observe or they watch 
a video, I ask them, okay, you are going to write your opinion about what you saw, or think about 
your family and answer the following questions, so the ideas is that they write small piece of 
speech and at the end of the class they need to give it to me, I think it is like an excuse for them 
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to write. (Euranis: what is the final piece of writing?) Sometimes it’s a paragraph, or some other 
times it’s just a statement, so base on the statements they have to make a paragraph. (So, your 
final piece is a paragraph?) Statements… most of the time statements. 

5. How long does it take you to teach them to write that? 

Okay, I think that, you know, English classes here take two hours per week, so I think that in… 
three hours, so a class in a half, you see, because most of them, they are not familiar with 
vocabulary… structure, so as a teacher I have to teach them from the beginning, from a simple 
piece of writing, so… about three hours, or depending on other activities or subjects that are 
aspects to talk to them, so, sometimes we have two hours for that, sorry no, two classes, four 
hours.  

 

6. How many classes does it take you to teach them to write a new product? 

Two classes too. 

7. What writing problems do your students usually have? 

Okay, here in our society people think that English it’s just writing words or linking words, 
without an order, and they… they ignore that capital letters exist… so, in every class I receive a 
product so I have to correct everything, so I have to tell them: hey don’t fight with punctuation 
marks, they are your friends! and I explain them the use of those marks, sometimes they don’t 
use verbs… they think that verbs as include in the noun as in Spanish we have them, and 
sometimes they forget a piece of vocabulary and I say: what happen here, this person didn’t read 
what we wrote and they just give it to me like that, so sometimes they don’t check it out, before 
reporting the activity. So, capitalization, punctuation marks, lack of vocabulary… that’s the most 
common. 

8. How does your class help them to work on those problems? 

As I told them at the beginning of the course, I said: I’m a very intense teacher… and a person 
too, so if you don’t want, don’t want to repeat an activity once or twice or three times you have 
to be careful with those error that I just told you, those error that I just told you… and with that 
warning, most of them, most of them, not everyone… everybody, most of them do their best in 
the moment of writing. Sometimes when the group is quite… difficult, you know, there are some 
students who don’t like writing, so… I told them: I’m going to take you some points off… you 
know, so… when you talk about the score, they are like, “oh my god, I can’t do errors”, but they 
do it afraid of… feeling afraid of the final score, but they don’t do it being aware of they are 
trying to learn how to write in English, if they don’t take this seriously or they don’t… look this 
is important for a future experience, they don’t do it… 
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Appendix 8.3: Interview 3 (Teacher C)  

Thanks for agreeing to participate in this study. This information will be of great help for the 
research: Teachers’ Beliefs toward the Teaching of EFL Writing. It is not an evaluation so feel 
free to answer. The information you provide is being collected for research purposes only and 
will be kept strictly confidential. 

 

1. What do you teach your students to write?  

I think that they… what I teach them to write it’s about basically what we have studied in class, 
let’s say that I talked about food, let’s say, we talk about food and then I try to use the same 
vocabulary to do, let’s say, a recipe or something like that, using the grammar that we taught in 
the class, that’s what I use to do with them.  I know you can use also something like, maybe 
some guidelines on, like, how they can write a good paragraph, like clear, with coherence, so 
what I want to do with them is to review the product and then, do some… let’s say, some 
workshop for that, some other classes, like okay you should write this and this, this paragraph has 
to do… has to have this punctuation or has to have this or that. That’s what I think, that’s why 
they are writing some little pieces… fragments or paragraphs and I need to correct those 
paragraphs and say how they are doing, …. and then I am gonna start doing that, I haven’t started 
yet, but I am gonna start because they need to…, they don’t know how to write, I know that, they 
don’t know how to write, the only way that they may be can improve is when we correct them, 
you know, when they are doing the writing, and usually they go to google and they write the 
recipe and it’s good, it’s perfect… they translated it, but that’s why I try that the students just 
write little things, small, short things so they can start by the little things, like, let’s say, my 
vacations, my last vacations… where was your last vacations?, my last vacations was in Santa 
Marta, how long were you there?... things like this and then start organizing, because I know they 
don’t know how to write. So that’s why I try to use the same vocabulary and the grammar focus 
and see how they are doing and I need to check that with them, you know, they are doing like a 
writing thing, like putting everything together and see if they have improve or at the end I’m 
gonna check if they’re improving or not.  

2. What are the objectives of your writing class? 

My objectives are that they, ah, they learn at least, I know that it’s not easy but at least they learn 
how to write with some coherence, using correct grammar and use the vocabulary, you know, 
and that they can express, you know, their feelings or, you know, emotion with the writing, they 
want to translate something to me or to the other students, something that they like to do and you 
know, maybe… sometimes I have to, maybe,  do something they want to do, like another thing, 
so they can use their own ideas.  
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3. How do you teach them to write? 

Ok, what I told you maybe at the beginning that, let’s say that, I, I ask them to do a writing, little, 
with smalls things, like small paragraph, like short paragraph, ehm, when they do the product, 
when they did the product, or they do, they show the product to me, and then I’m gonna correct 
them, when I correct them, I am gonna tell them okay, you need to do this and that, also, I show, 
sometimes, I show them a paragraph, or something like, like the model, you know, this is the 
model, and you have follow this and this, I give them the instructions at the beginning, I haven’t 
done that in the last two… in this class I haven’t done it, I haven’t had the chance to do that, but I 
know that I need to do that too, let’s say that I have a paragraph here, you know okay, you’re 
gonna be doing this and this and that, yeah.. they need more information about that… so, now in 
this case I have to do it afterward, después que lo voy a hacer ahora por lo que estoy viendo. Sí 
porque, what happened it’s that the recipe I know that it’s gonna be easy, they do like first… and 
then do this and that, you know, they need to study the vocabulary, that’s easy… it’s sequence… 
that’s not gonna be a big problem… Last class I got a model… they have the model there, but 
you know, we need a little bit more time to explain you know, a little bit more, and show the 
paragraph and maybe write the paragraph, sometimes I do that, I show them, I write them the 
paragraph, I am gonna start doing that the next class, I show them a paragraph, okay, you have to 
do this and this, this is the paragraph, your know, this is the main sentence, and then the 
paragraph doesn’t have another paragraph… it’s just one paragraph divided by periods or 
commas or your know… column, and then I show them that, I need to do that with them I know 
that.  

 
4. What do your students have to write in your class? Is there a final piece of writing they 

give you? Which one?  

Yeah, they write like, in this classes they need to write, ah, something about the same topic, 
basically, the same topic that we are studying, like, last time I think the wrote about, they were 
writing about the problems in the city and this one they’re gonna be writing about food, about 
like the recipe, that’s what they have to do and also I have another one here... The final piece, 
they give like a draft, they give me a draft of that one, and at the end they do the final one, the 
final one about the same topic, so when I do the corrections, they give me a final one.  

5. How long does it take you to teach them to write that? 

How long? It’s a lot, you know, I think… writing one piece or thing or…, no… in a class, we can 
do that, maybe in a class, but this class is like… we have a lot of things to do you know, in the 
class, that these part here I need to show more, my classes are very shorter… and start doing this 
more, you know like you gonna be doing this and this but it takes long, long… To teach them to 
write some short paragraph, I can do it, I can do it a class, in two hours, two hours to write a little 
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fragment, you know, to start doing that, but it’s gonna take more because I have to review it, and 
maybe they have to correct it, so that takes more, for them to finish, to do the final one.  

6. How many classes does it take you to teach them to write a new product? 

That takes me like two classes or even more, you know, because let’s say they start today, but 
they, just, they are gonna be finishing some pages and they need to write something but that’s 
gonna take more time, you know, so, in this class we…, I just gave them the little copy, they 
need to read it, to try to do it by themselves but I need more time to finish that… to correct. 
Maybe, like… Maybe I don’t use the whole class for that, maybe I am gonna correct, I take some 
time you know, from that class, not the whole class, maybe like more than one hour, you know, 
to correct, to check it out, maybe three classes or three hours.  

 

7. What writing problems do your students usually have? 

Many, many writing problems. I have only… this class and the other one with that one I had only 
one class and with this is one, this is my… maybe like third class, because the first week they 
didn’t come, so this is my third class and I haven’t… I have checked some little things, you 
know, the introduction, writing papers and things like that, and I know that there are many 
problems, there are a lot of problems, like grammar, coherence, maybe vocabulary, there are a lot 
of problems, many problems. They need to use good punctuation, they need to know like what is 
the main idea of something, you know, and to develop the rest of the sentences, ahm… 
supporting sentences… supporting the main idea, all that, you know, they usually… to do a 
writing class here it’s not easy because the students, their level of English is not too… good, you 
know, so it’s not easy because of that, so they… they need to start from the beginning, from the 
little things, because sometimes they don’t know how to write personal information, like 
introduction, sometimes they don’t know how to do it; I am this… and that… some students can 
do it, you know. They can make sentences and that’s it, but maybe they don’t know how to do 
the paragraph according to other habits, maybe routines, or main topic like, this is myself, but 
then when they have to talk a little bit more about details they don’t know how to include details 
and things like that, maybe because of the vocabulary or maybe the grammar structure, I don’t 
know, it should be something like that, because of the grammar and vocabulary, you know, they 
don’t know how to do the sentences, and they have many problems, they say: I have 25…. I have 
20… and they don’t follow like a sequence, no siguen la secuencia bien, no sé.  

 

8. How does your class help them to work on those problems? 
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I think correcting them, I don’t know, correcting and, you know, teaching them how to… how 
to… correcting their problems and teaching them the correct way of doing it… something like 
that. I think maybe looking at their own needs… and encouraging them to… to correct them and 
to feel the need, you know, like, if you don’t know how to write the paragraph in past, you need 
to study the verbs, you need to do this, and you need to learn how to do it. 
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Appendix 9: Class observations Transcripts 
 
Appendix 9.1: Class Observation Transcript No. 1 
 
Teacher: A-1 
Time: One hour and a half 
Purpose: Analyze teacher’s practices when teaching writing 
 

No.   T/S  Activity Belief 

1 T El significado… o el contexto de esas dos palabritas 
cambia enseguida por la terminación que tenemos 
aquí, okay… But we have to use the verb be in 
both, en ambas vamos a utilizar el mismo verbo, 
what is the meaning of, the meaning in this case… 
this word, this is an adjective, what is the meaning? 
Embarrassed… 

  

2 S Avergonzado   

3 T Avergonzado! Okay. In this case embarrassing… 
what is the meaning for embarrassing? 

  

4 S Avergonzando…   

5 T No, it’s similar… vergonzoso… Okay, there are 
different meanings, this case, when I say Steve is 
embarrassed, ¿qué estoy expresando allí, un 
pensamiento, un sentimiento, o una característica? 

  

6 S Un sentimiento   

7 T Okay, a feeling, an emotion. The topic for today it’s 
about the adjective ending with with ed and ing, in 
this case, what express the sentence, a thought, a 
characteristic, a feeling or emotion. ¿Qué se expresa 
en la segunda parte? 

  

8 S Un pensamiento   

9 T It’s… I think about Steve, okay, sí eso puede ser un 
pensamiento or… o una característica, ¿cierto? 
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Next, what is the structure of the… is not a 
structure, is a rule… when the adjective has an 
ending with ed, express emotion and feeling, 
cuando el adjetivo tiene una terminación con ed 
expresa un sentimiento o una emoción… and when 
the adjective has an ending with the ing, express 
thought or characteristic, cuando entonces termina 
en ing expresa un pensamiento o una 
característica… En el primer caso es lo que yo 
siento, Steve is embarrassed… Steve está 
avergonzado, yo puedo decir I am embarrased, yo 
estoy avergonzado… yo estoy expresando o estoy 
manifestando una emoción o un sentimiento, but if I 
say I am embarrasing, yo soy vergonzoso… ya es 
una característica de esa persona cierto? Recuerden 
que los adjetivos nos sirven para describir… 
personas, pero aquí dependiendo de la terminación 
así va a ser el contexto en el que se esté manejando, 
así va a ser el significado… eh, en ¿qué otra parte 
han visto ustedes estas terminaciones… ed and 
ing…? 

10 S Pasado    

11 T Okay, with the simple past tense… for present 
continuous, okay. Entonces ya vemos que no 
solamente vamos a utilizar estas terminaciones ed y 
ing con los tiempos verbales, ¿cierto? No es la única 
parte, miren que ustedes, como lo habían visto, 
aquí… y lo aplicaban como arriba, ¿cierto? Como el 
pasado simple… but we are going to use that 
structure today. Hoy vamos a utilizar esa 
terminación, pero no con los tiempos verbales sino 
como un adjetivo. Okay, now look at the follow 
picture, please, ustedes tomaron una fotico.  

  

12 T Okay, who wants to read? Quien quiere leer? The 
first one, please… a volunteer please 

  

13 S Yo profe   

14 T Okay…   

15 S But… Pregunta one…    

16 T Yes, choose one   
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17 S Compare frightened and frightening… is that you 
can use it to describe people feelings 

  

18 T Okay, it’s the same that I said, okay, es lo mismo 
que les dije ahorita, compare frightened and 
frightening… only that I used a parrafic and in the 
copy there are another more, frightened and 
frightening, that’s it, we can use adjectives that end 
with ed to describe people’s feeling, lo que tenemos 
allá, cierto, utilizamos el frightening, perdon, los 
adjetivos que terminan en ed para describir el 
sentimiento de una persona o una emoción, un 
sentimiento es un sinónimo también con emoción… 
es, for example, I was very frightened, I was very 
frightened… Ana estaba muy asustada… ¿cúal era 
el sentiment de Ana? 

  

19 S Estaba asustada   

20 T Okay, the subject of the sentence is Ana, okay? Is 
the person who has the feeling, Ana es esa persona 
que tiene ese sentimiento de sentir… miedo. Okay, 
who wants to read the other… voluntario, please…. 
volunteer… 

  

21 S Yo profe… pero yo no sé pronunciarlo   

22 T Okay, no problem, don’t worry this is the idea.    

23 S We use an adject…    

24 T Adjective   

25 S Adjective… that ends with i…   

26 T i n g… i n g…   

27 S Ing… to talk   

28 T Talk   

29 S Talk about persons that might have a feeling   

30 T Okay, we can use an adjective that ends with ing to, 
like this frightening, to talk about a thing or persons 
that might have a feeling, lo que les dije, en este 
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caso es una característica de lo que nosotros 
pensamos, dice aquí entonces, okay, utilizamos 
ahora un adjetivo que termina en ing, para hablar 
sobre una cosa o una persona que nos hace sentir 
ese sentimiento, parece algo redundante pero es lo 
que a mi me causa el sentimiento, eso es lo que hace 
la referencia en este caso los adjetivos con ing… 
pay attention to the example, the gosh was very 
frightening… what is the meaning for gosh?  

31 S Fantasma   

32 T Fantasma! El fantasma era muy aterrador… cierto? 
Entonces esa es frightening es aterrador, and 
frightened aterrada o asustada… entonces ¿quién le 
causó ese sentimiento de miedo? El fantasma, ¿cuál 
es la característica del fantasma? Ser aterrador… 
esa es la forma, la diferencia entre los dos, el uno 
termina con ed y es el sentimiento… y el otro que 
es como la característica que genera ese 
sentimiento… okay? Estas palabras generalmente 
nacen de un verbo, right, nacen de un verbo, pero 
cuando tienen estas terminaciones se convierten en 
adjetivos, porque miren que ahí estoy nombrando 
una característica de los sujetos… okay, there are 
another example, who wants to read the examples… 
We have some examples to compare, vamos a 
comparar las columnas de los ejemplos que 
aparecen ahí, okay, the first one… 

  

33 S We are surprised by the news   

34 T Ok, we are surprised by the news, what is the 
feeling in this case, in this sentence? 

  

35 S Surprised   

36 T Surprised, ese es el sentimiento, the feeling, y en 
spanish what is surprised? 

  

37 S Sorprendido   

38 T Sorprendido… cierto, todos estamos sorprendidos 
con la noticia, cierto, la cuestión es estar 
sorprendido, other example is the… the news is 
surprising… vamos a compararlos, la que tiene ed, 
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y la que tiene ing. What is the characteristic in this 
case? 

39 S ¿Qué todos están sorprendidos?   

40 S No… Sorprendente…    

41 T What is the meaning for news? What is the 
meaning…? 

  

42 S Este, noticias…   

43 T We are surprised for the news. Estamos 
sorprendidos por la noticia, ¿la característica de la 
noticia cuál es? Ser sorprendente, surprising… la 
noticia es sorprendente, esa es la característica, me 
causó la emoción de sorprender… any question?... 
next example 

  

44 S I was very tired…   

45 T Tired   

46 S At the end of the journey   

47 T Okay, I was very tired at the end of the journey… 
what is the feeling in the sentence? 

  

48 S Tired   

49 T Tired! What is the meaning? Tired?   

50 S Cansado…   

51 T Cansado! Cierto, estaba muy cansado al final del 
viaje… al final del viaje estaba muy cansado… 
¿cuál es el sentimiento? Lo que se está sintiendo… 

  

52 S El cansancio   

53 T El cansancio, cierto, está cansado… Okay, the 
next… 

  

54 S The journey was very tiring   
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55 T The journey was very tiring… algo así como que el 
viaje fue muy… agotador, esa es la característica, 
entonces el hecho de que la característica del viaje 
hizo sentir… entonces, siempre se va como a 
refractar, la característica en lo que se siente… 
next…  

  

56 S He was excited by the way the game ended.   

57 T Okay, what is the feeling, what is the word that 
describe the feeling, ¿cuál es la palabra que describe 
el sentimiento? Ahí, está resaltada… 

  

58 S Excited?   

59 T Ok, excited, he was excited… el estaba emocionado 
por la forma en que terminó el juego… la otra, 
please leéla. 

  

60 S Profe es que no sé como leer    

61 T The end of the day, empieza diciendola… sí aquí 
nadie se cree gringo, léela, de eso se trata, continue 
please…  

  

62 S The end… of the game… was exciting   

63 T Okay… the end of the game was exciting, el final 
del juego fue emocionante, esa es la característica 
que tiene entonces, quedó emocionado por el 
juego… next 

  

64 S I’m…   

65 T I’m interested   

66 S I’m interested an   

67 T In… in    

68 S In you idea   

69 T Your idea   

70 S Your idea.   

71 T I’m interested in your idea…   
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72 S ¿Qué significa idea?   

73 T Idea… idea… Estoy interesado o interesada en tu 
idea… cierto, el sentimiento que se está 
manifestando aquí es… ¿? 

  

74 S El interés   

75 T Okay, next   

76 S You idea   

77 T Your idea…   

78 S Is interesenting.   

79 T Alright, your idea is interesting, tu idea es…   

80 S Interesante   

81 T Okay, esa es la característica, okay… Ehm, Karol, 
next sentence… students… 

  

82 S Students were… bored   

83 T During...   

84 S During the lesson   

85 T And the other one, al frente está, the lesson was 
bored. Okay… students were bored during the 
lesson, what is the… what is the adjective in this 
case… 

  

86 S Bored   

87 T And in the other sentence?   

88 S Boring   

89 T It’s boring, okay… I think it’s not necessary to read 
the other examples or is it necessary? 

  

90 S No teacher   

91 T No? it’s clear   
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92 S Qué dijo profe?   

93 T Que si es necesario leer, nos quedan tres ejemplos 
más pero ya sabemos que es lo mismo ed, what is 
the idea that express the adjective that ed with ed 

  

94  Sentimiento   

95 T In english   

96 S Sentiment   

97 S Feelings   

98 T Feelings and emotions… And adjetives that ending 
with ing, what express? 

  

99 S Characteristic    

100 T Characteristics or thoughts… pensamientos o 
características 

  

101 S Profe, ¿y ese que está ahí qué traduce?   

102 T Los estudiantes estuvieron aburridos durante la 
clase o la clase estuvo aburridora. Okay, now, you 
are going to make an activity, eh, as you don’t have 
copy then you have to write the answer, but only the 
answer on a piece of paper… yo me voy a llevar esa 
hojita…  
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Appendix: 9.2. Class Observation Transcript No. 02 
 
Teacher: A-2 
Time: Two hours 
Purpose: Analyze teacher’s practices when teaching writing 
 

No.   T/S  Activity Belief 

1 T En el textbook, el libro que se va a manejar and 
another pages… Now I want you to go to page, 
page thirty, on the book not in the file, vamos a 
trabajar la página treinta del libro, no la del 
archivo. Okay, this is a conversation between 
Julia and Nancy, then I am going to read the 
conversation and practice with the partner… 
because you have to make the conversation 
during the class, okay, now listen to me… I am 
so excited, we have two weeks off. What are you 
going to do?... I am not sure, I guess I’ll just stay 
at home. Maybe I’ll hang out with my friends 
and watch some movies. What about you? Any 
plans? Yeah, I am going to relax at a beach with 
my cousin, we’re going to go surfing every day, 
and my cousin likes to fish, so maybe we’ll go 
fishing one day… Sounds like fun. Say, why 
don’t you come with us? Do you mean it? I’d 
love to, I bring my surfboard. That’s great, the 
more the merrier. Then practice with your 
partner the conversation… ten minutes to 
practice. 

  

2 T Chicos, perdón, se me había olvidado hacerles 
una explicación, la unidad que nos 
correspondería según el manejo del contenido, es 
la unidad cuatro, pero yo quiero que esa la 
dejemos para la semana siguiente porque ahí 
tiene que hacer un trabajo en grupo, máximo de 
cuatro estudiantes, mínimo la pareja, eh, vamos 
a trabajar los conectores de secuencia, con los 
cuales ustedes van a traer preparados, 
generalmente en este tema se elaboran recetas, 
¿ya? Donde ustedes tienen que explicar el paso a 
paso de lo que van a preparar, no es obligatorio 
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que tengan que compartirla, ustedes pueden traer 
a manera de ilustraciones entonces, ya ustedes se 
idearán, la estrategia la idean ustedes, pero 
miramos la unidad, de todas manera yo les 
recuerdo en el grupo, los conectores que vamos a 
trabajar y lo que me interesa a mi es que ustedes 
apliquen esos conectores dentro del contexto de 
la clase, todos los integrantes de los grupos 
deben participar en la presentación, oyeron… 
por eso fue que se hizo el cambio de unidad, por 
eso la de la otra semana la vamos a trabajar hoy 
y la de hoy la vamos a trabajar el próximo 
viernes, la idea es que ustedes organicen ahorita 
más tarde, organicen los grupos y ya se pongan 
de acuerdo, eh, en cómo van a trabajar.    

3 T Okay, are you ready? Finished? Finish your 
practice? Okay, any volunteer? Voluntarios… 
Who has the page? ¿Quién tiene la página ahí 
que haya practicado…? 

  

4 S Aquí teacher…   

5 S I am so excited, we have two weeks off. What 
are you going to do? 

  

6 S I am not sure, I guess I’ll just stay at home. 
Maybe I’ll hang out with my friends and watch 
some movies. What about you? Any plans?  

  

7 S Yeah, I am going to relax at a beach with my 
cousin, we’re going to go surfing every day, and 
my cousin likes to fish, so maybe we’ll go 
fishing one day…  

  

8 S Sounds like fun.    

9 S Say, why don’t you come with us?   

10 S Do you mean it? I’d love to, I bring my 
surfboard.  

  

11 S That’s great, the more the merrier.   

12 T Okay, silence, please…   

13 S I am so excited, we came two weeks off.    
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14 T We have…   

15 S We have… that we have two weeks off. What 
are you going to do? 

  

16  I am not sure, I guess I’ll just stay at home.    

17 T I’m not sure… I’m   

18 S I’m not sure, I gess…   

19 T I guess   

20 S I guess I’ll just stay at home. Maybe I’ll hang 
out with my friends and watch… 

  

21 T Watch… watch   

22 S Watch some movies. What about you? Any 
plans? 

  

23 S Yeah    

24 T I’m going… I’m.   

25 S I’m going to relax at a beach with my cousin,    

26 T With… with   

27 S With my cousin, we’re going to go surfing every 
day, and my cousin likes to fish, so maybe we’ll 
go fishing one day… 

  

28 S Sounds like fun.   

29 S Say, why don’t you come with us?   

30 S Do you mean it? I’d love to, I bring my 
surfboard.  

  

31 S That’s great, the more the merrier.   

32 T Okay, good. Now you.   

33 S I’m so excited, we have two weeks off. What are 
you going to do? 
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34 S I’m not sure, I gess   

35 T I guess…   

36 S I guess I’ll stay home, maybe I’ll hang out with 
my friends 

  

37 T Hang out…   

38 S Hang out with my friends and watch some 
movies, what about you? Any plans? 

  

39 S Yeah, I am going to relax at a beach with my 
cousin, we’re going to go surfing every day, and 
my cousin likes to fish, so maybe we’ll go 
fishing one day 

  

40 S Sounds like fun   

41 S Say, say… say, why don’t you come with us?   

42 S Do you mean it? ¿Cómo se dice acá profe?   

43 T I’d love, I’d   

44 S I’d love to, I’ll bring my soft board   

45 S That’s great, the more the merrier    

46 T  Okay, now, read the conversation, and say 
please… what sentence of the conversation 
express future ideas… what express… what 
sentences express future ideas 

  

47 S Everyday   

48 S Aparece que va a pescar algún día   

49 T No, no, listen again, listen, listen the question… 
I want that you say me what sentence of phrase 
here, express future ideas or future plans? 
Clear...? Read, read the sentence please… 

  

50 S What are you going to do?   

51 T What are you going to do?.... What else?   

52 S I am going to relax at the beach   
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53 T Muy bien, I am going to relax… what else?    

54 S We’re going to go surfing everyday   

55 T We’re going to go… what else?   

56 S No más   

57 T Are you sure? No more sentences? Revisen bien, 
nuevamente, there are more sentences that 
express future ideas, hay unas expresiones allí 
que expresan futuro…  

  

58 S We’ll go fishing   

59 T We’ll go fishing, okay… ¿cuál más?   

60 S We’re going fishing   

61 T We’re going fishing, ya esa la dijimos.   

62  I’ll bring my surfboard   

63 T Okay… I’ll bring my surfboard, ¿hay más? Look 
at here, it says, I guess, I’ll just stay at home… 
Maybe I’ll hang out with my friends… 
According to that, what is the topic for today? 
Qué vamos a estudiar entonces…  

  

64 S Future   

65 T Future, yes… but we are going to work with 
expressions, be, going to and the other is… will, 
okay? Son son los dos aspectos o las dos 
expresiones que vamos a manejar, que nos dan 
idea de futuro, pero que ahorita, como no tengo 
contexto, vamos a poder mirar cual es la 
diferencia entre uno y el otro, now, look at page 
thirty one, it says grammar focus, who wants to 
read the grammar focus? You?   

  

66 S Yes. Future with be going to and will   

67 T Listen…   
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68 S Use be going to plus verb for plans you’ve 
decided on 

  

69 T And… the other side   

70 S Use will plus verb for possible plans before 
you’ve made a decision  

  

71 T Okay, this is the difference between be going to 
and will, we use going to plus verb, for plans 
you’ve decided on, cuando nosotros tenemos un 
plan  decidido, cuando ya está programado, que 
tenemos de pronto la certeza de que se vaya a 
llevar a cabo en un futuro, utilizamos la 
expresión be going to, cuando simplemente 
planeamos, de pronto, sin tener esa intención de 
que vamos a hacer la acción se utiliza el will, es 
decir, yo puedo decir, yo viajaré pero no estoy 
terminando, no estoy asegurando que eso se 
vaya a realizar, pero si yo digo, yo voy a viajar, 
es porque de pronto ya hay una intención 
específica o determinada de que se va a llevar a 
cabo… con un destino o una fecha tal vez, ahora 
con los otros materiales vamos a mirar otros 
aspectos y otros puntos de otros ejemplos, okay, 
who wants to read the examples? Alguien que 
colabore…. La del going to… what are you 
doing to do? This is the first one, what are you 
going to do?, this is a question, ¿qué vas a 
hacer?, estamos hablando de qué se va a hacer 
posteriormente, esto es en un futuro… There is 
the answer, I’m going to relax at the beach, me 
voy a relajar… me voy a relajar, ya está decido 
que va hacer eso, o, we’re going to go surfing 
every day, nosotros vamos a ir a hacer tal cosa… 
and I’m not going to do anything special… o 
sea, no voy a hacer nada especial, pero son cosas 
que ya están determinadas, ya están planeadas. 
On the other side it say. What are you going to 
do? ¿Qué vas a hacer? It’s the same question, 
but, possible answers: I’m not sure, no estoy 
seguro que se lleve a cabo o no lo que se va a 
realizar , eh, I guess I’ll just stay home, 
posiblemente esté en casa, pero no dice, voy a 
estar en casa, posiblemente está en casa, si 
ponemos la lógica decimos, ah no, no va a salir 
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de pronto esté en la casa, como, es como un 
decir, que dices, no, yo voy a hacer esto, que 
estás organizando algo para realizar, maybe, 
dice, quizá, I’ll watch some movie, quizá vea 
alguna película, no dice voy a ir a ver! Sino 
quizá vea una película, I dont know, no sé, I 
think I’ll go camping, pienso que iré de 
campamento o acampar, I probably won’t go 
anywhere, o sea que probablemente no va para 
ninguna parte. In this case when you have to use 
this, remember that for this verb you have to use 
the form are, is or am… this is the structure that 
you have to use for this, in this case. Okay, you 
use am for the first singular person, you can say 
I am going or I’m… for short, I’m going to, 
remember that in this case the verb is in 
infinitive, vamos a utilizar aquí un verbo que 
debe estar en forma infinitiva, o sea que el verbo 
no se le agregan las reglas de la s, de la is, que 
cambiamos, no, aquí no. We can use is for he, 
she and it, que es going to, por decir pues, 
cualquier acción, and you can use are for we, 
you and they… are going to talk… Estas 
oraciones que yo les estoy anotando aquí se 
supone que ya están decididas, que ya están 
determinadas, que ya están dadas, son 
intencionales, o sea, ya llevan una intención, una 
determinación que se van a llevar a cabo, okay. 
For negative, for negative only you have to add 
the word not… Okay? For example, I am going 
to go, for negative you say, I am not going to 
go… Vamos a dejar las estructuras hasta aquí, ya 
sabemos que aquí después va un verbo… o un 
complemento. I am not going to go… for short, 
I’m not going to go. He or she, or it, is not going 
to… and the main verb, apocopamos bien sea la 
negación con el verbo or you can say, she isn’t 
going, podemos apostrofar también el verbo con 
el pronombre, ya esas formas ustedes las 
conocen, de hacer la forma corta del verbo to be, 
cierto, aquí que es lo que hay que saber manejar, 
saber el verbo to be, saberlo utilizar, el going to 
que es el que nos va a dar la idea de ese futuro 
con un verbo cualquiera y un complemento…  
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for questions? Who knows what is the structure 
for questions? ¿Quién se sabe la estructura que 
utilizaríamos para hacer preguntas? 

72 S WH questions   

73 S La palabra con WH   

74 T No. Use the be going to, it’s possible with wh 
questions, what are you going to do? But, for 
example, if I say, are you going to come? ¿Vas a 
venir? Are you going to come, en este caso la 
estructura sería, empezamos con el verbo to be 
que está haciendo la función ahí como si fuera 
auxiliar, cierto, entonces, la estructura es esta, el 
verbo to be, más el sujeto con el going to, más el 
verbo principal, is he going to go? Y así lo 
haríamos…  

  

75 T Okay, any questions? ¿preguntas hasta aquí? 
Okay, remember that this is affirmative, this is 
negative and, questions. Now, will, will 
indicates a future action but without the 
intention, o sea, es una acción futura también 
pero que no tiene la misma intención que maneja 
la de going to. It says, use will plus verb for 
posible plans before you’ve made a decision, o 
sea, es un verbo que se utiliza para mostrar 
planes o posibles planes futuros, cierto, pero que 
nosotros pues de alguna decisión que no 
hayamos tomado, ya se leyeron en los ejemplos, 
now the structure is so easy because you use will 
for all persons, se utiliza will para todas las 
personas, esa es la ventaja, no cambia como acá 
que el be va conjugado en tres formas, in this 
case you say, I will, for short you say, I’ll. You 
will, you’ll. She will, she’ll; He’ll, It’ll, we’ll. 
You’ll and they’ll. Esa es la forma corta que se 
utiliza aquí siempre va a ser I will, you will, she 
will, he will, they will, siempre va a ser así, el 
will para todos los pronombres, en la forma corta 
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se apostrofa así, el pronombre, el apostrofe y la 
doble l, ¿Cuál es la estructura que se maneja allí 
entonces? El sujeto, el will, el verbo and a 
complement,  y un complemento, les repito, 
todas las personas manejan la misma forma, I 
will come next week, vendré la próxima semana, 
pero no… es simplemente una, es un plan 
posible, okay. Si yo sigo trabajando todos los 
verbos me van a manejar la misma forma… for 
negative, won’t, es la negación de will, viene 
siendo la negación de will not, y cuando se 
apostrofa, queda won’t y ahí estamos negando 
esa acción futura… for questions you have to 
use the first, will, then I say, for example will 
plus verb, complement, and the question mark, 
then I say for example, will you come 
tomorrow? ¿Vendrás mañana? Todas las 
preguntas también utilizamos también la misma 
forma, el will de primero, luego el sujeto, 
cualquiera que fuere, el verbo en forma infinitiva 
también y luego un complemento cualquiera… 
¿preguntas? 

76  *student makes a question*   

77 T No, yo no voy a ir, este es voy a… y acá está el 
verbo principal, ir, porque tu puedes decir I am 
going to go to the church, voy a ir a la iglesia, 
pero si vas a negar solamente niegas acá la 
acción del going, desde el verbo to be… I am not 
going to eat… He is not going to play soccer, 
siempre debe ir un verbo aquí, aquí en este caso 
tenemos, I am not going to the beach, no voy a ir 
a la playa, no estoy preguntando. I am not going 
to eat pizza, and so on. 

  

78 T Okay, vamos a mirar el documentico entonces, 
el otro que les envié, allí nos complementa un 
poco más la información de la que está en el 
texto, look at first page, miren la primera página, 
it says, I am going to, el otro documento está en 
pdf. Pregunten si tienen alguna duda, por favor 

  

79 S Profe se me apagó el celular    
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80 T ¿Se le apagó el celular? Porque lo van a 
necesitar ahora para el ejercicio… Okay, listen, 
the information says, we use be going to, to talk 
about something we have decided to do, 
utilizamos el going to para hablar de alguna que 
hemos decidido hacer, cierto, lo que ya les había 
dicho, aquí solamente nos están repitiendo la 
información, cuando ya tenemos algo definido, 
an intention, cuando tenemos la intención de lo 
que vamos a realizar. Ahí vimos muchos más 
ejemplos, ustedes tienen que repasar. We use the 
present tense of be plus going to plus verb, dice 
que es la estructura, utilizamos el presente del 
verbo to be, que es este,  más el going to, más un 
verbo cualquiera, que tenemos  go, stay, study, 
travel, go, cualquier verbo, depende de la acción 
que queramos expresar, también lo utilizamos 
para hacer predicciones… we also used going to 
for a prediction on present situations, que 
pensamos nosotros cuando vemos el cielo 
nublado, que está así bien oscuro, que va a 
llover, ¿cierto? It’s going to rain, cierto? Va a 
llover, aquí tenemos, el verbo to be, la expresión 
del going y aquí está el verbo principal, entonces 
dependiendo de lo que observemos hacemos el 
uso del verbo. Okay, la tercera, the third page 
says, will and be going to, ahí ya hacemos 
entonces la explicación de ambas expresiones, 
eh, there is a conversation between Emma… ahí 
hay también una pequeña conversación que 
pueden leer también, como les dije, este solo es 
un material de información que amplía lo que 
aparece en el texto, para no quedarnos solamente 
con las cosas que siempre da el texto. Will, will 
has a neutral meaning, o sea, tiene un contexto o 
un significado neutral, ya, en el caso de una 
realidad futura, depende de lo que estemos 
expresando. Will doesn’t express and intention, 
con el will no expresamos intención solamente 
es un plan o una posibilidad, decisions and 
intentions, con el will, we use will for an instant 
decision… ehm, be going is that we have already 
decided, entonces la diferencia específicamente 
radica en la decisión de uno y el plan del otro, 
okay. According to that you are going to make 
some activity on page thirty, o sea que van a 
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entregar las respuestas, pero ustedes tienen las 
hojas… ustedes tienen una hoja ahí, hay una 
parte que pueden responderla atrás porque es del 
texto, okay… Look at the activity on page thirty 
one, activity three A, actividad tres A, que está 
en el texto, page thirty one, que quedó en la 
página treinta y nueve del archivo, es el libro, 
página treinta y nueve del archivo, pero es igual 
a la treinta y uno del libro. Okay, there are 
thirteen lines, ¿qué van a hacer ustedes allí? Me 
van a responder ese ejercicio, me van a enumerar 
del uno al trece y solamente me van a colocar 
aquí las respuestas, entonces okay? I only want 
the answers, solo quiero las respuestas, the 
activity is complete the conversation with the 
correct form of be going to or will, ustedes ahí 
nada más van a contestar si es be going to o si es 
will, ese es el ejercicio, this is the first part, the 
second part, me colocan esto por favor, para yo 
saber de donde me están respondiendo, qué es lo 
que están respondiendo, página treinta y uno, 
ejercicio tres a, y el otro es del documento… de 
la última hoja del documento, activity three, 
number three, it have… it has eight… eight…the 
activity is the same, we use will or be going to, 
en este segundo ejercicio la estructura es igual al 
primero, solamente contestan si es will o si es be 
going to, recuerden que el be going to debe estar 
conjugado con alguna de estas tres formas, no 
van a escribir be going to, como dice el ejercicio, 
tienen que responder con be going to, pero 
obviamente la forma del verbo que va, esa es la 
actividad que van a realizar en parejas. 
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Appendix: 9.3 Class Observation Transcript No. 3 
 
Teacher: B-1 
 
Purpose: Analyze teacher’s practices when teaching writing 
 

No.   T/S  Activity Belief 

1 T Jose David Rodriguez, it’s here?   

2 S No ha llegado   

3 T Elkin David Jimenez…   

4 T Okay, not problem, it’s not a 
problem, don’t worry. We can 
solve this. Today we are going to 
practice vocabulary and also the 
structure that I showed you the 
last class. Last class, I gave 
you… did I gave you this to you 
or not? Okay, it’s because we 
couldn’t we were doing the short 
dialogues, estábamos haciendo 
los diálogos, entonces se puede 
decir que, today is the first class, 
so that’s great for you. So, no 
problema, we are in the 
beginning of the time. So, here 
I’ve got some vocabulary related 
to unit three, unit three is about 
making comparison and 
evaluations of houses and 
apartments… comparar y 
evaluar. Okay, so, unit three, 
from the book… you are on your 
cellphone… it’s called time for a 
change, in Spanish, what can 
you infer from the title? ¿Qué 
podemos resaltar de ahí? Time 
for a change, ¿qué me dice eso? 

wsz  

5 S Tiempo para cambiar   

6 S Tiempo para un cambio   
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7 T Tiempo para un cambio, tiempo 
para cambiar, momento de 
cambio… bueno así, cuando 
queremos dar un respiro y 
switch, cambiamos… ehm… so, 
tiempo para cambiar, the 
vocabulary here on the grammar 
point uses adjectives, so, 
adjetivos, what are this kind of 
words? What are they use for? 
What for? ¿Pa’ qué? ¿Para qué 
pueden usarse los adjetivos? 

  

8 S Para calificar   

9 T Calificar… ¿qué más?   

10 S Seleccionar   

11 T Resaltar… resaltar, sí, porque si 
tú tomas por ejemplo esa mesa, 
¿qué podemos decir de esa mesa, 
si queremos resaltar una 
característica o atributo, 
cualquiera, ya sea positivo o 
negativo… es grande, la mesa es 
grande… 

  

12 S Es gris    

13 T Es gris, ajá   

14 S Se ve bien… si mírela de este 
lado 

  

15 T Wow, y que sus patas, 
detenidamente, como se dice... 
alineada y tales, sí toda esa parte 
que tú quieras. Entonces ahí las 
dos características que 
mencionaron tienen que ver con: 
tamaño y con color, apariencia, 
entonces así mismo vamos a 
hablar sobre qué, ¿cómo es mi 
casa actualmente?, o la casa de 
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mi mamá, o cómo es mi cuarto 
actualmente, el baño, y cómo me 
gustaría que fuera, entonces 
empezamos, eh cuando tú 
quieres… si tú tienes la 
intención de mudarte, eh 
digamos, usted comienza a… 
qué hago? te toca mudarte, 
entonces debes evaluar qué 
beneficios tenías, mientras tenías 
mientras viviste ahí en ese lugar, 
digamos que antes vivías a tres 
cuadras de la u, no tenías que 
pagar transportes, si? algo 
positivo, te quedaba cerca de la 
universidad, ahorrabas dinero… 
algo negativo de pronto, al salir 
de aquí a las ocho de la noche o 
al salir en la mañana es muy 
solitario, eso es algo negativo… 
negativo… la casa es grande 
pero la habitación en la que 
duermo es estrecha, es 
pequeña… es oscura… pequeña, 
entonces tú evalúas todo eso, 
bueno, ahora quiero que me 
quede igual cerca, que no gaste 
transporte, y que sea más 
tranquilo, entonces tu empiezas a 
evaluar ¿qué? Características de 
la ubicación… de la fachada, 
que tan seguro es el lugar, qué 
tamaño, si tienes que compartir 
la habitación, si tienes las tres 
comidas, todo eso, entonces 
vamos a evaluar, las casas son 
menos confidenciales, menos 
intimas, ¿alguien tiene por ahí 
esa palabrita que está 
relacionada a lo que estoy 
describiendo? Las casas no son 
tan intimas… confidenciales, no 
son tan… como se dice esa 
palabra… privadas. Entonces 
mira cuantas palabras o cuantas 
oraciones he dicho, confidencial, 
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secreto, íntimo, personal, 
entonces yo no me voy a 
encasillar en que, si dice private, 
es solo privado y si busco un 
antónimo, entonces lo privado, 
lo opuesto es… cual es lo 
opuesto de privado? 

16 S Público    

17 T ¿Entonces no puede ser, que es 
que las casas son más públicas 
que los apartamentos, eso no 
tiene como mucho sentido, no 
queda bien, porque yo no hablo 
así, entonces, ehm, las casas 
tienen más habitaciones que los 
apartamentos, el garaje de las 
casas son mas seguros que los de 
un apartamento… las personas 
que viven en edificios donde está 
el garaje? 

  

18 S Subterráneo   

19 T O subterráneo o está ahí en el 
primer piso y obviamente es 
compartido, no es lo mismo que 
tener el garaje en tu casa, anda, 
se me quedó el cargador, y usted 
va… un momentito, desde la 
misma casa, en cambio si es un 
edificio ya tiene que salir del 
apartamento, para ir hasta el 
parqueadero y llegar hasta donde 
está el carro, entonces ya ahí hay 
un tipo de incomodidad, 
entonces, esas palabritas que 
tienes allí de qué tipo son, todas 
son características, pero hay 
unas que son positive and 
negative. Give an example of a 
positive characteristic… 
positive… debo mirar la palabra, 
debo familiarizarme con ella, 
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cómo se dice, qué significa, 
posiblemente es esto, es esto, 
saco mi herramienta, que en este 
caso es un diccionario físico, o 
alguno que tengan en el 
teléfono…  

20 S Comfortable   

21 T Ok, so, comfortable, recuerda 
que las t en la mitad de palabra, 
cómo suena, como una 

  

22 S Ta   

23 T Comfortable   

24 T Ya esta palabra la conocemos en 
español, cierto, y aquí… donde 
yo vea esa palabra es table… 
vamos a decir que un sustantivo 
compuesto, porque simplemente 
es una palabra, okay. So, 
comfortable, how do you say 
comfortable in spanish?  

  

25 S Comfortable   

26 S Cómodo   

27 T Cómodo, thank you. ¿Qué es lo 
opuesto de cómodo?  

  

28 S Incómodo   

29 T How do you say incómodo?   

30 S Incomfortable   

31 T In? El prefijo es -un, un. So, this 
word is positive or negative? 
Positive…Which one is positive, 
and which one is negative? 
¿Cuál de las dos es positiva y 
cuál de las dos es negativa? 
Mhm, ajá people… ¿Cuál? 

  

32 S Comfortable… Positive   
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33 T And uncomfortable?    

34 S Negativo   

35  Okay. De pronto, ahí en el 
vocabulario no vamos a 
conseguir el antónimo de ciertas 
palabras y debemos agregarlos. 
Okay, other positive 
characteristic to describe about 
an apartament… Andrés?  

  

36 S Convenient    

37 T Convenient, pay attention to 
your pronunciation, 
convenient… conveniente, 
cuando piensas en una casa o 
apartamento, de esa que vas a 
arrendar, que tu seas 
arrendatario, sí, tengas otro lugar 
o que trabajes para lo que da más 
dinero hoy en día, que es 
apartment… apartamentos… 
ehmm so… es conveniente la 
ubicación de ese lugar donde tu 
quieres vivir o donde tu vivas… 
es conveniente… si tienes hijos, 
es conveniente vivir en 
avenidas… es conveniente vivir 
en una casa que tiene balcón y 
que no tenga… protector… que 
no tenga barandas, entonces para 
eso es esa palabrita para evaluar 
ese tipo de situaciones, so, 
positive or negative…?  

  

38 S Positivo   

39 T Ok, positive… ¿opuesto?   

40 S Inconvenient    
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41 T Ok, so here it’s inconvenient… I 
live in San Joaquín 
neighborhood  

  

42 S Profe, una pregunta, ¿por qué 
allá el prefijo in, en 
inconfortable, y acá es un? 

  

43 T Debo responder, como te debo 
responder 

  

44 S Porque sí… mejor no me 
responda profe, ja, ja 

  

45 T Porque ajá, estamos en la costa y 
ajá… Porque es una 
arbitrariedad, porque sí, y ya. Es 
como preguntar la edad, la edad 
se pregunta: how old are you…? 
y tiene las interpretaciones que 
nosotros como hispanoparlantes 
le damos, ¿no? ¿qué edad 
tienes?, ¿cuántos años tienes?, 
¿cuántas primaveras te adornan?, 
pero hay personas… no puedes 
tomar literal porque no dices, 
how many years do you have? 
Entonces, ya hay una pregunta 
predeterminada para referirse a 
la edad, ya eso está establecido, 
sin embargo, Jhonny para la 
próxima clase va a traernos cuál 
es la diferencia entre prefijos… 
¿cómo es el prefijo in y el 
prefijo…? 

  

46 S Un   

47 T ¿Por qué posible, imposible?, 
¿por qué tenemos comfortable, 
uncomfortable? ¿por qué no 
puede ser incomfortable? So, 
Jhonny… 

  

48 S Lo que pasa es que en el español 
como siempre, o sea, el español 
tiene las ramas en las lenguas 
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romances al igual que el inglés, 
entonces pensé que pronto habrá 
algún tipo de regla para eso, en 
el español si, la regla es que todo 
lo que sea contrario tiene que 
decir el prefijo -a… 

49 T Sí, por ejemplo, posible, 
imposible… puede tener 
muchos…  

  

50  Conveniente… inconveniente   

51  Por ejemplo, asocial, -a entonces 
ya también contiene el 
significado de sin… Nos vas a 
preparar una explicación sobre 
eso y nos pones una actividad, y 
lo va a hacer en su lengua, ya 
tenemos una clase, ya me voy a 
relajar, ja, ja  

  

52 S Ja, ja   

53 T Okay, so, next. Ajá, ¿quién tenía 
inconvenient? Other example… 
please 

  

54 S Dangerous   

55 T Dangerous… positive or 
negative? 

  

56 S Negative   

57 T Negative… give me an example 
of a dangerous neighborhood in 
Valledupar? 

  

58 S Pescaito   

59 T Y que… little fish… ajá, 
Pescaito. 

  

60 S La Nevada, San Carlos…   
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61 T Okay pero mira yo vivo en san 
joaquín y es un barrio, mira por 
lo menos, yo vivo en un barrio 
que es solitario, por lo menos mi 
cuadra, ahí en esa cuadra viven 
son personas mayores, ehm, y 
los niños que hay son muy muy 
pocos, hay alrededor de seis o 
siete niños en esa cuadra, 
entonces a las dos de la tarde… 
una de la tarde, eso es solitario, 
muy solitario, entonces no es 
necesario que haya mucho 
tráfico, es decir la soledad es lo 
que propicia a veces también… 
entonces como es muy entonces, 
entonces que a las cuatro de la 
tarde sentarte en la terraza o 
algo… sentarte en la sala, con un 
bebé, con las ventanas abiertas, 
puertas, rejas… o sea, entonces, 
hay que evaluar que tan 
conveniente es… si mi casa es 
de esquina, cuantas ventanas 
tiene, si la puerta tiene rejas o 
no, ¿si? So, the opposite… por 
ahí lo tienen, empieza con s… 
Save, ¿quién la tiene? Okay… 
positive, seguro. Another 
example… Ramón… Juan 
Pablo…? 

  

62 S Dingy   

63 T Ok, dingy. How do you say 
dingy in Spanish? 

  

64 S It’s negative   

65 T It’s negative, yeah. How do you 
say that in Spanish? It’s 
similar… that word it’s similar 
to dirty or something that it’s not 
organized, you see? Dingy… 
when there are a lot of trash on 
the floor, basura, 
acumulaciones… so dingy puede 
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ser sucio…. Pero tiene otros 
significados, entonces tiene 
como cinco significados 
diferentes, ehm… sombrío… 
entonces, si yo lo quiero adaptar 
al barrio, a la casa, a los vecinos, 
¿sí? Debo responder cual 
significado, que es lo que quiero 
decir yo con esa palabra, ajá… 
opposite 

66 S Clean   

67 T Clean, y esa palabra no la 
tenemos en ese vocabulario, pero 
sí la podemos cruzar… other… 
Camila…? 

  

68 S Cramped   

69 T How do you say this in Spanish?   

70 S Estrecho   

71 T Okay, estrecho. So, the bus is 
crumped because there are many 
people stood, de pié, ¿no? So, 
hey, ¡parada! There are a lot of 
people in the hall so you are 
sitting on the first chair… 
something like that… so, 
contextualize this word, 
estrecho, to your bedroom, you 
bathroom, you kitchen, vayan 
ubicandose… so, is that negative 
or positive? 

  

72 S Negative   

73 T Of course, and what’s the 
opposite? Estrecho… ¿cuál es lo 
opuesto? 

  

74 S Amplio   
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75 T ¿Quién lo tiene…? Yo no lo 
tengo  

  

76 S Spacious    

77 T Acuerdense que las palabras que 
inician con -s, pues yo no digo 
espace, space, sspace, ¿si? 
Space… spacious. It is 
positive… ajá… Jhonny… 

  

78 S Small   

79 T Small… negative, and what is 
the opposite?  

  

80 S Big   

81 T Exacto, debemos tener en cuenta 
las proporciones, pequeño… 
grande. Huge… Huge… es un 
sonido al final que es como la 
ch… ¿okay? So, huge, positive 
or negative? 

  

82  Positive   

83  Eso depende profe…    

84  Mjum, y que mi patio es enorme, 
pero… me la canso lavándolo, 
limpiándolo, entonces no 
siempre… el contexto es lo que 
te va a decir si para ti, para lo 
que quieres expresar es positivo 
o es negativo… what’s the 
opposite… enorme… diminuto, 
how do you say diminuto…? 

  

85 S Tiny   

86 T Tiny… y esa palabra no la 
tenemos allí, tiny… ¿a quién le 
conviene ser diminuto…? 
Porque no siempre va a ser 
negativa. Lisa, other word? 

  

87 S La que dije ahorita profe, private    
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88 T Private, private… positive or 
negative? Ya dijimos que el 
contexto es lo que nos determina 
si es positive or negative…  

  

89 S Positivo…   

90 S Positivo profe.   

91 T Okay… so, the opposite?   

92 S Public   

93 T A ver, ya les digo, no nos vamos 
a enfrascar en que tiene un solo 
significado, porque si buscamos, 
te vas a dar cuenta que eso tiene 
otros significados, personal, 
íntimo, confidencial, secreto… 
Another word… 

  

94 S Dark   

95 T Hay una palabra que tienen por 
ahí… Sorry, can you speak out 
loud? Quinientos pesos ahí de 
voz, ¿quién la tiene? 
¿oscuro…?... light, bueno, yo 
creo que en nuestra época, había 
un comercial, había un producto, 
creo que era para lustrar 
muebles, se llamaba scolt bright, 
pero dejaba la superficie 
brillante… ehm… para que 
entiendan qué significa, another 

  

96 S Quiet   

97 T Okay, quiet… so, quiet is a 
positive or negative 
characteristic? 

  

98 S Positive   

99 T Tranquilo, callado, silencioso…   
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100 S Puede ser negativo también   

101 T Puede ser negativo también 
depende de las circunstancias y 
lo que yo esté diciendo en el 
momento, a quien me refiera … 
so, the opposite? Lo tienen por 
allí 

  

102 S Noisy   

103 T Alright, thank you. Noisy… so if 
you are in a parranda… we love 
noise, el que más haga ruído… 
another… 

  

104 S Modern   

105 T La mamá de qué ¿Cómo es?   

106 S Modern   

107 T With style, you have to say, 
modern… siéntela porque esa 
palabra empieza por una 
consonante bilabial, o sea, que 
usted hace así… Modern 

  

108 S Modern   

109 T Así, modern, so, modern… what 
is the opposite? ¿Moderno?  

  

110 S Viejo   

111 T Viejo… anticuado, antiguo, so… 
old, ancient… Okay, ah, pero 
falta una que esa no la incluyo 
ahí en las laminitas, this one, 
shabby, shabby is something, a 
ver, it’s something that is not in 
good shape, when the 
appearance of that door is okay 
but when you put the key, it 
doesn’t work… no funciona, 
entonces no está cumpliendo la 
función esa puerta, inservible… 
en mal estado… en mal estado, 
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en mal estado y mira que en esta 
palabra, yo no escribí, no 
antepuse eh, la preposición in, 
para que pueda decir: en mal 
estado, ya eso está implícito… 
implícito en el adjetivo… okay? 
So, shabby, en mal estado, 
negative…   

112     

113 T    

114 S Teacher and this one?   

115 T Oh, yeah, expensive… how do 
you say expensive in Spanish? 
How do you say expensive in 
Spanish 

  

116  Caro   

117  Caro, eso está muy caro, 
costoso, is it positive or 
negative? 

  

118  Negative   

119  Totally negative… The 
opposite? De caro…. costoso? 

  

120  Cheap   

121 T Cheap. Okay, cuando yo tengo la 
combinación ea, esto suena 
como una a… el sonido es 
prolongado, cheap, no es chip, 
porque usted no está diciendo 
necesito un chip de movistar, un 
chip… Sí? No es lo mismo decir, 
sheep, que decir chief…Okay… 
now its your turn, ¿qué vas a 
hacer? 
Okay, con ese vocabulario van a 
describir, van a describir, por 
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ejemplo, my house is… my 
house is… comfortable but it 
isn’t spacious… yo digo algo 
positivo sobre mi casa, ¿sí? Es 
cómoda, pero es muy oscura, por 
ejemplo, la oscuridad ahí ¿es 
qué…? O la iluminación no es 
suficiente, me refiero a 
instalaciones de bombillos, 
lámparas, o las ventanas que 
tiene… o incluso el color de las 
paredes influye en que sea 
oscura, incluso de día, 
entonces… I’m going to say 
something positive and 
something very negative… 
negative aspect about any place 
from your house, okay? Voy a 
hablar sobre… my house is a 
safe place, si? Mi casa es un 
lugar seguro, but… pero… is… 
A ver, is clear? You are going to 
make five statements…  

122  Profe, una pregunta, ¿por 
obligación tenemos que escribir 
de forma pegada a una oración 
negativa y una negativa, o sea, 
juntas? 

  

123  Mira, sí, yo aquí estoy 
enunciando, ¿no? mi casa es un 
lugar seguro pero el barrio es 
peligroso, pero yo puedo decir, 
mi casa es un poco oscura, me 
gustaría que tuviera ventanas 
más grandes, yo ahí no estoy 
comparando… 

  

124  Pero independientemente de esto 
estás diciendo uno negativo y 
uno positivo 

  

125  O sea, que lo que me estás 
diciendo es que ni lo uno, ni lo 
otro… 
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126  No, no, porque se podría decir 
en una misma frase dos cosas 
positivas 

  

127  Ahh, tu lo que quieres es que yo 
borre aquí… 

  

128  Es como colocar como además, 
mi casa es grande… 

  

129  Díctame, díctame, tu estás 
hablando sobre tu casa… Okay, 
your name is Juan David? 

  

130 S Jose   

131 T Okay, okay, Jose’s house… la 
casa de Jose… 

  

132 S Is very…. Comfortable…   

133 T So, hey, say, its comfortable…?   

134 S Very good   

135 T Oh, thank you, ajá, ¿qué más?   

136 S O sea, es eso, entonces quería 
saber si eso si se podía saber, 
porque ahí estamos escribiendo 
dos particularidades que son 
positivas ambas, y usted daba el 
ejemplo siempre una positiva y 
pegadita ahí, una negativa… 

  

137 T Good point. Mira, sí, si tú en tu 
actividad o ejercicio si tu 
escribes algo así yo no te voy a 
tachar, o decir que por qué lo 
hiciste así, porque lo que yo 
quiero es que usted escriba y que 
a la vez compare, aquí 
anunciamos dos características, 
una positiva y una negativa, aquí 
escribimos y utilizamos mira… 
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un conector… Okay, so, un 
conector, y también está 
haciendo uso del vocabulario, 
quiero aclarar algo, cuando usted 
quiere expresar pertenencia, pero 
en este caso… mira, la casa de 
Jose, no sé si usted de pronto 
así… yo me adelanto porque he 
visto algunos que decían the 
house of Lina is very dark than 
the house of Camilo, entonces 
date cuenta, la persona estaba 
indicando pertenencia, estaba 
indicando posesión, cuando tu 
quieres expresar pertenencia, eh, 
los zapatos de Jhonny, el reloj de 
Juan Pablo, al nombre le agrego 
apostrofe y la S, ahí está 
indicada la posesión… pero si 
usted quisiera hablar… lo voy a 
hacer aquí… the door of my 
bathroom is shabby because of 
water, la puerta de mi baño esta 
en mal estado debido al agua… 
o a causa del agua… entonces, 
ahí estoy hablando de un objeto 
inanimado, the door, o la pata de 
la mesa, la cola del perro, pero… 
el marcador de la profesora… 
the teacher’s marker, porque hay 
alguien a quien pertenece ese 
objeto, pero ahí no, porque 
ambos son objetos… ¿sí? ¿Está 
claro Tatiana?, cuando es 
persona, al nombre le agrego la 
coma y la s, en caso de que 
terminara en s… ¿quién me dice 
que pasa? ¿quién tiene idea? 

138 S Doble s   

139 S Entre la i y la s   

140 T No mi vida, aquí mira. Luis’ car 
is comfortable but it doesn’t 
have air-conditioning, its 
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convenient… its comfortable but 
it doesn’t have air-
conditioning... its comfortable, 
pero no tiene aire acondicionado, 
entonces, pregunta… mira que 
no estoy diciendo que es una 
plantilla… no hemos 
comparado, ¿por qué no he 
comparado? ¿qué se necesita 
para comparar? 

141  El conector   

142  El conector ¿y…? Okay, a ver, 
into parenthesis, this are my 
examples… ehm, Andrés’ 
bedroom is very small, así no 
puede ser… Andres’ bedroom is 
smaller… ¿qué quiere decir ese 
sufijo? 

  

143  Más   

144  Exactly, is smaller than… la 
habitación de Andrés es más 
pequeña que la mía 

  

145  Profe, y ¿cuando se utiliza el 
adjetivo est?, que creo que es 
superlativo 

  

146  Ahh, ya, ese es cuando tú te 
saltas, y queda como por encima 
de un todo 

  

147  Entonces, en ese solamente se 
colocaría st? 

  

148  Look at the example, Andres’ 
house is the smallest, entonces 
ahí hay comparación pero a la 
vez estoy resaltando una 
cualidad… entonces tu que 
necesitas, para comparar qué 
necesitas, un adjetivo, y la 
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partícula, como dicen, 
agregamos la partícula, y 
necesito el conector ‘que’ la 
mía… Entonces, este es el 
adjetivo con que yo comparo, y 
este es el adjetivo con el que yo 
resalto una característica por 
encima de otros, ¿preguntas? 
¿Está claro…? Tu  recordarás 
del colegio y eso, pero eso es de 
práctica, con los enunciados de 
hagas, la idea es que apliques 
para que tu vayas usando eso, 
para cuando llegue la semana de 
exámenes, cuando yo te pida… 
Luis se va a mudar… entonces 
yo quiero que Luis, me responda 
en un papelito, te vas a mudar en 
tres meses, evalúa, realiza una 
evaluación del barrio y de la 
casa, entonces tu comienzas a 
escribir, mi casa es pequeña, me 
gustaría vivir en una más grande, 
entonces, ese me gustaría es esta 
frase ‘I would like’, me gustaría 
que fuera… entonces si ya Luis 
se refirió a la casa, me gustaría 
que fueras… el verbo que 
ustedes eligen utilizar allí, mi 
casa un poco insegura… me 
gustaría que ¡tuviera!... el verbo 
que va aquí, está siempre en 
pasado… pero eso se evidencia 
es en la comprensión de eso que 
acabo de decir, es cuando tu me 
presentas el ejercicio, yo no 
puedo decir me gustaría que 
sea… porque tu estas 
expresándote en un tiempo en el 
cual te refieres a una 
expectativa, a algo que tu 
quieres que suceda… ¿sí? 
Entonces, si tu estas expresando 
un deseo, me gustaría comprar 
una casa que tuviera piscina, 
¿Por qué?, por la conjugación de 
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este verbo con el auxiliar que es 
-ría, que expresa deseo, 
añoranzas, que algún día quiero 
que se cumplan, entonces, no 
puedo hablar en presente ahí, 
oye a mí me gustaría que ustedes 
¡vinieran!… y tú hablas así todo 
el tiempo, entonces no sé 
porque, al momento de plasmar 
lo que piensas en el papel… 
dicen, mi casa es pequeña me 
gustaría que sea más grande… 
me gustaría que fuera… tengo 
dos perros me gustaría tener una 
casa que tuviera un patio más 
grande, entonces todo es la 
manera en que tu lo plantees… 
preguntas…? Andrés… 
everything is clear for you? 
Clear? Clear for men?  

149  A ver, mira, mira las palabritas 
que tienes allí, te pedí cinco, 
entonces como tienes el adjetivo 
con el antónimo, hágalo así, o 
mézclalo… depende lo que tu… 
lo que tu añoras, piensa en tu 
barrio… cómo te gustaría que 
fuera, mis vecinos son buena 
gente pero… son muy 
escandalosos… Y que, I dont 
like my neighborhood, me 
gustaría que mis vecinos se 
mudaran… entonces, empiecen 
ya a trabajar. 

students use 
translators websites 
to do their task 

 

150  Profe…   

151  ¿Cómo me demuestra usted 
comprensión? Si usted se va para 
su casa, pasan siete, ocho días y 
yo digo mándenme eso al correo 
y tienen los errores que yo estoy 
aquí planteando que no deben 
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hacer, entonces son ocho días 
perdidos… entonces, es 
solamente eso, eso es una 
actividad de comprensión y 
verificación y me la deben 
entregar… cuando usted lo 
termine, debe hacer, en el 
proceso que debe hacer, que si 
usted tiene duda, porque la idea 
es que tu lo hagas bien, porque 
vas a ir con las mismas errores, 
dudas… espacios… es lo va a 
hacer en la actividad que pida 
por correo, el examen, en el 
taller va a hacer lo mismo, 
entonces listo… por favor. 
Bueno, son las tres y veinte, si 
usted hace las cinco, take a 
picture and send it to my email. 
Take a picture, and send it to my 
institutional email, pero si 
ustedes las hacen, san, san, las 
califico aquí de una vez…  
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Appendix 9.4: Class Observation Transcript No. 4 
 
Teacher: B-2 
Time: One hour 
Purpose: Analyze teacher’s practices when teaching writing 
 

No.   T/S  Activity Belief 

1 T Okay, necesito esto para el lunes de doce 
a cuatro, así que me hace el favor y las 
trata como si fuera su celular… como si 
fuese… bueno, cuídenlas… 

  

2 S Como si fuera el pelo   

3 T Ah sí, como si fuera el cabello, como si 
fueran unos tenis…  

  

  *Inaudible voices and laughs   

4 T Okay, guys, pay attention please, in this 
unit four, the vocabulary is food, 
restaurant, many aspects related, you 
know, relacionados… to drink, food, 
categories of food, so we can classify 
food, into fish, chicken, meat, chivo, 
guartinaja… hormigas culonas, eso se 
puede clasificar 

  

5 S Huevo de iguana   

6 T Ajá… chinchurria, huevo de iguana. We 
can clasify those aspects, those items, 
when I say the word item… items of 
food, okay? Those are items of food, 
something que se come… those is… 
gelato… but I can say gelatina de pata de 
res… So, así te das cuenta que no todo lo 
debemos traducir, ¿por qué no lo 
traducimos? 

  

7 S Porque es un nombre propio   

8 S Porque es una comida de acá   
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9 T Ajá… exotic… exotic food, you see, 
so… ayy, teacher ¿cómo se dice 
chontaduro? Chontaduro… chonta 
hard… No, entonces no podemos estar 
traduciendo porque son comidas típicas, 
exóticas, propias de… una región, un 
lugar, etcétera… pero cuando tu estés 
interactuando con otra persona que no es 
de tu región, que nunca… que na’ más 
come pollo, huevo y queso, y no…  

  

10 S Yuca   

11  No, tampoco come yuca, pura tajadita 
porque no ha salido de su casa… ajá, no 
sí, sabes que a uno lo mal acostumbran, 
que no me gusta el pollo guisado pero 
me lo como frito… Okay, entonces, no 
traducimos ciertos nombres, alguien por 
ahí tiene una bebida, es un jugo… que sí 
existe, si existe la palabra zanahoria en 
inglés… remolacha también, entonces 
podemos decir, carrot, beet with lemmon 
juice, jugo de remochala con zanahoria y 
limón… con ese jugo la hemoglobina 
mira… yo no tendría astigmatismo si 
hubiese ingerido ese… Bueno, chica 
debemos tenemos que tomar mucho jugo 
de remolacha para usted sabe, 
hormonal… la hemoglobina hay que 
mantenerla así, usted no sabe, Dios la 
guarde, nunca sabe uno cuando le va a 
dar una hemorragia por eso tiene que 
mantener la hemoglobina así, una 
hemoglobina en cuatro es grave, 
plaquetas… glóbulos rojos, mejor 
dicho… Okay, so we are going to get 
familiar with those items of food, and the 
point here is that sometimes we have a 
bad experience with food, or we have 
great, excellent experiences in a 
restaurant, so, after eating in El Mudo 
fast food, it’s a restaurant… so, you have 
a experience there, so you can go to your 
Instagram or you facebook, and you can 
recommend that place. But sometimes, at 
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the same time, you have a really bad, or 
the worst experience you say, oh, that 
restaurant is ugly, the service is wrong, 
pin, pan, pin, pan… I don’t recommend 
it. So, we speak for good and for bad too, 
decimos tanto lo bueno, como lo malo, 
porque no te gustaría que otra persona 
viviera lo mismo que tú, esperar una hora 
y media por una hamburguesa, o si el 
servicio a domicilio… entonces aquí no 
solamente vamos a hablar de comida, lo 
que tú tienes en la mano… o bebida, 
vamos a hablar de todo lo que está 
relacionado a… ¿alguna vez has estado 
en un restaurante de comida thai? 
¿quién? 

12 S ¿Comida qué?   

13 T Comida thai, comida tailandesa.    

14 S Árabe…   

15 T Ya voy, Johannis, ya voy.    

16 S A mi me dieron una vez y que tajin…    

17 S Tahino   

18 S Tahino… Eso es pequeñito, uno pasa una 
galleta y eso pica… 

  

19 T Esa sí… bueno, resulta que… ¿mi cara 
qué te dice? 

  

20 S Eso que es…   

21 T Eso que es.. yo nunca he oído sobre eso, 
entonces vamos a desglosarlo… ¿por 
qué? Porque si usted… listo, yo manejo 
el vocabulario, pero yo no sé como decir, 
ehm… yo he comido chinchurria con 
yuca, eh, en el asado del cumpleaños de 
fulano… no sé decir eso, pero sí manejo 
chinchurria, si sé decir yuca, pero 
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entonces… so, esta contracción aquí por 
favor, ¿qué significa este apostrofe con 
esa ve y e ahí? 

22 S I have   

23 T Yes… so, tenemos el have… y, noten 
que el verbo tener es irregular, ¿no? 
entonces contamos con que… have es 
para ciertas personas… y ¿cuál es la otra 
forma? 

  

24 S Has   

25 T Has… sí, ahora vamos a tener claro para 
quien son ellos… con quien está casado 
have…  

  

26 S I   

27 T I…   

28 S You   

29 T You…   

30 S We   

31 T We… and they… Y ¿con cuál está 
casado has? 

  

32 S It   

33 T It   

34 S She   

35 T She…   

36 S He   

37 T And he… Okay, entonces… en estos 
momentos, aquí, en ese enunciado, 
porque ahí estamos expresando algo… 
yo nunca he oído… I’ve never heard of 
that… nunca he oído de eso… nunca he 
oído sobre eso, entonces ahí está 
actuando como un auxiliar, ¿sí? El have 
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está ayudando al verbo principal de esta 
oración… y este verbo, ¿qué significa?, 
en español… 

38  Escuchar… oír   

39  Sí, que, en presente, ¿cómo es?... Este 
verbo que está conjugado aquí está en 
qué tiempo…¿? 

  

40  En present   

41  Está conjugado en un tiempo 
hipersupermega complejo… primera 
columna, presente, entonces, vamos a 
clasificar, la primera columna él está en 
presente, es el verbo oír… hear, I hear 
you, do you hear me? Me oyen…? 

  

42  Sí   

43  Ah, gracias, entonces… el pasado del 
verbo… Usemos esa herramienta que 
tenemos ahí por favor, aquí llega el 
internet, tienen datos… dije que tienen 
que tener datos para ingles o traer un 
diccionario físico… el pasado de hear… 

  

44  Heard   

45  Heard… y pasado participio? Queda 
igualito, gracias a dios… Heard. 
Entonces, presente, pasado y pasado 
participio. Ercole y ahora profe si se 
escribe igual en pasado y en pasado 
entonces ahora como hago? 

  

46  El auxiliar   

47  El auxiliar es el que te dice, te está 
indicando, yo nunca he oído, estos 
verbos cuando están conjugados en 
pasado participio en español es, ado… la 
terminación del verbo… ado, ido… yo 
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nunca he oído eso… y que helado de 
hormiga culona…  

48 S ¿Helado?   

49 T Si, yo nunca había oído eso…   

50 S ¿Y hay?   

51 T No, búsquelo.. googleelo para ver si sí 
hay, entonces… ahora sí, para nosotros 
trabajar, eh o hablar sobre acciones que 
ya hemos llevado a cabo, hace un tiempo 
reciente, nosotros utilizamos, ¿Qué? el 
tiempo, present perfect… presente 
perfecto, cuyos componentes, la 
ecuación para hablar en este tiempo es el 
auxiliar have, o el have como auxiliar… 
más el verbo en pasado participio… past 
participle, ¿Quién me puede dar un 
ejemplo? Por favor, un ejemplo, con… la 
comida que tienes allí ya sea una 
afirmación o una negación, o una 
pregunta…   yo he… bebido, comido, 
estado… 

  

52 S I have ate in the…   

53 T Eaten… eaten… ajá   

54 S Seria… Ay cómo seria… chinchurria…   

55 T I have eaten… pero, it is negative…?   

56 S 
 

Yes, no, pero cóloquela como usted 
quiera para que explique 

  

57 T Okay, so I have eaten chinchurria… 
algún comentario ahí para eso… yo he 
comido chinchurria… ¿qué mas puedo 
decir de eso? 

  

58 S With yucca   

59 S Muy sabroso con la yuca cosida    

60 S Uy profe usted no pudo escoger una hora 
más acorde para hablar de comida  
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61 S Ajá, es que es aquí   

62 S Joñe uno con hambre…   

63 T No es que usted viene comida de su 
casa… 

  

64 S Ay estaba en clase, estábamos en clase   

65 T Okay, so, we, people, we have different 
tastes, so, hay gente a la que le gusta con 
bollo, a ti te gusta con yuca… hay gente 
que le gusta echarle suero a todo 

  

66 S Con picante   

67 T Hay gente que le echa el suero a todo, 
hasta a la sopa, a mi me gusta el suero, 
pero yo no le echo suero a la sopa, lo 
siento… Okay, so, Mileth said that she 
has eaten chinchurria, yucca and 
lemon… okay, una persona por favor 
que haga todo lo contrario a eso, vamos a 
hacerlo negativo, quien pasa y lo hace 
por fa, come on, solo es negar… es decir, 
yo no he comido o yo nunca he 
comido… 

  

  *student does the exercise in front of the 
class* 

  

68  Okay, so I have never eaten chinchurria, 
yucca and lemon, okay, so sometimes we 
can add comments, for example here, it’s 
delicious… or here it’s negative but we 
can say… nunca lo he probado pero me 
gustaría, es posible que la persona sí 
quiera darse la oportunidad de probar... 
de tener una experiencia orgásmica, eh 
probando la chinchurria… si? Entonces 
nos podemos quedar hasta allí o 
podemos decir, it’s delicious, it’s 
awesome… ya eso depende de cada 
quien, o del nivel de hambre que tenga 
usted… okay, ahora, ¿quién quiere 
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preguntarle a otra persona?, mira por lo 
menos, mira lo que tu tienes allí en esa 
laminita, y mira al vecino y le haces la 
pregunta… 

69 S Yo nunca he tomado jugo banano con 
borojó 

  

70 T Esa es la fruta…    

71 S Borojó…    

72 T Entonces, ¿quién le hace la pregunta?, 
¿Quién le formula la pregunta a Mary?, 
que ya ella acaba de decir que ella nunca 
ha tomado jugo de borojó 

  

73 S Borojó con banano, porque el de borojó 
solo sí, pero con banano no 

  

74 T Okay… listo, ¿Quién, por favor, formula 
la pregunta? Y yo la escribo… 

  

75 S Have you… never drink…   

76 T Have you… queremos decir es, alguna 
vez… So, have you ever…  

  

77 S Drink    

78 T En pasado participio, por favor…   

79 S Drunk   

80 T Ajá… borojó… and…   

81 S Banano   

82 T Okay… please, what’s your name?   

83 S Jorge   

84 T Okay, Jorge, can you ask her, ask her the 
question… 

  

85 S Ah, ¿que se la haga?   

86 T Ay, of course… come on    
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87 S Eh, have you ever drunk borojó and 
banana juice? 

  

88 T Juice   

89 S Juice   

90 T Mary…    

91 S No, I not   

92 T No…   

93 S No, I not… borojó and banana…   

94 T No, ¿qué?, perdón no escuché   

95 S No… I never… I never    

96 T No, I haven’t….    

97 S Pero ¿con cuál?   

98 T Por eso, ya ahí estás diciendo que no lo 
has probado… Entonces, yo le decía a 
ustedes en el primer corte que no sea 
costeño en inglés, usted le están 
preguntando que si usted ha bebido jugo 
de borojó con banana, eh, usted pues 
responde lo que se le pregunta, ¿no?... 
pero entonces dice, ay no manito, si yo te 
contara… no, yo no quiero que me 
cuentes nada  porque yo estoy haciendo 
una pregunta, de sí o no… luego, sí, deja 
que yo te pregunte, aquí, a partir de la 
respuesta de Mary yo puedo indagar un 
poco más, yo le puedo preguntar a ella… 
why?, ¿por qué? O, ¿te gustaría probarlo 
algún día? Y ella me puede decir… 

  

99 S Yeah.   

100 T Eso, así tal cual Mary, que estilo, que 
estilo Mary, me encanta. Okay… so, 
ahora sí, otro item… ajá, ¿qué tienes 
allí? 
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101 S Como es pescao’ profe   

102 T Fish…   

103 S Pero una clase de pescao’   

104 S Cachama   

105 S I have eaten… cachama…    

106 T Se llama cachama fish   

107 S Ah, cachama fish… ehh, arroz de coco 
cómo se dice en inglés profe 

  

108 T Coco rice   

 S And patacon   

109 T Yo le escuché a un amigo, que el 
patacon, o sean, que el propio patacon se 
hacía de plátano, sí, entonces uno lo hace 
en rodajas y luego se panga y ta, ta, ta, 
entonces, rodajas y luego le agrega 
spices… entonces diríamos fried banana 
slice 

  

110 S ¿Rodaja de plátano frita?   

111 T Pero eso es frito…    

112 S ¿Rodaja de plátano frita?   

113 T Yes, pero tu le ves la presentación y 
parece una rodaja. Entonces, lo podemos 
dejar así… No, no, no es explicarle el 
proceso, es inferir el nombre de algo a 
partir de cómo se hace entonces, si, eso 
es frito, entonces yo puedo decir fried 
banana slices, entonces tu lo traduces y 
te sale rodaja de bananas fritas… pero tú 
lo aterrizas a como tu hablas, sí? 
Entonces, ehm, ya vamos a dejar así… 
So, I have eaten cachama fish, coconut 
rice and patacon… so, let’s include more 
information, más información, where? 

  

114 S In… Barranquilla   
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115 T In Barranquilla, now when?   

116 S El año pasado   

117 T How do yo say el año pasado?   

118 S Ehm, ayúdenme…   

119 S In december   

120 S ¿Cómo es que es? In december…   

121 T Se supone que el diciembre ya pasó, 
¿no? entonces, last december… last 
december. Entonces miren, ya no 
solamente estoy diciendo que he comido 
x o y cosa, sino que ya puedo incluir 
donde y dar un tiempo especifico, y así 
podemos continuar… eh, who, in a 
restaurant or… what was the event? A 
barbeque… who were you with… ¿con 
quién estabas? 

  

122 S With my mother and my friend   

123 T I was with… my friend at… Ahora sí, 
more specific… 

  

124 S In the… restaurant…    

125 T At Mar’s restaurant…   

126 S Eh, espere, espere… Era algo con un río, 
pero no me acuerdo el nombre 

  

127 T Magínate, dame razón.    

128 S  ¿Rio dulce?   

129 S Rio azul   

130 T Ya no voy a borrar más… At rio azúcar’s 
restaurant Ya, listo… 

  

131 S Teacher, si yo por lo menos quiero decir, 
I have not eaten cachama fish… I have 
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like coco rice and patacon… O sea que a 
mí no me gusta la cachama, pero sí me 
gusta el patacón. 

132 T Yes, very nice…    

133     

134 T Entonces, chicos, para nosotros continuar 
hablando… aguante, aguante… ahora te 
toca borrar esa… aquí tú estás hablando 
en presente perfecto, yo he comido 
cachama, arroz de coco y patacón en 
barranquilla, el diciembre pasado, ¿sí? 
Yo estaba… o sea que ahí también 
estaba incluido ¿Quién? El pasado 
simple… ahí, eso indica pasado simple y 
ese adverbio de tiempo que indica un 
pasado anterior, también es pasado 
simple, entonces, yo utilizo en esta 
unidad, no solamente voy a expresarme 
usando ese auxiliar con los verbos en 
pasado participio sino que también aquí 
hay un uso del tiempo past tense… ajá, y 
mira que, o sea, tú como hablante nativo 
desde el español, tú no programas tu 
cerebro para decir, bueno, ahora voy a 
decir, eh, algo en presente y después 
continuaré hablando en presente 
continuo, no, eso a ti te fluye, ¿sí? A 
partir de todos los elementos de la 
cultura en la cual tú estás inmerso, 
entonces, aquí tampoco… o sea, yo en 
ningún momento te pedí que hablaras en 
pasado participio, ehm, incluye tal verbo, 
sino que a través de la experiencia que tú 
tienes, o ustedes han tenido, tu vas 
enunciando… sí…  y la motivación que 
tengas, entonces, eso surgió ahí… ¿ven?, 
entonces si ahí usted se va a la página 
veintitrés las personas que tienen el libro 
descargado en su teléfono, usted se va a 
la página veintitrés que corresponde a la 
unidad cuatro, eh, tu te vas a encontrar 
con ese recuadro azul, en donde tienes 
eso, donde te explican lo que es 
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gramática y te dan unos ejemplos 
palpables, entonces, aquí en el 
enunciado, en la pregunta utilizas esta 
palabrita, ever… alguna vez… en la 
pregunta. Y en la respuesta… never, o en 
un enunciado afirmativo, es decir I’ve 
never tried borojó juice, que sería el caso 
de Mary, ella ya ha bebido jugo de 
borojó pero no ha tenido el gusto de 
probarlo con banano, entonces, para 
Mary sería, I drunk borojó juice, but I’ve 
never tried… ¿qué significa tried? Este 
verbo… probar… este es un verbo, si tu 
ya la viste al final el -ed, quiere decir que 
es un verbo… 

135 S Regular   

136 T Regular, sí… so, probar o intentar… 
presente… en pasado qué hago, a ver, 
una irregularidad 

  

137 S Cambia la…   

138 T Si se remplaza la y, ¿si? ahí hay una 
regularidad, pero uno dice, es un verbo 
regular porque termina en -ed, yo 
remplazo y agrego lo característico de el 
pasado simple para los verbos regulares 
que es el ed, yo probé e intenté… yo he 
probado, o tu has probado o intentado, 
yo probé el jugo de borojó pero nunca lo 
he probado con banano… with banana… 
Entones, con ese item de comida que 
usted tiene ahí… y las personas que no 
tienen, no alcanzaron… a tener una 
laminita de esas, usted va a… hacer un 
enunciado, usted va a escribir, ¿qué va a 
escribir?, si ahí usted tiene, por ejemplo, 
pollo asado tienes tu ahí, eh, eso… ¿qué 
crees que es eso? 

  

139 S Alitas   
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140 T ¿alitas? ¿Estás segura? Ese animalito 
come zanahorias 

  

141 S Curí   

142 S Conejo   

143 T Conejo, sí señor.    

144 S Y este ¿qué es?   

145 T Eso es un cuy… Ese una vaca… 
Entonces, entonces si tú… a ver, a ver… 
¿qué es esto? 

  

146 S Es un pote de hormigas culonas   

147 T Un pote de hormigas culonas, pero otros 
chicos decían que esto era eh, que era 
un… que era carne, que era muchacho, 
que era cerdo con una salsa barbeque 
encima, salsa de ciruela, entonces cada 
quien habla a partir de lo que ya conoce, 
¿ven? Porque eso parecería tajadita… 
Entonces, qué va a escribir ahora usted 
en su cuaderno… ¿qué va a hacer? 

  

148 T Bueno, escuchen, ustedes ahora van a 
hacer un enunciado… 

  

149 S Ahí están   

150 T No, ese no se vale esos son ejemplos, te 
exhorto que hagas unos diferentes, sí te 
tocó el jugo de borojó entonces haces 
con uno diferente, una bebida que ya tu 
has tomado o bebido, una que no has 
probado, pero te gustaría probar en algún 
momento, ¿sí? Y le va a hacer la 
pregunta al compañero, con cualquier 
ítem de comida. Entonces, eso es, what 
time is it, please?  
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151 S Teacher, aquí en la de cow qué coloco, 
gelatus… 

  

152 T Sí, eso es gelatina de vaca…    

153 S Escribo gelatina de vaca o gelatus de 
vaca 

  

154 S Arropilla   

155 T Eso no es arropilla, a eso le dicen 
panelita 

  

156 S Eso es otra gelatina, la blanca.   

157 T Listo pues   

158 S En fin teacher, qué coloco   

159 T Escribe el nombre normal, gelatina de 
pata de res… 

  

160 S ¿Y huevo de iguana, profe?   

161 T Iguana eggs   

162 S Y la hormiga culona   

163 T Big booty ant… hormiga culona…    

164 T A ver, write a statement, escribe un 
enunciado… use los siguientes verbos, 
use los siguientes verbos…  

  

165 T Ahí están escritos los verbos a utilizar, 
¿por qué está el verbo to be ahí, chicos? 
Porque usted no solamente va a decir, yo 
he comido arroz de coco, yo no he 
comido chivo asado… tienes que abordar 
otros aspectos, si ahí está el verbo ser o 
estar… aquí te puse el participio, pero tu 
sabes que necesitas el auxiliar para poder 
completar eso. So, I have… I have been 
in a mexican restaurant… yo he estado 
en un restaurante mexicano, si has estado 
ahí, listo, has comido tacos, has comido 
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chalupitas, pero de pronto hay algo que 
no has probado ahí, entonces menciona 
eso… profe me toca buscarlo… buscalo 
en internet porque yo no se lo di en la 
laminita, googlealo… y me lo presenta 
antes de irse… profesora y cuanto es 
antes de irse, pues cuando usted termine, 
y antes de irse usted va y lo escribe allá 

166 S ¿Uno solo?   

167 T Entonces, van a hacer uno, dos, tres, 
cuatro, usted decides cuales afirmativas, 
cuales positivas 

  

168 S Profesora, hago dos positivas y dos 
negativas 

  

169 T Como usted quiera. ¿Los hago todos 
positivos? Haga al menos uno 
negativo… 
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Appendix 9.5: Class Observation Transcript No. 5 
 
Teacher: B-3 
Time: Two hours 
Purpose: Analyze teacher’s practices when teaching writing 
 

No.   T/S  Activity Belief 

1 T These are the characteristics, characteristics, 
these are the characteristics of our exam, you 
will be in pairs, so, you are going to be a 
group, so Tatiana and Luis; Jhonny and 
Andrés, for example, don’t start, just 
examples… and you have to bring money 
and, obviously, you dictionary. Look at this 
expression: recommendation, you are not 
going to use your cellphone and the content 
for the exam it’s about unit three and four, 
the vocabulary: dangerous, are, factious, 
comfortable, small, so, that vocabulary is on 
the book… 

  

2 T So, if you have your book downloaded to 
your cellphones you can look for it, I think 
it’s on page… I think, it’s on page sixteen, 
so, please check, verifiquen… if you have the 
book on your cellphone, try to verify, try to 
check that... So, they are… dark, small, so… 
all the words that you use… all the words that 
you use when you sent me your activities to 
my email, okay? Ehm, you are going to find, 
van a encontrar, descriptions or if possible 
that you use the vocabulary to complete 
statements or a conversation, you see? So, 
this is important, this is Important that you 
deal, you know the meaning in Spanish, de 
nada sirve que yo me sepa las palabras en 
inglés, las sepa pronunciar, pero no sé qué 
significan, porque entonces el contexto como 
tal no voy a saber ubicar… entonces siempre 
es importante saber que dice, si me están 
pidiendo que complete, obviamente tengo 
que leer lo que está alrededor para poder 
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escoger cual es la palabra que necesito y que 
le da sentido. Description, so, I remember 
that some students wrote, for example, my 
house… my house is safe place… there was 
students who wrote, mi casa es un lugar 
seguro… but, así… eso fue, eso fue un 
enunciado, my house is a safe place but it is 
located in a dangerous area, so, de inmediato 
qué identifico… vocabulary… that’s a 
description, so you describe when you 
mention or you highlight characteristics of 
something, so, here that’s description it’s 
short… its possible or it’s probable that I ask 
you, okay, escriba… tantas características 
positivas y tantas negativas de… de un lugar 
o de un espacio de tu casa, y usted coge un 
espacio y usted comienza a… a escribir, por 
eso solicité que las actividades de clase, para 
que escribieran con su puño porque algo se 
queda, entonces ahí van avanzando poquito a 
poco con eso, ya sea con estructura o con 
vocabulario. Entonces, como van a estar en 
parejas, eh, ay, la profesora si fuera 
individual entonces sería cinco y cinco… no, 
usted va a tener sus cinco cositas y usted va a 
tener sus cinco cositas pero va a ser different, 
okay? No van a tener el mismo parcial… 
Juntos, pero no revueltos, o sea, están 
apoyándose están supporteandose… se están 
apoyando, pero tú no vas a hacer las mismas 
que tiene él, porque tú debes a identificar 
unas cosas y el otras… o lo mismo pero de 
manera diferente… de la misma forma en el 
sentido contrario. But I will be easy, porque 
yo no voy a preguntarle, ni le voy a decir algo 
que no… por eso estoy anotando así, okay, 
so, describir, yo le voy a pedir que lea un 
texto, eh, y le voy a hacer preguntas, porque 
usted viene a… a indagar y viene también a 
responder entonces yo le voy a hacer 
preguntas… ¿qué comía Karen? ¿Había ido 
Karen al rio a tal hora? ¿Qué necesita usted? 
Vocabulario, y necesita los tiempos verbales, 
pues, así sea un texto, sean oraciones… 
subraya el presente perfecto en los siguientes 
enunciados, breve, ¿verdad? O sea, sí, porque 
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yo necesito que usted reconozca e identifique 
y si usted lo hace pues genial, prueba 
superada. Entonces, eso con relación a la 
unidad tres, pero la unidad tres es 
básicamente vocabulario pero aquí no 
tenemos un tiempo verbal, no tenemos 
presente, no hablamos de pasado, no, pero en 
la unidad cuatro sí, tenemos dos… que es el 
presente perfecto, mira los auxiliares… y, 
nosotros la semana pasada especificamos con 
quien usamos have or haven’t y con quien 
ocupamos has or hasn’t, ¿lo recordamos? ¿si? 

3 S Sí   

4 T Okay. So, Leonardo hasn’t eaten 
chinchurria… Leonardo hasn’t eaten roasted 
chinchurria… acabo de decir, he hasn’t 
eaten… ahí en ese enunciado está todo lo que 
yo necesito, yo como estudiante necesito 
manejar o estar familiarizado… bien, el uso 
del auxiliar y el verbo en pasado participio… 
y se acuerda… se acuerdan de los… coocking 
methods… boil… fried… okay, ahí lo que 
estoy escribiendo son verbos, ¿no? freir, asar, 
hervir… pero aquí mira, si termina en -ed 
quiere que decir que son verbos…  

  

5 S Regulares   

6 T Regulares, so, boiled, fried… grilled… so, 
Leonardo… él no ha comido, chinchurria 
¿qué? Asada… Leonardo ¿ahí le atiné o estoy 
equivocada? 

  

7 S Le atinó profe   

8 T Ah bueno, entonces, ese es un enunciado, yo 
ahí estoy diciendo algo, eso es un enunciado 
así o así… negative…¿cómo surgiría una 
pregunta? En un caso hipotético, si yo les 
digo, formula la pregunta para los siguientes 
enunciados, ¿cómo queda la pregunta?, 
¿quién la pasa y la escribe por favor? 
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9 S ¿Qué hay que hacer?   

10 T Escribir la pregunta para ese enunciado, que 
alguien se pare y la escriba… 

  

11 S ¿La misma pregunta esa?   

12 T Sí, ya ahí tienes la información entonces haz 
la pregunta 

  

13 T ¿qué le vas a modificar?   

14 S Esto…   

15 T Estamos hablando de Leonardo, y Leonardo 
es un chico… listo, entonces el auxiliar 
corresponde… 

  

16 S A have   

17 S Has   

18 T Thank you so much, ahora sí, vamos a salir 
de esto… Resulta que, las preguntas cuando 
empiezan… por lo general hay unas 
preguntas que empiezan con auxiliar… 
señor? 

  

19 S El ever tiene que estar ahí?   

20 T Pues sí, alguna vez… o es opcional, si 
queremos saber si alguna vez alguien ha 
probado, ha comido, ha estado, ha bebido, ha 
tenido… ehm, es opcional el ever, porque si 
se lo quitamos… ¿ha comido la chinchurria 
asada? Y la respuesta tiene que ser, yes, he 
has or no, he hasn’t, pero entonces el ever 
hace referencia a una época, a un tiempo… 
entonces, es opcional pero el ever le da… 

  

21 S Formalidad   

22 T Entonces las preguntas que empiezan con 
auxiliares, independiente del tiempo que sea, 
si es presente, continuo, el pasado, como sea, 
son preguntas de yes or no… Yes or no, 
entonces, ¿el enunciado que está ahí arriba 
será que yo lo puedo utilizar para responder 
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esa pregunta? No, verdad Jesu, porque eso es 
un dato que tu tienes, y a partir de ese dato tú 
puedes formular otro interrogante y lo 
respondes así o así… y a veces en los 
parciales hay una pregunta, por ejemplo, do 
you like eaten pizza? Y eso se responde… 
yes, I do or no, I don’t… pero entonces lo 
responden, así… completico, dicen, yes I like 
eating pizza, si desde un principio a uno no le 
enseñan el to be diciéndole… este, to be 
verb… sino, yes… no questions. Y te 
enseñan el auxiliar do, siempre es yes or no 
questions… Entonces, responder sí o no, es 
más sencillo que tomar palabras de la 
pregunta y responder de forma larga acá, 
aunque yo recuerdo que en el colegio a mi me 
enseñaron a aprender cortito y también la 
forma larga, ¿para qué? Para que se pueda 
observar que la persona maneja estructura, 
vocabulario, sabe donde van ubicadas las 
palabras, si? Entonces, eso depende también 
del profesor, has he ever eaten roasted 
chinchurrias? Diego… qué dijo leonardo 
ahorita… él dijo la respuesta… Moisés… 
Leonardo qué dijo 

23 S Yo no escuché profe   

24 T A ver, allá, Leonardo’s neighbour… o sea, tu 
vecino… ¿qué respondió Leonardo? 

  

25 S El respondió que no, he hasn’t   

26 T No, he hasn’t. Ajá. Es opcional… porque de 
pronto Leonardo me dijo… está en lo 
correcto. No, he hasn’t. Le puedes agregar un 
comentario, si tú lo conoces le puedes 
agregar un comentario, un comentario como 
qué… el prefiere… el prefiere los vegetales, 
o sencillamente, no he hasn’t, él es 
vegetariano… o sea, un comentario que 
apoye o complemente lo que él acaba de 
decir… it’s optional, si yo se lo pido… 
describa, o sea, justifique su respuesta. 
Entonces, básicamente, eso es lo que yo 
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necesito, presente perfecto, entonces, como la 
respuesta de Leonardo fue negativa, aquí yo 
no tengo como, eh, ¿se acuerdan como la 
pregunta prediseñada que era did you like it? 
Pero aquí yo no puedo preguntar si te gustó 
porque él me está diciendo que no lo ha 
comido, pero yo puedo preguntarle otra cosa, 
el punto es preguntarle…  

27 S Te gustaría…   

28 T Ajá. Would you like to… o la puedo poner 
complete, would you like to try it? ¿Te 
gustaría probarla Leonardo? Yes or no… 

  

29 S No teacher   

30 T No, ¿qué…? Te estoy preguntando a ti Leo, 
entonces tu me respondes, no…  

  

31 S I am…   

32 T Mira el auxiliar… usted no puede mezclar lo 
dulce con lo salado, mira te voy a poner un 
ejemplo…aguanta ahí que tu pronunciación 
me enreda 

  

33 S I wouldn’t    

34 T Pero entona más la n, I wouldN’T.   

35 S Profe es que el se llena de vergüenza    

36 T Oh, he is shy or it’s embarrassing… y que he 
feel embarrassing… es que mira cómo se 
escribe… Embarrassing, embarrassing 
situation… Cuando usted se equivoca, 
depende de la situación es algo incomodo, y 
usted, por ende, siente shame… it’s like 
this… blame… don’t blame me, no me 
culpes. So, shame… I feel embarrasing, me 
siento avergonzado, apenado 

  

37  Es una situación embarazosa   

38  Okay, so, creo que está claro entonces, creo 
que está claro lo que vamos a hacer la 
próxima semana yo te puedo poner una hoja 
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en blanco y te digo, escriba, escriba todo lo 
que… haga una descripción de su casa y la 
de… y la de otra persona… Entonces, así 
como usted puede encontrar que ponga 
complete, lea, lea y responda, sí, cualquier 
cosa puede surgir, pero lo que tu te vas a 
encontrar en cuanto a tiempo verbal es el 
presente perfecto y el pasado simple, 
entonces, si Leonardo nos hubiese colaborado 
y hubiese dicho: yes… Pero vamos a 
cambiarlo desde aquí… Camila… where is 
Camila? ¿Por qué te cambias de puesto?, yo 
te busco allá, Angelo, Dayana… Okay, so, 
she has, give me an action, please, give me an 
action.  

39 S Drink   

40 T Just write… an item of food, please…?   

41 S Juice   

42 T Okay, she has tried peach juice. Es un sonido 
largo… peach, peach juice, so, ella ha 
probado el jugo de… peach… durazno… 
Okay, ajá, ella ha probado el jugo de 
durazno… where is the other marker… has 
she… ever… has she ever tried peach juice? 
Yes, she has… 
Ahora sí, todo se ha acomodado para que 
podamos continuar con la secuencia, okay, 
¿quién le pregunta a Camila si le gustó? 
¿quién le pregunta a ver? Osman… 

  

43 S Did you like…   

44 T ¿Cómo?   

45 S Did you like it?   

46 T Ay profe, pero cómo así si estamos hablando 
de ella y ahora me va a meter usted a mí ahí, 
pero resulta que aquí es alguien… cualquier 
persona está preguntando… has she tried 
peach juice? ¿qué me responde Jhonatan? 
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Porque yo le estoy preguntando a Jhonatan, 
yo no le estoy preguntando a ella, has she 
tried peach juice… Jhonatan… 

47 S Yes, she has…   

48 T Okay. Did she like it? O sea que solamente 
cambio, aunque ahora sí hay concordancia, 
pero sí la interacción en la conversación entre 
Osman y ella, obviamente ahí si hay un did 
you… Okay, so Juan Pablo, que fue el 
promotor del jugo de peach, did she like it? 
Yes or no? 

  

49 S Yes, she did   

50 T Y siempre tengo que decir, yes, she did, pero 
es que qué otra palabra conozco con la que 
pueda afirmar… ¿qué otras frases conocemos 
con las que también podamos asentir? 

  

51 S Of course   

52 T Of course… sure, definitely, certainly, y pues 
el típico, yes, she did, so that’s it. Eso es el 
parcial… Tú debes reconocer qué se me 
dificulta, si se le dificulta el manejo de los 
verbos en pasado participio, entonces, y tu 
sabes que el tema comunicativo o la excusa 
para utilizar esos tiempos verbales es comida, 
bebida, restaurantes… alguna vez has estado 
en un restaurante donde sirvan la comida 
tal… alguna vez has ido a un restaurante y 
has esperado por una hora tu 
orden…entonces, ahí puedo incluir preguntas 
de ese tipo… preguntas muy personales… 
que solamente las respondes tú, okay, so 
that’s it. Any questions? ¿preguntas? Osman, 
¿preguntas? ¿clear? So, who can take a 
picture to the board, please, take a shot to the 
board, una imagen frontal, que no sea 
necesario aplicarle el zoom y que sea nitida, 
please.  

  

53 T Okay, so can we start, please. I am so anxious 
for listen to you. Juan Pablo and Camila, 
come on, please. 
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54  *students make the presentation*   

55 T I love it. You were so spontaneous, how 
many times did you practice? How many 
times 

  

56 S ¿Cuantas veces practicamos?   
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Appendix 9.6: Class Observation Transcript No. 06 
 
Teacher: C-1  
Time: One hour and a half 
Purpose: Analyze teacher’s practices when teaching writing 
 

No.   T/S  Activit
y 

Belief 

1 T So how many, how many nouns did you get?... How 
many… How many compound nouns? 

  

2 S Eight   

3 T Eight? How many you got? How many compound 
nouns? None?... ¿Ninguno? ¿Cuántos encontraron? 

  

4 S This is… this is… cuantas?   

5 T Ay hijo… pero cuántas, how many compound nouns…?   

6 S Mhm, son nueve.   

7 T Okay give me the beginning one… the first one.   

8 S Y la… ah 1, colóquela 1, 2 y 3 para que después ponga 
la… la respuesta que es. 

  

9 T Bicycle…   

10 S Con three, con el tres, con lane.   

11 T Bicycle lane, bicycle lane. Next… Past   

12 S Con station   

13 S Past station   

14 T This is very easy, basically, this is not difficult… 
Parking…? El más común de parking… 

  

15 S Garage   

16 T Parking garage… parking garage… is another one, 
parking… you can do parking space too… parking 
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garage, parking space, so there’s more than one option, 
you can do maybe one or two or even three… more than 
two… more than one. 

17 T Street… street? 

 

  

18 S Light   

19 T Streetlight. Seven? Subway… 

 

  

20 S Stations    

21 T Subway station   

22 T Number eight, taxi…? With taxi you can make more 
than one combination too,  taxi… taxi… taxi station, taxi 
stand… Traffic…? How about traffic? 

  

23 S Stop   

24 T Traffic stop?   

25 S traffic light   

26 T Traffic light!   

27 S Profe y el jam?   

28 T Traffic jam, yeah, this is a lot of… too many traffic, 
traffic jump and train… then you can have train 
station… 

  

29 S System!   
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30 T 
 

Train system, you can have more than one, yeah, more 
than one combination, so these are compound nouns, so 
it’s very easy, you can get a new word joining to another 
one you can get another word, those are compound 
nouns. Compound nouns are for, maybe… they can be 
form with one noun and another noun, this is a noun… 
this is another noun…and then you get a new noun, the 
combine one, obtienen un combinado de uno, verdad, 
you can get one, es un sustantivo y otro sustantivo para 
tener another compound noun. So, this is very easy. 
Let’s read this one here, perspective, listen to these 
comments, so we need to have the audios, okay, for 
these ones. But for now, let’s read this one here, let’s 
have… what’s your name? Daniel? 

  

31 S Camilo   

32 T Camilo? Camilo, read number one, please. Dice, listen to 
these comments about transportation services, then 
match them with the correct picture, so we have three 
pictures, A, B and C. So read the first one, please. 

  

33 T Camilo?, Read the sentence… or the paragraph.   

34 S The buses are old and slow, and they cause too much 
pollution. In cities with less pollution, people are 
healthier  

  

35 T So, the buses are old, so…    

36 S En A, a photograph   

37 T Look at the picture, you see the picture look at the 
picture, where you see that the buses are old, what is 
something that is old, old is a… damage maybe, is not 
new, what’s is the difference…. Old… new, right? So, 
when you see buses that are old they are not new, right, 
so you have, the buses are old and slow, so, they are not 
fast, so you know what is slow? Slow, excuse me, do 
you know what’s its slow? What is slow? That is not 
fast. Have you heard that movie “fast and furious”, la 
película esa de rápido y furioso, verdad. Fast is rápido. 
Slow is when you are walking like turtles, like this. That 
is something that is slow 
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So the first picture match this one, the buses are old and 
slow and they can cause too much pollution, right, so 
you know what is pollution? When the air is not good, 
there’s a lot of smoke, what do you think about the buses 
in Valledupar? They are slow? They are old? 

38 S  Old   

39 T There are old, right, the buses… What are the color of 
the buses here?  

  

40 S Naranjado   

41 R Orange, the buses are orange. So usually they are old, 
and they are slow, and they cause pollution. So, that’s 
the picture matching that one. In cities with less 
pollution people are healthier, in the cities with less 
pollution they have a good health, they can… what they 
can? they can breathe, you know, they can breathe. What 
cities in the world? ¿Que ciudades en el mundo 
generalmente pueden tener mejor environment, medio 
ambiente, what cities? 

  

42 S Medellín   

43 S ¡Ve!, ¡No! Medellín es la más contaminada   

44 T There is too much pollution in Medellin, in the world, 
maybe in Europe… 

  

45 S Leticia, the amazon   

46 T But the amazon was burning    

47 S Pasto   

48 S Santa Marta    

49 S Neiva   

50 S Manizales   
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51 T Okay, let's continue here, number two, who wants to 
read number two? Karelys, number two. Karelys… there 
are too many cars 

  

52 S There are too many cars   

53 T What is the picture that has many cars? This one? Right?  

Hey, there are too many cars, all the cars, taxis and buses 
are a danger for bicycles, that is too much traffic in that 
one, all of them has a lot of traffic, but this one has a lot 
of traffic, so A, I think it’s A, so number one is B, 
number two is A 

  

54 T Number six, sorry, number three, there should be fewer 
cars, but I think that the biggest problem is parking... 
there is no parking. It’s picture, number… 

  

55 S It’s letter C   

56 T Yeah. It says but I think that the biggest problem is 
parking, there isn’t enough parking, parking spaces, sí? 

  

57 T Okay, let’s continue here, this says here pair work: does 
your city or town have problems with traffic pollution 
and parking? What do you think it is the biggest 
problem? Here in Valledupar, in your city. What do you 
think are the biggest problems? 

Pay attention here please, Camilo, pay attention. So, 
what are the traffic problems in Valledupar? What do 
you think? Think about it. Discuss with your partner, 
discuss with your partner, discutan con sus compañeros a 
ver, de lo que ustedes piensan que hay en Valledupar, in 
english, try to speak in English. Traffic in Valledupar. 

  

58 S Motorcycle…   

59 S Muchas motos   

60 S Are too motorcycle.   

61 T Motorcycle, what else? Transportation, what about 
transportation? 
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62 S Traffic, no buses.   

63 T No buses? What else?   

64 S No parqueadero, parking   

65 T No parking space   

66 S Señalización   

67 S Cómo es semáforo en inglés   

68 T Traffic light   

69 S Traffic light!   

70 T So, we have many problems, and this is, Valledupar… 
his is… this is small o is big? 

  

71 S Small   

72 T Is a small city, right? And we have traffic, a lot, we have 
a lot of traffic, we have motorcycles, ¿verdad?, cars, old 
buses … so, a lot of motorcycles, we have many cars, we 
have old buses, we have a lot of traffic, in general, so 
basically, traffic, includes bikes, motorcycles, cars… We 
don’t have a good transportation, right? No good 
transportation in this city, because we don’t have a good 
bus system in the city. No parking spaces, we don’t have 
enough, we don’t have many parking spaces in the city 
also… and also the light are getting better, las luces 
están más o menos, las señales de tránsito, transit… how 
do you say that in English? 

  

73 S Streetlights   

74 T Streetlights, we don’t have good streets lights, Okay? So, 
what is that? That’s a big problem in the city, we have a 
big problem with that, what else? What do you think is 
the biggest, the biggest problem in the city? Motorcycle, 
cars, traffic, what is the biggest problem? 

  

75 S De todo   
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76 T Everything? So, everything… the traffic… traffic 
transportation in general, right? Is the biggest problem in 
the city, and not only in Valledupar, we have a lot of 
traffic in other cities of Colombia, like in Bogotá, we 
have in Bogotá  a lot of traffic, right?, Bogotá, 
Barranquilla, Medellin, everywhere in Colombia, most 
of the cities, but in Valledupar we don’t have a bus 
system, a good bus system, we have old cars, pollution, 
the air is not good in some parts of the city, but in 
general we have a good air in the city, right?, temenos 
una buen… el aire es respirable en la ciudad, es bien, 
pero sí en algunas partes de la ciudad, we have a lot of 
pollution, por esos carros viejos que ya deberían estar en 
el parqueadero. 

Okay, what do you think of this ah… when we are 
talking about… this is a car in the rush, okay, what it is 
rush? Caught in the rush, what it is rush? When you 
think about rush, you think about… when I say, let’s say, 
that I am going to work, pay attention, maybe, I have to 
be there, maybe at, 12:30 or let’s say 1 o’clock, and I 
have to be there on time, ok, but I am getting very late, I 
am getting late, and I know that if I leave my house late I 
am going to be late here, because I’m gonna be caught in 
the rush… I am going to be if… let’s say I haven’t take 
the bus, or maybe I am driving my car, maybe I am 
driving my car o I have to take the bus, I have to be here 
at 1, what do you think? I have to be early from my 
house, right, otherwise if I leave, lets say, at 12:40 I’m 
gonna be caught in the rush. I’m gonna be late. So rush, 
what is rush?  

 

  

77 S It is like estar demorado, o atrasado.   

78 T Bueno, esto puede tener varios significados, caught, 
what is caught? Is the verb, right… in the baseball, 
they… there is a catcher and there is a pitcher, right, the 
catcher is the one that get the ball, cierto?, el chatcher, 
si?, es el que agarra la pelota, entonces ahí es como 
agarrado, como me agarró 

  

79 S Atrapado   

80 T Atrapado!... caught in the rush… rush hours en inglés, es 
lo que se dice las horas pico, rush hour, rush hour es la 
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hora pico, so aquí en Valledupar nos agarra el trafico a 
las horas pico, so if I leave the university maybe at 2:00, 
I’m gonna be caught in the rush, si?, si salgo de mi casa 
para llegar aquí a las 7 y sales a las 6, your gonna be 
caught in the rush. Son las horas pico, si it’s seven in the 
morning, what else? Six in the afternoon, those are rush 
hours, son las horas pico. Bien. Now, go to page 9, go to 
page 9, please. So, how many of you know the count 
noun, and the noncount noun, what is are the count 
nouns, and the noncount nouns 

81 S Los contables?... están many…   

82 S Hay que completarlos   

83 T Yes, but what is a count nouns?... we have here 
expressions of quantity 

  

84 S Many, a few, more…   

85 T Those are expression of quantity, those are expression 
that you use, esas son expresiones que tu usas, pero un 
noncount noun its sometimes you can’t count, count 
noun is something that you can count, let’s have this 
world here, car… 

  

86 S Many   

87 T Car is something that you can count, right, you say one 
car, two car, three cars, and so on, etcetera, ¿verdad? so 
this is a count noun… this is a count noun, something 
that you can count, I know you know about that… 
something that you cannot count it’s an noncount noun, 
something that you can’t count is call noncount noun, so 
what are the noncount nouns that you know? ¿Cuáles 
son los que ustedes conocen? Noncount nouns 

  

88 S Water   

89 S Milk   

90 S Sugar   

91 T Etcetera, right, so, there are some expression that we use, 
hay unas expresiones que tu vas a usar con los count y 
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los noncount nouns, okay?, we have some expressions 
that we can use in this part. Count nouns and noncount 
nouns. What are those expression? Look a this one, it 
says expression of quantity in count nouns you use 
many, and with noncount we can use much, right? 

92 S Right   

93 T Es familiar para ustedes, verdad? Dice there are too 
many cars, ahí está en negrilla, si lo ven?, there are too 
many cars, cual es---- too much, traffic que es? Count or 
noncount? 

  

94 S Noncount   

95 T Traffic is not count…. Or noncount. What do we have 
here? We have cars, that is the one that we have, so it 
says here there are… too… many cars. So, you have that 
one there, underline this here, please… there are too 
many cars, so we have this… this is one, the expression 
many for count nouns, queda too many, so, if you use 
noncount nouns, which one do you use? For noncount 
nouns? Cual estás usando para noncount nouns?.... Too 
much, verdad, mira que dice there is…. There is… there 
is too… 

  

96 S Much   

97 T Much… There is too much traffic… ¿qué tenemos ahí?, 
tenemos too many y too much, Usualmente lo que tu no 
puedes contar no se pluraliza, siempre está en singular, 
el traffic no es algo que tu puedas contar, uno no dices 
one traffic, two traffic, three traffic, verdad?… when you 
say in Valledupar we have too much traffic, no too many 
traffic, sería too much traffic, look at the other 
expressions, this one here, there should be fewer cars. 
There should be fewer cars, there should be less, less 
pollution, para hablar de cantidades, que hay bastante, de 
que ahí hay bastante, hay, aquí dice, hay muchos… 
¿qué?, ¿qué dice aquí? 

  

98 S Hay muchos carros   

99 T ¿Aquí? Hay…   

100 S Hay mucho trafico   
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101 T To much traffic, there should be, ¿qué? Fewer? Fewer 
traffic. It’s the difference, is the contra, many y fewer, 
verdad? Fewer cars and there should be less, but here 
you have to use for, noncount nouns you use less, for 
count nouns you use fewer, sí?, fewer cars. Repeat 
fewer. 

  

102 S Fewer   

103 T Let’s look at the other one, we need more subway lines, 
other one with more, we have, we need more public 
transportation. Okay, we have the same expression here, 
we have more, and more. So, for this expression you can 
use, for count noun, you can use more and for noncount 
you can use more, so that’s not problem, you can use 
more subway lines, this is a count noun and we need 
more public transportation, transportation it’s a noncount 
noun, its something that you cant count, transportation is 
something general, right, es algo en qué? 

  

104 S General   

105 T That’s right. So, we can use more, for both, para ambos. 
Look at this one, there aren’t enough buses, there isn’t 
enough money. Okay, a ver, Camilo, look at that one, we 
have, ahí tenemos, vamos a hacer un resumen de todo, 
tenemos expressions of quantity, right, repeat: 
expressions of quantity 

  

106 S Expressions of quantity   

107 T you know this world, right?, quantity? Its similar to one 
in Spanish, verdad? Quantity is qué…? 

  

108 S Mucho   

109 T Cantidad. Expression of quantity, so we use this 
expression of quantity for, one for count nouns, and the 
other for noncount nouns. Right? Here we have too 
many, too many cars, too many is for count nouns and 
too much is for noncount, so we have cars that is 
something that you can count, and we have traffic, traffic 
is something general that you cannot count, so, this one 
here is talking about a lot of quantity… a lot of cars… a 
lot of traffic, right. This one here is to talk about less, 
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less cars, so we have, lot and less, so here says it should 
be fewer cars, so, this expression here, you use this 
expression for count nouns, fewer, but never use this 
expression with noncount nouns, never, never use fewer 
with noncount nouns, okay, you can say like there 
should be fewer pollution, not good, its bad, okay? 
Never combine those ones: there should be fewer cars; 
there should be less pollution. Next, we need more 
subway lines, repeat after me: we need… 

110 S we need   

111 T More subways   

112 S More subways   

113 T Lines   

114 S Lines   

115 T We need more   

116 S We need more   

117 T Public   

118 S Public   

119 T Transportation   

120 S Transportation   

121 T We have the same expression, we have more and more, 
so that’s okay, you can use more with count nouns and 
more with noncount nouns, not problem, that’s okay, 
that’s fine. Here, look at this expression here, there 
aren’t enough buses. Repeat after me: there aren’t 

  

122 S There aren’t   

123 T Enough   

124 S Enough   

125 T Buses   

126 S Buses   
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127 T There isn’t   

128 S There isn’t   

129 T Enough   

130 S Enough   

131 T Parking   

132 S Parking   

133 T what is the difference that you see there? The difference, 
between this sentence and the last sentence 

  

134 S Plural y singular, el contable es con el pural y el 
incontable con el singular. 

  

135 T Okay, so we have plural… we have singular, that’s right, 
very good, and, you see plural and plural, right? 

  

136 S Yes   

137 T We have singular and singular, noncount nouns are 
always singular, right, siempre, always singular. And 
count nouns can be plural or singular, in this case 
enough, it says there aren’t enough buses, esto tiene que 
concordar, verdad?, there aren’t enough buses, there 
isn’t enough parking. So, you can use enough for count 
nouns and you can use enough for noncount nouns. Any 
questions? Do you have any questions? Did you 
understand? 

  

138 S Yes   

139 T No problem? Okay, very good, now, complete this 
exercise. Go to exercise 8, it says complete the 
statements about transportation problems, then compare 
with a partner, more than one answer might be possible, 
we have one to eight, and we have a pair work also, 
section B,  says write sentences about the city or town 
you are living in, then compare with another pair. So, 
first of all, you are gonna be using, use the same 
expressions, expressions of quantity, tenemos las 
expresiones de tiempo, verdad?, van a usar esas 
expresiones de tiempo que tienen ahí, too many, too 
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much, fewer, ¿qué tienen que tener en cuenta?, van a 
tener en cuenta si es count noun o noncount noun, si? 
tienen en cuenta eso que es lo que van a colocar ahí, 
once you gonna be using, verdad, puede usar cualquiera 
de esos, vas a usar too many, too much, fewers, less or 
enough, pero sepan usar, sepan usar lo que van a mirar, 
look at the phrase and look if its singural, plural, va a 
mirar primero el sustantivo, el noun, si es count noun or 
noncount noun, okay? So work on that one, trabajen en 
eso please, one to eight. 

  WORKING TIME (?)   

140 T Number two. There should be… what it’s the noun that 
we have? 

  

141 S Fewer   

142 T Identifiquen el noun, el noun primero   

143 S Cars   

144 T Plural or singular?   

145 S Plural   

146 T So, there should be…   

147 S Less   

148 S Poco   

149 S Por eso, fewer   

150 T Fewer, fewer cars, there should be fewer cars in the city, 
there should be fewers, there are many so there should 
be fewer, so you use, fewers, that one, because if you go 
here, to the expressions of quantity, grammar focus, you 
see fewer, fewer is for… 

  

 

151 S Poco   

152 T Count nouns. Number three, there is…   

153 S There is more…   
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154 T There is what? I can… here you. Look at the 
noun first, repeat, public transportation 

  

155 S Public transportation   

156 T What is public transportation? You can count 
it? Lo puedes contar o no lo puedes contar? 

  

157 S No se puede contar   

158 T Entonces es un noncount, noncount, bien, 
entonces, cual va allí? There is… 

  

159 S More   

160 T More? there is more public transportation or 
there isn’t enough…? Which one is there? 

  

161 S There is more, enough es suficiente   

162 T There isn’t enough, there isn’t enough public 
transportation, so should be this one, there isn’t 
enough public transportation, so we need more 
transportation, there isn’t enough. Number 4, 
look at, look at the noun highways, highways is 
count or noncount? Highways 

  

163 S Count   

164 T Count! It’s a count, it has an s, its plural, it’s a 
plural noun… a count noun. It says the 
government needs to build… what? The 
government needs to build… 

  

165 S More   

166 T More highways, so we need more highways, 
highways is the one that it’s in the city for the 
cars, you know, for the transportation, it’s 
about the freeway, it’s something build for the 
traffic, for cars, so the government, right, needs 
to build more highways, because we don’t have 
many highways according to this. So, the 
correct one is more, you know you can use 
more for count and noncount. Number 5, there 
should be… number 5, there should be… look 
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at the noun, noise… What is noise? Too much 
noise, there are too much traffic and there’s 
cars, people screaming, so noise is… you can 
count noise? 

167 S No   

168 T No, it’s a noncount, what is the one that we use 
for that one, there should be… 

  

169 S less   

170 T less, correct… there should be less noise in the 
city. Number 6, the city needs… look at the 
public parking garages, public parking garages 

  

171 S Profe no hay suficientes garajes en la ciudad   

172 T Garages are count or noncount?   

173 S Count   

174 T It’s a count, you can count garages, you can 
say one garage, two garages, three garages and 
four, right, so the city needs more public 
parking garages. Number six is more, more 
garages. Number 7, what it’s the number 
seven, there is, look at the noun, air pollution, 
pollution, what its pollution? 

  

175 S Es un noncount   

176 T It’s noncount, so which one do we use?...   

177 S Too much   

178 T Too much, there is too much pollution. So, you 
need to use that. Number 8, there is… there 
are… cars, park in the street, there are too…. 

  

179 S Many   

180 T To many… too many cars, very good. So, we 
have, too many cars, too many cars on the 
street, very good. So, first of all, we have there 
are… number one… too many, right? Number 
one is too many, number two there should be… 
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181 S Fewer   

182 T …fewer cars in the city, number two, I’m 
sorry, number three, there isn’t enough public 
transportation, number four, the government 
needs to build more highways. Number five, 
there should be less noise. Number six, the city 
needs more parking garages and number seven 
there is too much pollution, number eight there 
are too many cars park. Okay, very good, very 
good. Now we have a pair work, you’re gonna 
be writing some sentences, it says here, write 
sentences about the city or town you are living 
in. Where are you living? 

  

183 S In Valledupar   

184 T Now, you are gonna be writing sentences about 
the city, you have one, two, three… you have 
five sentences, the city should provide more, in 
Valledupar we should have more… a better 
transportation, with should have more cars, we 
should have less motorcycle, so you have to 
complete this sentences, van a completar las 
oraciones, okay? Complete la oración de 
acuerdo a la necesidad que hay aquí en la 
ciudad, haganlo en parejas, de tres… the city 
should provide more… more what? Qué 
debería proveer más esta ciudad? More…? 
More public transportation, digamos… ese 
ejemplo. Ahora continúen ustedes. We have 
too many… motorcycles… 

  

185 T Number 2   

186 S We have to many motorcycles   

187 T Repeat with me, we have to many   

188 S We have too many   

189 T Motorcycles   

190 S Motorcycles   
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191 T Very good. Next, number three, number three 
here… there is too much… 

  

192 S Much traffic   

193 T Repeat: there is…   

194 S There is…   

195 T Too much   

196 S Too much   

197 T Traffic   

198 S Traffic   

199 T That’s good. Number four there, okay, a ver la 
niña que está comiendo. 

  

200 S There isn’t enough parking   

201 T There isn’t enough parking. That’s fine, 
number five: there should be…Camilo number 
five… There should be fewer… 

  

202 S Cars   

203 T Fewer cars. Karelys, number six: In the city of 
Valledupar, we don`t have enough… we don`t 
have enough… 

  

204 S ¿Lineas de metro?   

205 T Bicycle, buses, parking spaces, anyone of 
that… Number seven here, there should be 
less… There should be less… 

  

206 S Contamination   

207 S Pollution   

208 T There should be less…pollution. Repeat, there 
should be 

  

209 S There should be   

210 T Less pollution   
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211 S Less pollution   

212 T Very good, number 8: we need more traffic…   

213 S Light   

214 T Traffic lights, that’s fine, we need more traffic 
lights, very good. Okay, so, we have a listen 
that we need to do, but you know that you need 
to go online and get the audios, okay, so you 
can also listen to the audios because we don’t 
have time, the time we need to listen to the 
audios. A veces no nos da tiempo para 
escuchar todos los audios, vamos a escuchar 
unos que otros, acá en clase. Hay un link, la 
primera clase que hicimos para que lo tengan 
allí, okay. You're gonna be writing something, 
okay, pay attention. No nos vamos todavía. 
Page 10: vayan a page 10, writing.  

This is a community message about problems 
in the city, there is an example here, there is a 
paragraph, it says there is too much traffic in 
the city, and its getting worse, look at this one 
here, I want you to write that one, yo quiero 
que lo escriban, try to write it con este mismo 
vocabulario, try to do it with the same 
vocabulary that we have here, you know, there 
is…. In Valledupar, let’s say, in the city of 
Valledupar there is too much traffic and then 
you are going to be explaining what’s 
happening in Valledupar, qué está pasando en 
Valledupar, pero no es algo tan largo, va a leer 
este post que está acá about the traffic in the 
city, qué va a usar? Statements from exercise 
three, part B, verdad? To write a post, and use 
some ideas, van a usar sus propias ideas. This 
exercise, number 6. 

 

  

215 S De cuántas palabras?   

216 T It’s a short paragraph, it’s a short paragraph 
explaining… it’s almost the same. 
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Ustedes saben que vamos a hacer un portafolio, 
un portafolio de lo que ustedes van 
escribiendo, ustedes van escribiendo y ya 
deben tener el primero que mandamos a hacer 
en la carpetica, el portfolio, el portafolio, 
chicos, eso se los dije pero como hay unos que 
apenas llegaron hoy, ya esta es la tercera clase. 
En una carpeta que usted va a crear, y va 
ubicando todo lo que va escribiendo, al final 
vamos viendo cómo es que ha ido mejorando, 
con vocabulario y algunas estructuras que 
vamos a ir desarrollando, usted va colocando 
su hojita en el portafolio, esta ya es la segunda, 
second one y ahí vamos a ir revisando. En la 
próxima clase lo traen, to the next class, vamos 
a ir searching este tema, van a leer la segunda 
parte de esta unidad. Van a leer number 3, van 
a leer todo lo que faltó, verdad, van a pasar del 
writing pasan a la page 11… realizan esas 
páginas, page 11, page 12, and 13. Okay? I see 
you in the next class. 

Anything that we need to talk about or send 
information to WhatsApp? Estén atentos con 
eso y si ustedes, if you have questions también 
hacer preguntas por ahí está bien, alguna cosita 
o algo que queda pendiente. También tenemos 
las tutorías, ya estamos empezando con las 
tutorías, si hay algunos estudiantes acá, 
verdad?, siempre están algunos por ahí que les 
toca repasar. Ya estamos en nivel 3. Unos por 
ahí, de pronto necesitan repasar los temas, 
tienen que volver a repasar, si yo quiero 
mejorar, si yo… ese es el deseo que yo tengo, 
no pasar por pasar, me falta uno y listo, bye, ya 
salgo de este karma, dicen algunos, no todos, 
pero algunos tienen ese concepto, entonces 
ustedes tienen que enderezarse, ahí está la 
plataforma, todo eso, tiene que practicar, 
buscar ayuda, acá en la universidad, sea yo u 
otro profesor, puede dar tutoría, que no 
entiendo nada de eso, uno saca el tiempo y pide 
una tutoría… online, en internet uno encuentra 
todos los temas, pero la tutoría es mejor, para 
que ustedes también se ayuden, porque después 
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se va poniendo más difícil… okay? ¿Alguna 
preguntita que tengan? 
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Appendix: 9.7 Class Observation Transcript No. 7 
 
Teacher: C-2 
Time: Two hours 
Purpose: Analyze teacher’s practices when teaching writing 
 

No.   T/S  Activity Belief 

1 T What is your favorite dish? Or food?   

2 S ¿Qué es dish? Pescado?   

3 T Dish is a… let’s say, that’s a dish, bandeja paisa… 
spaghetti… or arroz con pollo, so here in 
Colombia we have different dishes for regions, so 
in Valledupar, what is the typical, the classical 
dish? 

  

4 S Sopa de mondongo   

5 S Sancocho de chivo   

6 S Mondongo   

7 T Empanada   

8 S Arepas de maiz   

9 S Arroz con coco   

10 S Patacones   

11 T In the Andes, in Bogotá, por allá?   

12 S Changua   

13 T Antioquia, we have…?   

14 S Bandeja paisa   

15 T So we have different dishes…   

16 S Sopa de pescado   

17 T Fish soup, sopa de pescado. Repite: fish soup   
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18 S Fish soup.   

19 T So, we have different food, right, different dishes, 
according to the region, so here, we have let me 
see… look at the page one… page twenty-two, we 
have favorite ethnic dishes, here, repeat: favorite 
ethnic dishes. 

  

20 S Favorite ethnic dishes   

21 T So ethnic should be like something that is typical, 
typical is something similar, ethnic and typical, so, 
we have different kind of food… or dishes in 
America, right? and in Europe we have another 
different kind of food, in a Africa… so we have 
some dishes here, we have from South Korea, 
what do we have for south korea?, we have a 
dish… look at the picture… is a Bulgogi, repeat, 
Bulgogi 

  

22 S Bulgogi   

23 T Repeat, South Korea   

24 S South Korea   

25 T Bulgogi is a beef marinated with soy sauce and 
other spices, what you understand there? Beef? 
What is Beef? Marinated… is with spices, right, 
sauce, different spices, marinated…. with soy 
sauce and other spices, this is a dish from where? 
¿De dónde es el dish? From where? From South… 

  

26 S Korea   

27 T Repeat, south Korea   

28 S South Korea   

29 T South   

30 S South   

31 T Korea   
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32 S Korea   

33 T Another dish that we have is Feijoada, repeat 
Feijoada 

  

34 S Feijoada   

35 T Here, Feijoada, repeat Feijoada   

36 S Feijoada   

37 T From brazil, repeat Brazil   

38 S Brazil   

39 T Is a dish made of black beans, made of black 
beans, what is beans?... Can you see the picture? 
Second dish. Dish made of black beans, garlic, 
spices and meat… and there’s another one, 
Moroco, repeat, Moroco 

  

40 S Moroco   

41 T Moroco is a… Moroco is in Africa… Africa.   

42 S Moroco es Marruecos?   

43 T Es el mismo. Moroco is in Africa, so, we have… 
read that one and see what you understand, read 
that one 

  

44 S *tries to read in English*   

45 T Okay, so we have vegetables, lamb, and cooked 
spices. Tangine, I don’t know about… I haven’t 
tried this food. The last one… Singapore, repeat, 
Singapore 

  

46 S Singapore   

47 T So, this one is Fish Head Curry, so, this one is a 
dish made from a fish cooked in a rich curry 
sausage, but you know about curry, right, do you 
know what is a curry? Is the one for the meat, 
usually, for meat, and for empanadas también, 
for empanadas sometimes. 
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48 S Teacher, Morocco is Marruecos?   

49 T Yes, it is in Africa. So, we have, four different 
dishes, south Korea, Brazil, Morocco, and 
Singapore, okay, and I don’t know if you are 
familiar… familiar with these dishes, maybe you 
have, maybe seen it in a magazine or maybe you 
have tried them, so look at the questions, there 
are three questions there, it says, which dishes 
are made with meat?... with fish, so first question 
is which dishes are made with meat? Or with 
fish? Read the definition of the dish again, read 
again, first one says beef marinated with soy 
sauce and other spices, beef, so, which dishes are 
made with meat of with fish, what is fish? Fish is 
bocachico 

  

50 S Bagre   

51 S Barbul   

52 T That’s it. What about meat, what is the meaning 
of meat? 

  

53 S Mojarra   

54 S No es carne?   

55 T Fish is a tilapia, right? Meat is a… from the cow. 
Ánimo, what is a cow? Una vaquita, that’s meat. 
So, look at the definition of the meat, so the first 
one, Bulgogi, do you think it’s made of meat or 
fish? Fish or meat? 

  

56 S Fish   

57 S Fish   

58 T It says marinated beef with soy sauce and other 
spices, so Bulgogi is meat, you can say meat and 
beef its almost the same, its like the same, so 
meat is a category of that kind of food, so beef is 
the same, and fish is another category, right? 
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Another category of food. So, what is food? 
Something that you eat, right, for food, what we 
have for food? Food is a… rice, chicken, fish, 
that’s food, what you eat. So, we have two 
different categories we have meat or beef and 
fish, so the first picture here, from South Korea is 
made of… meat. Okay, the second one, Feijoada, 
Feijoada it says a dish made of black beans and 
garlic, spices and meat… en qué categoría entra 
ese?, el dish made of garlic, black beans, spices 
and meat. 

59 S Meat   

60 T Meat, ahí te está indicando. So, the second 
picture, this one is Feijoada, Feijoada its made of 
meat. The main ingredient is, for this one meat, 
the principal, el ingredient principal. The first one 
is fish; this one is from meat. The third dish says 
Lamb Tangine, it says made of vegetables and 
spices and lamb, lamb, what is the lamb? Lamb is 
a kind of meat, it’s another kind of meat, lamb is 
a small animal, is the younger, is the young 
animal…. Es el cordero, lamb. Entonces ¿va en 
qué categoría? 

  

61 S Meat   

62 T En meat, verdad? The third one its Lamb Tangine 
it is made of meat, and the next one is Fish Head 
Curry, repeat head, what is head? What is the 
meaning of head? 

  

63 S Cabeza   

64 S La cabeza   

65 T Fish head?   

66 S Cabeza de pescado.   

67 T So, what is this made of? Como la palabra ahí lo 
indica, right, head fish curry. Category is? 

  

68 S Fish   
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69 T So, these are the main ingredients, for this one is 
meat, right, repeat, meat. 

  

70 S Meat   

71 T For number one… for number two…?   

72 S Fish   

73 T Number three?   

74 S Meat   

75 T Number four?   

76 S Fish   

77 T So, those are the bases ingredients, we have 
other ingredients. It says, the second question we 
have here, it says, have you ever tried any of 
these dishes?, have you tried? Have you eat? 
Have you eaten? Have you ever tried any of this 
dish? Which one would you like to try? If not, 
which one would you like to try. I haven’t. I 
haven’t tried these dishes, have you Yuranis? 

  

78 S No, I haven’t   

79 T First time I see these fishes, I don’t know. No 
conozco estos platos, what about you? Have you 
tried these dishes before? 

  

80 S No   

81 T Which one would you like to try?   

82 S I would like to try, I don’t know I think that Fish 
Head Curry, because it is made of fish head. 

  

83 T Yeah, it looks delicious. That one looks delicious. 
She likes that one, she has never tried. In my 
case, I would like to try, maybe… Lamb Tangine. 
Saray, what about you? 
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84 S I would like to try Lamb Tangine   

85 S Feijoada   

86 T How about you?   

87 S Lamb Tangine   

88 T And you? Which one?   

89 S Fish head curry   

90 T Here, which one would you like to try?   

91 S Head Fish, la cabeza de pescado   

92 T Fish Head Curry, repeat, Fish Head Curry   

93 S Fish head curry   

94 T Excuse me, what is your name?   

95 S My name is Ruby   

96 T Ruby which one would you like to try?... which 
dish? Which dish is good for you? Bolgogi… Lamb 
Tangine… This one? Fish head curry? 

  

97 S Yes   

98 T Okay, very good. So, we have different 
ingredients… different infredients for these 
dishes, right?, here we have, soy sauce… the first 
one, so we have soy sauce, right? For the first 
one, number one, and other spices, on the 
second one, number two: garlic, and we have 
spices, what are spices? Que son spices? ¿Son las 
especias, verdad, que se le echan, los 
ingredientes son diferentes, for number four qué 
tenemos? Spices también… Vegatables, etc… So, 
we can do a list, podriamos hacer un listado con 
todos los ingredients. And for number four we 
have fruit sauce, etc… So, we have different 
ingredients, repeat, ingredients. Repeat, 
ingredients… 
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99 S Ingredients   

100 T So, ingredients is the material we that you use for 
prepare the food. To cook. Repeat, cook 

  

101 S Cook   

102 T Cooking   

103 S Cooking   

104 T Right, so we have different ingredients, very 
good. Look at the last question, what question we 
have? We have: what ethnic food are popular in 
your country? At the beginning we start with a 
question, popular food in Colombia, so we have 
many, right? La bandeja paisa, changua, ajiaco 

  

105 S Changua   

106 S Mute   

107 S Tamal   

108 T We have many, here in the coast, in Barranquilla, 
in Cartagena we have butifarra… We have… 

  

109 S Sopa de pescado   

110 S Arroz de liza   

111 T So, we have different dishes. Repeat dish   

112 S Dish   

113 T So, my favorite dish, my favorite dish is a… 
coconut rice and fish, fried fish, and patacones… 
and salad, salad yes, I like salad. 

  

114 S Con limón   

115 T Yes, with lemon salad with lemon. Very good. 
Let’s see, okay. I want to listen to you about your 
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favorite food, tell me about your favorite food. 
Let’s talk a little bit tonight 

116 S My favorite food is viuda de pescado.   

117 T Viuda de pescado, I love it. I love viuda de 
pescado. What’s your name? 

  

118 S Miguel Angel   

119 T Miguel Angel, what’s your favorite food?... My 
favorite… 

  

120 S My favorite…   

121 T Dish or food, plato… is…   

122 S My favorite food is pizza   

123 T And what is your favorite food?   

124 S Salchipapa o espaguetti   

125 T And you?   

126 S Hamburger   

127 T Hmm, hamburger, I love hamburger.  What’s your 
favorite food? 

  

128 S Carne asada   

129 T Your favorite food?   

130 S My favorite food is gallina guisada   

131 T Gallina guisada, very good. Okay, so we have here 
a conversation, look at this conversation here, 
let’s look at this conversation, in the first page, 
page 22 or page 1. Conversation, it says listen and 
practice. We have two people… or we have three 
people here. We have… Where do you think they 
are? Are they… or they are 

  

132 S A restaurant.     

133 T Repeat, they are in a restaurant   
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134 S They are in a restaurant   

135 T How many people we have? People, how many? 
We have… how many people? One person or 
two? 

  

136 S Three   

137 T Three people here, right, we have a lady, this is 
the lady, a woman and a man, right? who is this 
one right, this one here?, the one in the middle? 
En la mitad. The waiter, this is the waiter, right? 
El meserito, el mesero… and look at the food, this 
is the food, right? We have the food here, look at 
the man’s face, mírale la cara al señor de la 
izquierda, the left. 

  

138 S Está como asombrado   

139 S Como que no le gustó la vaina   

140 S No le gustó la ensalada   

141 T He looks scared, and look at her, is she happy?   

142 S Is like… disgusting   

143 T She is like disgusted, she is not happy, she’s like 
ugh... Okay, so we have a conversation here, 
Steve and Katy… okay. Euranis is Katy, and who 
wants to be Steve?, quién quiere hacer de Steve 
aquí? What’s your name? 

  

144 S Steve: hey this sounds strange, snails with garlic. 
Have you ever eaten snails? 

  

145 S Kathy, Yes, I have. I had them here just last week   

146 S Did you like them?   

147 S Yes, I did, they were delicious! Why don’t you try 
some? 

  

147 S No, I don’t think so   
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148 S This is the server   

149 T Yes, I am going to be the server. I am the server. 
Have you decided on an appetizer yet? 

  

150 S Yes. I’ll have a small order of snails, please.   

151 T And you, sir?   

152 S Sigo yo?   

153 T Yes, you’re Steve, Steve.   

154 S I think I’ll have the fried brains.   

155 S Fried brains? I’ve never heard of that! It sounds 
scary.  

  

156 T Okay, so they are talking… we have two people, 
the lady and the man, and they are ordering food 
right?, they are asking for some dishes, and Steve 
says hey, this sounds strange snails… have you 
ever eaten snails, he’s like oh, this is weird… this 
is strange, he is like surprised, he is like oh, this is 
very weird, very strange. We have here, snails. 

  

157 S Snails   

158 T Snails it was a dish, snail with garlic… and then he 
says, Oh, this sound strange. Weird, he ask have 
you ever eat snails, right? What is eat? 

  

159 S Comer   

160 T That’s right. She says, yes, I have, I have been 
here just last week, Katy says, verdad? So, Steve 
le dice, did you like them? ‘Yes, I did, they were 
delicious, why don’t you try some?’ No, I don’t 
think so, says Steve. “Have you decided an 
appetizer yet?” Appetizer, what is an appetizer? 
That’s another word, it’s very similar con el 
Spanish, verdad? 

  

161 S Aperitivo   
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162 T Yes. Es aperitivo. “Yes, I have a small order of the 
snails”… Fried brains. Repeat brains 

  

163 S Brains   

164 T Everybody, brain   

165 S Brain   

166 T Somebody says the meaning of brain. Brain is this 
one, this one right here, cerebro. Lo que dice uno 
seso, have you tried seso? Or cerebro? That’s a 
food that people use to eat, people eat brain, but 
not everybody likes it, I don’t like it. Do you like 
brain? 

  

167 S No   

168 T Eso es lo que llaman cerebro, o seso. Right. 
Básicamente the first one dice snails, snail qué 
viene a ser…? Snail 

  

169 S Caracoles   

170 T Snails es caracoles. Snails with garlic, con ajo. 
“Have you ever eaten snails?” So this are strange, 
very strange, strange dishes, right?, very weird. 
We have snails and brains. Never tried that one, I 
haven’t tried any of those. Yes, I have an order of 
snails please, Katy says almost at the end. So, 
Katy ordered snails, Katy… and Steve, what did he 
ordered? He ordered… ehm. 

  

171 S Fried   

172 T Fried brains. All are very strange, bien extraños 
los platicos que ordenaron, verdad. Okay, so, at 
the end Steve says, I think I’ll have fried brains. 
Katy says: Fried brains? Wow, she was like 
surprised, she says, I’ve never heard of that, it 
sounds scary… it sounds scary... So, she was like 
scared of that dishes. Estaba como asustada, ella 
se asustó cuando vio eso, pero él también estaba 
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ahí, pues, ordenando lo mismo. So, we have here 
a typical conversation, where? In a restaurant, 
right?, where you order dishes, so, so, you… if 
you wanna order something in English or you 
wanna say to another country, you need to know 
how to order something, right? This is a way, it’s 
tan example, right. You are vocabulary… there are 
some comments that you can use to order food, 
okay. Look at page two, page 23, so here we have 
the grammar focus, simple past vs present 
perfect, on the first page, on the conversation…  
the previous conversation we have a dialogue, 
there is a dialogue between of three people, 
three people are talking, they are talking, they 
are ordering food, right? And they are, 
sometimes they talk in present… sometimes they 
talk in past, right? Present and past.  
Present tense, right, or past… past tense. Go back 
to the page 1, vayan otra vez a la, a la primera 
página. Look at the conversation again. On the 
first line it says: this sounds strange… the first 
line, la primera linea dice: this sounds strange, 
snails with garlic, have you ever eaten snails? Yes, 
I have. We have some phrases, maybe present 
maybe in past, right? On that one, on that line, 
we have present right? In one verb we have 
present, it says it sound, sound, that’s present. 
The other one that we have, the other line, it 
says, yes I have, have? That’s present or is past? 
Have? 

173 S Present   

174 T Present, yes, I have. And the other verb, what is 
the other verb? 

  

175 S Had   

176 T That’s past or is present?   

177 S Past   

178 S Past   
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179 T Underline that one, underline had. Pasen una 
linea en ese verbo en el had, it says, I had been 
here just last week, the other one, ehm, did you 
like them? Underline that one, did you, did, 
underline. It is past or present? 

  

180 S Past   

181 T The next one, ehm, ‘yes, I did, they were 
delicious, they were delicious’, that is present or 
is past? 

  

182 S Past   

183 T Past of what verb? What verb is that one? ‘Were’, 
right… Verb to be, this is verb to be. ‘Why don’t 
you try some. No I don’t think so’ The next one, 
were the server is talking, it says, have you 
decided on appetizer yet?’, have you decided, 
underline that one, decided, decided, that one it’s 
past or it’s present? 

  

184 S Past   

185 T Decided. Subrayen ese verbo también… Okay… 
look at the last one, el ultimo, it says, ‘Katy: fried 
brains, I’ve never heard of that. Heard. Underline 
heard, underline that, heard of that, it’s past? Or 
it’s present? 

  

186 S Present   

187 T The last one it’s past or it’s present?   

188 S Past   

189 T Past. So, we have differents, this is past, we have 
some in present, but now I want you to look at 
the past. Past tenses, so we have different verbs, 
right? We have: had, what is the basic of this 
verb, what is this verb? 

  

190 S Have   
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191 T Have… What is this verb?   

192 S Do   

193 T Decide, and what is this verb?   

194 S Hear   

195 T Decide and hear. So, we have different verbs 
here, which one are the regular and which one 
are not regular? Regular verbs… this is a regular 
verb, right? regular… the end is -ed, right? This 
one here is regular or irregular? 

  

196 S Irregular   

197 T Irregular, it’s have, it change completely, it 
change. What about this, is regular? 

  

198 S Irregular   

199 T Irregular… Decided?   

200 S Regular   

201 T So those are the past tense, or the past participle 
of those verbs, of the… those verbs, those are 
irregular. Okay, very good, so go to the next page, 
page 23, it says simple past vs present perfect, 
that’s the grammar. It says, simple past… vs 
present… On the conversation, on the previous 
conversation that they are, the restaurant, they 
are talking in simple past, present perfect and 
also present perfect, they are using three tenses: 
present, past and present perfect, right? The 
three ones, but we are going to starting today 
with the simple past and the simple present and 
how combine them, you can use them at the 
same time. So, the simple past it’s very easy, 
right? what it’s the simple past? Do you 
remember the simple past in English? 
Remember? In Spanish, in English, I am sorry, in 
English I say, ‘I live’… let’s say, ‘I work here’, right. 
I work here, If I want to say that I worked here 
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yesterday, how do I say that? That I worked here 
yesterday?  
I work here every day, this is present, right? If I 
say, I work yesterday, this one is correct? Está 
bien esto? 

202 S No   

203 T Look at the expression, yesterday, yesterday its 
something that happened yesterday. Qué 
necesitamos acá para que sea pasado? 

  

204 S Complemento   

205 T -ed… I worked here yesterday, esto es como una 
particula así que se le agrega,a particle that you 
add to the verb, if thats a regular verb, 
remember, that’s regular. So I say I worked here 
yesterday, this is simple past, simple past. So, this 
one is simple past, simple past. What about 
present perfect? I can say this, I can use the same 
phrase, I am going to use the same one, voy a 
usar la misma verdad, para formar el present 
perfect. I work here everyday at the university, I 
work here on Monday, Tuesday until Saturday. 
Simple past: yesterday I worked here too. And the 
present perfect it’s something like this: I worked 
all day, to make the present perfect we have to 
add something else, I need an auxiliary, yes, I 
need an auxiliary to form the present perfect, this 
one, I worked all day, its past. To form the 
present perfect I need an auxiliar, the auxiliar is 
have, to have. The auxiliar is this one, to have, so 
I need that one, so in order for me to say, I have 
to write this I have, I have worked all day. So, look 
at the difference, this is simple past and this is 
present perfect. Have you study this one before? 
The present perfect? Have you heard about that, 
right? The last semester, I think last semester you 
study the present perfect. What’s the auxiliar for 
present perfect? 
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206 S Have   

207 T Have, right? El que no se acuerde tiene que 
repasar, verdad? Que tenemos aquí, tenemos el 
auxiliar, y aquí, más el pasado del verbo. I have 
worked all day here at the university… let’s say 
that I study at 8 in the morning, I studied today at 
8 o’clock and at night I am still working here, 
right, I am still working, so this action has not 
finished yet, okay, so, with the present perfect 
the action hasn’t finished yet, has not finished. I 
am still working right now. Comencé a las ocho y 
ya son las nueve de la noche y sigo trabajando, 
verdad, eso es lo que es el presente perfecto en 
este caso, dice, yo he trabajado todo el día, pero 
son las nueve y no he dejado de trabajar, o sea, el 
pasado es una acción se que acabó ya y no se va a 
repetir, ya se terminó, finished, repeat. 

  

208 S Finished   

209 T Se acabó, yesterday, verdad, I did it yesterday… 
yesterday I worked, eso no se repite más eso es el 
pasado, verdad? En cambio, en esta forma, I have 
worked, yo he trabajado todo el día, pero sigo 
trabajando, es una acción que sucede en el 
pasado pero que continua en el presente, todavía 
me repercute, me sigue repercutiendo en el 
presente, ¿cierto? ¿Cómo se forma? Se forma con 
el auxiliar con el verbo to have, sería en español 
el verbo… 

  

210 S Haber   

211 T Haber, yo he trabajado, tu has trabajado, el ha 
trabajado. Ahora, in english tenemos el to have, y 
tiene dos formas en presente, como es el to have, 
tiene dos formas, tiene el have: I have, you have. 
Y la tercera persona: he/she/it has. Entonces, yo 
digo: I have worked all day, sigo trabajando, 
continúo trabajando, la acción no ha terminado. 
Si yo, I went to London… I have gone to London, I 
been to London once, once in my live. He estado 
en Londres alguna vez en mi vida, verdad? Ese 
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también es presente perfecto, pero bueno esa es 
otra explicación. I have worked all day, let’s 
continue with this one, I have worked all day and 
I am still working, an action that stills continue in 
the present. Look at this one, she… she what? 

212 S Has   

213 T Has, so the third person is has, okay, we use has 
for the third person for he, for she and for it, for 
the rest of the persons, I, you, we and they, you 
use 

  

214 S Have   

215 T Very good. She has worked since 8 o’clock, she is 
still working, since it’s a preposition… and 
adverbs. Desde, verdad? ‘She has worked for’, 
you can also use that preposition, she has worked 
for that company for five years. For the present 
perfect we can use since and for. Okay, so this 
one here is positive or negative. 

  

216 S Positive   

217 T Okay, and how do you change it to negative? This 
is affirmative, positive. 

  

218 S El not, y el verbo sigue quedando el participio   

219 T Se le agrega el not a cual?   

220 S Al auxiliar   

221 T Al auxiliar, muy bien, that’s good. The auxiliary is 
the one that is going to be negative, no el verbo, 
sino el auxiliar. Cual es el auxiliar? Have, that’s 
the one that is going to be in negative. So, do this 
one negative, I have worked all day. Do that one 
negative, ehm, Saray… 

  

222 S I haven’t worked all day, or I have not worked all 
day. 
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223 T Exactly, I have not, or I haven’t. ¿Cual es el 
negativo de ese? El auxiliar lo pueden utilizar así, 
auxiliar negative: haven’t or have not, auxiliar: 
hasn’t or has not, that is the short form, the 
contraction, or you can use not, it’s okay, I have 
not worked all day. Okay now make this one to 
negative. 

  

224 S She hasn’t   

225 T She hasn’t or has not   

226 S Worked since 8 o’clock   

227 T Worked since 8 a.m. That’s fine, this one, change 
this one to negative: he… 

  

228 S Hasn’t   

229 T He hasn’t…?   

230 S Worked…   

231 T He hasn’t worked for that company for five years. 
So, it’s very easy, right? Its very simple, it’s very 
easy. So, we have, positive, negative, negative, 
negative, so what we have for the present 
perfect, we have the auxiliar plus what? We use 
the auxiliar… plus… verb. The main verb, the 
other verb, right?, el verbo principal, the main 
verb, ¿en qué tiempo? Lo tenemos en pasado 
participio, bueno digamos participio pasado, past 
participle, ustedes lo conocen, básicamente se lee 
p.p, básicamente, verdad? past participle, repeat, 
past participle 

  

232 S Past participle   

233 T So, the past participle for the regular verbs is the 
same, it’s the same past, simple past, right?, for 
regular verbs, so, we have here… this is a regular 
verb, so this is the past and the past participle at 
the same time, yes? But for irregular verbs that’s 
different, right, that’s completely different, okay, 
so, we have auxiliar plus past participle plus 
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complement. So let’s have another, ehm, 
sentences or example, for irregular verbs, you can 
say, look at this one here, so this one is with 
regular verb, regular verbs, right? Let’s have 
another one with irregular verbs, lets use ehm, 
written, okay: I have written a letter for you… 
present perfect, so basically it’s the same, same 
order, el mismo orden basicamente, I have, what 
is the main verb? 

234 S Write   

235 T Write, in past participle written. Okay, so, I have 
written the letter for you, so we have the auxiliar 
and we have the past participle here, and this is 
the complement, so we have subject, we have 
the auxiliar, we have past participle and 
complement. Now, change this sentence into 
negative, change it to negative, negative form… 

  

236 S I haven’t written a letter for you.   

237 T I haven’t written a letter for you. Very Good. I… 
haven’t… 

  

238 S Se puede decir haven’t y have not?   

239 T Sí, cualquiera de las dos. So it’s the same, this is 
an irregular verb, what is the verb this one, the 
main verb, here, this is the main verb, this is 
regular and this is irregular. So, for questions, 
what do you do with the questions, do you 
remember? 

  

240 S El auxiliar al inicio de la, de la oración, el verb 
queda igual, o sea en pasado participio 

  

241 T Very good, como dice Saray, el auxiliar va al 
principio, se cambia, verdad? Tenemos 
afirmative: I have written, negative: I haven’t 
written, question: Have I or have she or have you, 
you change the auxiliary. So Saray, lets make 
something like this: you have eaten, what is this 
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verb? What is the past participle of eat? You have 
eaten, el pasado. Qué verbo es este? 

242 S Comer   

243 T Eat, you have eaten snails. Negative: you haven’t 
eaten snails. Question:… 

  

244 S Have you   

245 T Have you…   

246 S Eaten snails   

247 T Eaten snails… Have you eaten snails? This is the 
question, okay, so, you take basically the 
affirmative sentence and you change it, instead of 
having this one here you change it to the front, 
you say have you, to the beginning of the 
sentence: have you eaten, have you eaten snails? 
and you can answer this question too, you can 
answer positive or negative, right? Yes or no 
questions, you can say: yes, I have or no, I 
haven’t. You have eaten snails… Have you eaten 
snails? There is also a word like ever, have you 
ever eaten, with this you can use this word. You 
can say, have you ever eaten snails? ¿Ven esa 
palabrita ahí? Ever, repeat, ever. 

  

248 S Ever   

249 T Ever   

250 S Ever   

251 T Esas se utilizan mucho en las preguntas, en el 
presente perfecto, you use that one a lot, mucho, 
verdad? Se usa mucho el ever para preguntar, 
what is the meaning of that? What is the meaning 

  

252 S Nunca   

253 S Alguna vez   

254 T Sí, alguna vez. Nunca es never. I have never, 
¿donde se coloca? Se coloca entre el sujeto y el 
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participio pasado, es decir, la pregunta seria have 
you eaten, have you ever eaten, si alguna vez en 
tu vida, en algún momento de tu vida has comido 
caracoles, verdad? Snails. Have you ever eaten 
snails? Oh, yes I have eaten snails or no, I haven’t. 
Yo puedo decir, no never, I have never eaten 
snails in my life, verdad? Nunca, never. Because 
you have never, this one is positive, I have never 
eaten snails, cuando tienes el never ya es una 
absolut, que niega, verdad? completo, no 
necesitas poner auxiliar negativo. I have never. I 
have never eaten snails. So what questions do 
you have about this, the present perfect, so, the 
present perfect it has a lot, so… now we have the 
affirmative… or positive, we have the negative 
form, and we have the interrogative form, okay. 
You need to practice; you need to review again 
the past participle of the verbs… I have a list of 
that, I am going to email it to you, I am going to 
send it to the group, how do you study that one? 
there something like a list, right, we have the 
verb here, let’s say, ehm, eat, this is the base, in 
infinitive, right? Eat. Here we have the past, the 
simple past ate, and we have here, in the other 
part the past participle eaten. So, we have, eat, 
repeat, eat 

255 S Eat   

256 T Ate   

257 S Ate   

258 T Eaten   

259 S Eaten   

260 T So, you have to recognize the past participle, 
sometimes it’s the same, this one and this one, 
right, but most of the time for the irregular verbs 
this change, change into a different form. So, we 
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have, lets say, verb to be, past…? what is the past 
for the verb to be? Two forms 

261 S Was   

261 T Was and were. Nos va a aparecer así was/were. 
Past participle…? 

  

263 S …   

264 T Been. This is the past participle: been. So, you 
have: to be, was/were and been. Okay, very 
good, now let’s do some exercises here, let’s have 
some exercises, we have one… eight, go to the 
exercise eight, dice, complete this conversation, 
then practice with a partner. So, we have here 
the present perfect and also you have to combine 
this one with the simple past, sometimes you are 
going to use simple present, I’m sorry, simple 
past and the other times you are gonna be using 
present perfect, yes? Look at the first example, 
have you ever been to a picnic at the beach? It 
says been. Have you ever been, so what’s the 
verb in parenthesis, we have to be, right? So, the 
past participle of been is to be, have you ever 
been to a picnic at the beach?... Yes… You need 
to answer this one. Yes, I have. Because is in 
present present, so, you need to answer, oh yes, I 
have. My family and I… My family and I… háganlo 
para ver, háganlo ustedes para ver cómo les 
queda, do it, sino lo corregimos, we can correct it, 
okay? para mirar cuales son los errores. 
Ustedes tienen el libro también, yo se los mandé, 
ábranlo ahí si tienen problemas, ustedes tienen el 
libro, lo tienen en línea, ¿verdad? El Interchange, 
ya les voy a mandar enseguidita, I’m gonna send 
you a list 

  

265 S ¿Una pregunta, el administrador del grupo…?   

266 S No vino   

267 T Okay… Be careful because you have to use 
present perfect and simple past at the same time, 
sometimes it’s gonna be simple present and 
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sometimes is going to be present perfect. I’ll send 
you the list, the list of the verbs, because I cant 
find them right now… Okay, si, have you ever 
been to a picnic at the beach? Yes, I… 

268 S Had   

269 T Have… Yes, I have. Because he is asking. What 
is…? Why is have? Why is have? Because its 
asking, with present perfect, que si has estado, 
verdad, en un picnic en la playa, y ya ahí dice, yes, 
I have. I have what? I have been at the beach. My 
family and I, what is the verb that we have 
there… my family, my family and I… 

  

270 S Have   

271 S Had   

272 T Had, my family and I had a picnic on the beach 
last month. That’s simple past. Why it’s simple 
past? ¿Por qué es pasado simple y no present 
perfect? Why…? Porque eso pasó el last month, 
right? el mes pasado, esas con las claves, para 
que tu sepas cual es pasado simple, presente 
perfecto, tienes que ver la clase que tu estas 
mirando, observando, debe tener por ejemplo en 
este caso es algo que ya pasó, el pasado ya es 
algo que sucedió, que ya se acabó, ¿cuando pasó 
eso? Last month, tiene una, eso se llama 
expresiones de tiempo, time expressions, las time 
expressions in english te indican y te ayudan, 
verdad? Time expressions, last moth, last year, 
yesterday, se acuerdan de eso, ¿verdad? 
Yesterday… eso fue ayer, last week, todo lo que 
es last, ahí puedes agregar lo que tu desees, 
puede ser last year, last week, last month 

  

273 S Last night   

274 T Last night, last morning…Todo last es pasado, 
verdad? ¿Es lo pasado, last, last, entonces cuando 
tú ves esta expresión de tiempo, que tienes acá, 
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you have an expression here, it says, la misma la 
B, dice, yes I have, my family and I had… entonces 
aquí va el pasado simple, simple past, porque eso 
pasó ¿cuándo? Eso sucedió last month, el mes 
parado, okay. Let’s continue, the third one, it says 
on the beach, we had a picnic on the beach last 
month, we… tienen el verbo acá cock, past or… 
present perfect or simple past, ¿qué hicieron ahí? 
They cooked hamburguers, verdad? Cocinaron, 
verdad? Cocinaron hamburguesas, eso es pasado, 
eso es un qué, un verbo regular, they cooked, 
they cooked a hamburguer. Let’s continue, 
number two… Es que la pregunta toda está 
facilita, lo que es pregunta va en… present 
perfect básicamente, miren, have you ever… 
sigue ahí, have you ever… 

275 S Try   

276 T Try is the verb, es el verbo, is irregular or 
regular… try? Es un verbo… regular, entonces, 
have you… cuando ustedes ven esa forma así de 
have… you… ya eso se sabe que es present 
perfect porque es lo que explicamos, have, este 
es el auxiliar, have you ever tried, it’s a regular 
verb, si? Si te preguntan con have, responde 
con… have. Si te preguntan con have tu vas a 
responder con have, pero como es negativo: no, I 
haven’t, si? entonces aquí sería haven’t, no I 
haven’t… no I haven’t but I’d like to. Number 
three, look at this one, we have an auxiliar in this, 
the auxiliar the did, is for the simple past, do you 
remember that one? Remember, all the time 
expressions del simple past, pero tenemos 
también el auxiliar, que es el did, cuando ya ven 
el did eso no es present perfect, eso es simple 
past, lo cual indica como aquí, did you… look at 
the verb, the verb have, did you have? Queda 
normal, normal porque así es la pregunta, 
entonces queda have: did you have breakfast 
today? Ahí le dice: yes, I… Como le preguntó con 
el did responde con did, sí? Porque ese es el 
pasado simple, ya ese no es el presente perfecto, 
estamos haciendo una conjugación de los dos 
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tiempos, pasado simple y presente perfecto, 
entonces aquí tenemos: did you have breakfast 
today? Yes, I did… Sigue en presente, dice hoy es, 
I have breakfast today, es algo que acabó de 
pasar hoy pero no está sucediendo, ya desayunó 
en la mañana, ya eso no continúa, ya se terminó, 
eso es pasado. Yes, I did, después le dice, I… qué? 
I ate. Eso sigue siendo… pasado, pasado simple, I 
ate a huge breakfast, si?,  huge breakfast, that 
happen in the morning, they had a huge 
breakfast. Number four, number four, have you 
ever… okay, have you ever… Number four… 

277 S Eaten   

278 T Eaten, exactly, have you ever eaten, ya saben que 
la pregunta tiene el ever, el have, that’s a 
question that’s present perfect, have you ever 
eaten mexican food?... yes, I… 

  

279 S Have   

280 T Yes, I have, se responde con have, yes I have… in 
fact, I… I ate… 

  

281 S Ate   

282 T Exacto, va pasado porque miren la expresión de 
tiempo, last week, I ate. Entonces va ate. Number 
five, go to number five, es did you? Did es past, 
simple past, el auxiliar te ubica en… simple past. 
Entonces dice, did you drink? Queda normal, did 
you drink… did you drink coffee this morning, ya 
eso pasó… yes, I did… Yes, I did… I had… sigue 
pasado entonces es I had, so there’s a 
combination between simple past and present 
perfect, in this exercise… this is a good exercise, 
because you can practice both, ambos, simple 
past and present perfect. Simple past it’s 
something that happen in the past, expressions of 
time: last year, last month, yesterday… auxiliar 
did. Present perfect it’s something that still 
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continues in the present, algo que todavía 
continua en el present, okay, very good. We need 
to study this a little bit more, you need to 
practice, I’m gonna send you some exercises, so 
you can practice more about this… for writing you 
are gonna be doing some writing, I have some 
copies for you, but… I have three copies here for 
you, but for now I am gonna give you maybe… 
this one here, this only one copy for today. Okay, 
do something for homework… there’s something 
for homework, review this again, okay, review 
simple past, review present perfect, also I’m 
gonna send you the list of the verbs so you can 
review the verbs and finish the rest of the pages 
that we have, page 24, that one… 25 page… and… 
26, you need to review another topic, we have 
another topic here that we don’t have time to 
finish, it’s about ahm… sequence adverbs…  
sequency adverbs, this is very easy, sequence 
adverbs, right, we can review this one, les voy a 
dar algo rapidito acá, esta es la segunda parte de 
la, de la, unidad, sequency, page… go to page 25… 
sequence adverbs. You know that this book has 
two parts, part one and part two, this part it’s 
about this one, simple past and present perfect, 
part two it's about sequence adverbs. This word 
is the same as in Spanish, sequence… something 
that is in sequence, one, two, three, four, five, six, 
it’s in sequence, right, adverbs are words that 
you’re gonna be using to follow a sequence, like 
what? Sequence adverbs we have like first, the 
next one is a, first eh… then, or next… next, after 
that… finally. I know that you have heard this 
before, yo sé que ustedes esto lo conocen ya, ya? 
Sequence adverbs. First, this is an adverb of 
frequency, let’s say that you’re doing a recipe… 
cooking, cooking something, a dish, you follow 
the instructions, right? First I do this… let's say I 
am gonna do a… omelet, the first thing that I do 
is, break the egg, verdad?, first… para hacer una 
tortilla, verdad? First… Second, puede ser second 
también, third, then, next, after that, finally, this 
are like sequency. Next, it’s something that you 
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are doing right away, right. In the morning when 
you wake up and the first thing that you do is to 
wash my teeth, then I take a shower… or next, 
after that, after I take a shower I dress, I dress 
myself and finally I take my bus to come to the 
university, so that’s a sequence, okay?... Wait for 
the copy… So this part, 27, i'm gonna send you 
the instructions to write a recipe, les voy a 
mandar a todos las instructions, lean hasta la 
página 27… 
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Appendix, 9.8 Class Observation Transcript No. 8 
 
Teacher: C-3 
 
Purpose: Analyze teacher’s practices when teaching writing 
 

No.   T/S  Activity Belief 

1 T …one, two, three and four, four que es 
básicamente… la red de nosotros, y esta le quedó 
pendiente for the next week. I want to review what 
you have written, the articles, the paragraph… and 
if you have any questions, if you have any 
concerns… anything you didn’t understand about 
grammar or anything? So, I’m gonna be here today, 
¿vamos a revisar verdad? Y si a ustedes les falta 
algo terminen, terminen lo que les falta, terminen, 
lo van terminando lo que les falta, lo que no 
entienden, ahorita vamos a socializar, todo eso… 
questions if you have any questions, el que no sabe, 
trate de no copiarse del otro, nadita hacen con 
mostrarme eso ya hecho… eso tiene que hacerlo, si 
se equivoca no importa, hágalo de todas maneras, 
aunque sea con errores, porque entonces, se lo 
copian entonces y me lo muestran del otro, pero eso 
no… no es el punto, ¿verdad? El punto no es que se 
lo copien del otro y me lo manden a m, ya yo sé 
cuándo lo copian y a veces yo veo las mismas cosas 
igualitas, ¿cierto? Veo a veces que dicen el mismo, 
la misma historia, a veces veo que me presentan una 
historia igualita, pero yo, como yo la las leo, yo sé, 
y yo le digo esta está igualita a tal, entonces tienen 
que intentar, aunque sea con errores, eso es lo 
importante que ustedes mismos lo hagan… el test 
va a ser de la uno, one and two, y la cuatro también 
va a entrar el present perfect y algunas cositas ahí, 
verdad? Lo que hemos dado 

  

2 S La uno y la que    

3 T La uno, one is time to remember, this is very easy, 
this one it’s about introduction, simple past, simple 
past of to be and simple past. Okay, so this one its 
about simple past, verb to be and simple past, mhm, 
the paragraph that you have to write about that one, 
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it’s about an experience or situations that you lived 
when you were a child, in simple past. This one 
here is caught in the rush, the vocabulary about 
transportation, compound nouns, transportation… 
problems in the city, you know… about… regarding 
traffic, and you have to  write a post about traffic, 
the problems in the city, and the other one, the last 
one is… vocabulary about food, I’ve never heard of 
that, present perfect, simple past and sequency 
adverbs, ehm, vocabulary about dishes and some 
food, so everyone please, if you have questions or 
you need to finish one exercise, right, whatever you 
need to finish and I’m gonna start checking…   
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Appendix 10: Feedback received from tutors in the presentation of the research study poster.
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Appendix: 11. Sample Informed Consent Form 
 
Date: ________________________ 
 
Name of Participant:________________________ 
 
Study Name: Teachers´ beliefs towards the teaching of EFL writing 
 
Researcher: Euranis Ardila Trillos, Carrera 4B # 26-16 Candelaria Sur. Mobile. (57) 3154475875 
 
Purpose of the Research  
 
What you will be asked to do in the research: You will answer a questionnaire about your beliefs 
towards the teaching of writing. 
 
Risks and discomforts: We do not foresee any risks or discomfort from your participation in the 
research.  You have the right to not answer any questions.   
 
Benefits of the research and benefits to You: People who participate in this study will not have 
direct benefits. The benefits are general benefits of the research for the society, potential 
generalizable knowledge.  
 
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in the study is completely voluntary and you may 
choose to stop participating at any time.  Your decision not to volunteer will not influence the 
nature of your relationship with the University either now, or in the future. 
 
Withdrawal from the study:  You can stop participating in the study at any time, for any reason, 
if you so decide.   Your decision to stop participating, or to refuse to answer particular questions, 
will not affect your relationship with the researchers, the University, or any other group associated 
with this project.  In the event you withdraw from the study, all associated data collected will be 
immediately destroyed wherever possible. 
 
Confidentiality: Unless you choose otherwise, all information you supply during the research will 
be held in confidence and unless you specifically indicate your consent, your name will not appear 
in any report or publication of the research. The data will be collected using handwritten notes and 
recording the interviews. Your data will be safely stored in a locked facility and only research staff 
will have access to this information.  The data will be stored for two years and after that it will be 
destroyed. Confidentiality will be provided to the fullest extent possible by law. 
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Questions about the research?  If you have questions about the research in general or about your 
role in the study, please feel free to contact Euranis Ardila Trillos either by telephone at (+57) 
3154475875 or by e-mail (euranisardila@unicesar.edu.co)   
 
Legal Rights and Signatures: 
 
I, __________________________________, consent to participate in the study Teachers´ beliefs 
towards the teaching of EFL writing conducted by Euranis Ardila Trillos.  I have understood the 
nature of this project and wish to participate.  I am not waiving any of my legal rights by signing 
this form.  My signature below indicates my consent. 
 
 
Signature        Date        
Participant 
 
Signature        Date        
Principal Investigator 
 
 
 
 
I, __________________________________, agree to allow recordings, digital images or 
photographs in which I appear to be used in teaching, scientific presentations and/or publications 
with the understanding that I will not be identified by name.  I am aware that I may withdraw this 
consent at any time without penalty. 
 
 
Signature        Date        
Participant 
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